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AROUND THE HORSESHOE
THE PICTURESQUE ROLLINS

Rex Beach

campus is as breathtaking

This summer, 73-year-old Rex

to first-time campus visitors

Beach Hall, named for the famous

today as it was to the

novelist and Class of 1897 Rollins

founders who stepped off

alumnus, underwent a complete

the train in Winter Park more

overhaul aimed at sustainability.

than 125 years ago to inspect

The residence hall now features

the lakeside location pro-

low-flow showerheads, waterless

posed for Florida’s first col-

urinals, LED lighting throughout,

lege. While the campus has

and tinted thermal-pane windows.

experienced growth and

Occupancy sensors ensure re-

transformation along its

sources are not needlessly wasted

road to recognition as one of

on empty spaces, resetting ther-

the country’s top liberal arts

mostats and disabling heating and air conditioning during break points. Rooftop solar panels

colleges, one goal has re-

harness the power of the sun to produce domestic hot water for showers. In addition. the

mained consistent: providing

landscape surrounding Rex Beach has been enhanced

a quality education in a land-

with native-plant species that require little to no irrigation

scape that will continue to

after establishment.

flourish for future generaMowbray House

lege recently completed a

Five EcoRollins students and sustainability coordinators

series of projects aimed at

spent their summer preparing the 2,800-square-foot

preserving the physical and

Mowbray Sustainability House for a sustainable fall

natural beauty of the campus.

semester. The students removed and recycled the cement
LAURA J. COLE ’04 ’08MLS

tions. In that vein, the Col-
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driveway and metal fencing surrounding the backyard
and prepared gardening space for edible organic fruits
and vegetables, herbs, and medicinal plants. They
installed a composting area and rain-collection barrels,
set up a “worm hostel” for castings and tea, changed out
all lightbulbs to CFLs (compact fluorescent lamps), and
painted the house inside and out with VOC-free paint.

Sustainability Report Card
Rollins received an overall grade of B+ from the Sustainable Endowments Institute in its College Sustainability

WORTH
MENTIONING

Report Card 2011. Improving by a full letter grade from last year, Rollins received A’s in the Food & Recycling, Student
Involvement, and Investment Priorities categories. In the Food & Recycling category, Rollins earned the following
citation: “Rollins spends 55 percent of its food budget on local items. The College purchases hormone- and
antibiotic-free milk, chicken, and beef, as well as some confinement-free poultry items. Sustainable fisheries guidelines
inform seafood purchases, and vegan options are offered at each meal. Traditional materials and electronics are
collected for recycling, and excess food is donated to a local food bank.” To view the full report, visit greenreportcard.org/report-card-2011/schools/rollins-college.
Bicycle Program
Last fall, Rollins implemented a new
“bicycle library” program enabling
students, faculty, and staff to borrow
bicycles to run errands, go to class,
or take leisurely rides around Winter
Park. Available for checkout for up
to three days at a time at the Olin
L i b ra r y c i rc u l at i o n d e s k , t h e 1 2
available bicycles were signed out a
total 372 times in the program’s
first year. This past fall, first-year
JASON JONES

students were encouraged to use
them during orientation for bike
tours through surrounding communities, including Winter Park, Baldwin
Park, and the Genius Reserve.
Tree Canopy
The trees that dot the 200-acre Rollins campus not only frame the campus landscape, but also provide much-needed
shade during the hot Florida summers. To ensure a lasting tree canopy, Rollins regularly monitors the health of all
trees, removing those that are dead or in severe decline and replacing them with new ones. As part of this effort, last
summer Rollins removed two laurel oaks and planted a total of 64 new trees, including live oak, bald cypress, sabal
palm, chickasaw plum, winged elm, and magnolia.

WE’RE #1—For the sixth consecutive year, U.S. News & World
Report ranked Rollins number one
among 118 regional universities in
the South in its annual “America’s
Best Colleges” issue.
PULL UP A CHAIR—Associate Professor of Political Science Dexter
Boniface was named to the Weddell Chair of the Americas and
Professor of Finance Halil Kiymaz was named to the Bank of
America Chair of Finance.
PEACEFUL COEXISTENCE—This
year, eight students with different
religious backgrounds are participating in the Interfaith LivingLearning Community. The twosuite living space in Sutton Place
Apartments enables them to live
together and learn about one
a n other’s customs and beliefs
while fostering a mutually respectful and inclusive community.
A ROOM OF THEIR OWN—This
fall, Rollins celebrated the opening
of the Lucy Cross Center for
Women and their Allies, named
for the woman for whose vision led
to the College’s founding. Located
in Chase Hall, the center houses a
library of feminist literature and
resources; offers a safe haven and
meeting space for students, faculty,
and staff; and provides a designated space where today’s feminist
and gender issues can be discussed
in a free and open atmosphere.
STRONG ETHICAL FOUNDATION—
An essay written by Jonathan
Stamm ’10, titled Ethics without
Faith: Darkness, was named one of
five winners in the Elie Wiesel Prize
in Ethics Essay Contest. An annual
competition, the contest encourages
students to write thought-provoking
personal essays that raise questions
and showcase rational arguments
for ethical action.

JASON JONES

BRINGING CLEAN WATER TO
NEPAL—As part of the student service club Making Lives Better, eight
students, accompanied by Professor
of Chemistry Larry Eng-Wilmot and
Director of External and Competitive Scholarships Jayashree
S hivamoggi, traveled to Nepal,
where they installed five compact
water purifiers in Kathmandu and
the remote village of Doti.
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A Day of Service

get in the way of your edu-

C re ate d i n 2 0 0 6 , S PA R C

cation,” Rollins President

(Service Philanthropy Activism

Hamilton Holt advised first-

Rollins College) introduces

LAURA J. COLE ’04 ’08MLS

CARRIE MOHANNA

AROUND THE HORSESHOE
“DON’T LET YOUR STUDIES

Rollins’ newest students to the

year students in the 1930s.

Central Florida community in
Rollins continues to strive to
a day of learning, community
make Holt’s ideal a reality for

service, and activism by part-

all students, encouraging

nering students with commu-

them to become engaged

nity agencies across Central

citizens by involving them in

Florida. This year, more than

community outreach projects

600 incoming first-year and

beginning in their first week

transfer students, faculty, peer

o n c a m p u s . L e a d i n g by

mentors, and staff volunteers

exa m ple, faculty and staff

participated in 21 projects, including landscaping at Genius Reserve, touring polluted Lake

contribute their time and

Apopka, and introducing senior citizens to the latest technology. The event produced more

talents off campus, and the

than 2,500 hours of community service across Central Florida.

College has garnered multi-

awards for its servicele a r n i n g p ro g ra m s a n d
community involvement.

Faculty Build Campus-Community Partnerships

MICKI MEYER

ple national and statewide

George D. and Harriet W. Cornell Professor of Philosophy
Margaret A. McLaren won the Florida Campus Compact
(FL|CC) Service-Learning Faculty Award representing independent colleges and universities in Florida. These
awards are given to individuals, projects, and organizations
in higher education that greatly enhance learning while
working with the community to address societal issues.
This is the fourth consecutive year Rollins has received this
distinguished honor. “No other school in Florida has
been recognized four consecutive times with this award,”
said Director of Community Engagement Micki Meyer.
“Margaret McLaren has transformed our campus with her
Margaret McLaren
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approach to student- and community-centered teaching."

WORTH
MENTIONING
DAVID ZAJCHOWSKI

A Fit-Friendly Company
In October, nearly 40 Rollins faculty and staff members
teamed up with more than 11,000 walkers at Loch Haven
Park for the three-mile Heart Walk, an American Heart
Association event that raised $1 million. As part of the
Start! Fit-Friendly Companies Program, Heart Walk raises
funds for the American Heart Association and increases
awareness about the benefits of adopting a healthier

Tom Lairson

lifestyle. “I think participating in these types of events as
Rollins employees strengthens our sense of community
and encourages us to engage in the greater Orlando community, of which we are a part,” said participant Dawn

LAUREN BRADLEY

Roe, assistant professor of art.
Rollins Rallies for the Rail
President Lewis Duncan joined the Winter Park
Chamber of Commerce, Orange County Commissioner Bill Segal, Mayor Ken Bradley, and more
than 150 community and business leaders at the
Winter Park Welcome Center to show support for
the SunRail in Winter Park. The SunRail, which will
stop in Central Park, will help to bring visitors to
Winter Park, reduce traffic and parking congestion,
and increase property values in the downtown
business district.

President Lewis Duncan (r) with
community members at the Rail Rally

Rollins Students Engage in a Shared Vision
for Central Florida
This spring, Rollins students participated in a day of discussions titled "Regional Research and Resolves." Hosted
by myregion.org as part of the Central Florida Partnership, the event engaged students and local community
leaders in conversations about Central Florida's regional-growth vision and the area’s impact on the global community as a “World Class Region.” Participants brainstormed key indicators of a 21st-century global community,

FULBRIGHT SCHOLAR—Ronald G.
and N. Jayne Gelbman Professor of
International Business and Professor of Political Science Thomas D.
Lairson was selected to receive a
Fulbright Scholar award for teaching and research in Singapore. He
will serve his Fulbright appointment
during the Spring 2011 semester.
DOWN TO A SCIENCE—Assistant
Professor of Biology Katie Sutherland and Archibald Granville
Bush Professor of Science and Professor of Physics Thomas Moore
were recognized by the National
Science Foundation (NSF) for
their contributions to science research. Sutherland received one of
nine awards for her research on the
transmission of a human pathogen
to elkhorn coral in the Florida Keys,
and Moore was awarded a new
three-year federal grant in support
of his continued research with undergraduate students in the area of
musical acoustics.

including access to multi-modal transportation, cutting-edge research and medical facilities, sustainable development,
economic impact, global diversity, arts, and culture.
The House that Rollins Built
On March 20, Gail Richardson, an employee of Sodexho, the company that runs Rollins’ dining services, became the
owner of a Winter Park home that she—with the help of other members of the Rollins community—built. A Habitat
for Humanity homeowner
participant, Richardson spent
months helping to build the
house that would become
h e r h o m e. A te a m o f 5 0
Rollins students, faculty, and

GLOBE TROTTERS—In May, a
group of 18 Rollins faculty, staff,
and emerita representing 11 disciplines accompanied Hugh F. and
Jeannette G. McKean Professor of
Philosophy Hoyt Edge on a threeweek trip to Bali, Indonesia. The trip
was funded by the President’s
Internationalization Initiative,
which strives to enable every faculty member to have an international experience at least once
every three years.

staff, including Winter Park
Habitat leaders President
Emeritus Thaddeus Seymour
and alumnus Hal George ’76,
joined Richardson in putting
LAUREN BRADLEY

the finishing touches on her
new home, helping her meet
the 300 hours of "sweat
equity" required to become a
Habitat homeowner.

FA L L | 2 0 1 0

GLOBAL CITIZEN—Aditya Mahara ’12 was honored with a
Salute to Heroes Award by The
Association of Nepalis in the
Americas (ANA) at their annual
c o n f e r ence in July. The ANA is
an organization that promotes
the preservation of Nepali identity
and culture in the Americas by
celebrating the cultural, religious,
linguistic, historical, and educational heritage of Nepal.
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Thomas Biddinger ’10 ’11MBA, Sunshine State Conference Defensive Player of the Year, 2010
PHOTOS BY JIM HOUGE

ROLLINS CONTINUED TO BUILD

Men’s Soccer

its strong athletics tradition in

The 2010 Rollins men’s soccer team captured the Sunshine State Conference Championship

the 2009-10 season, winning

for the second straight season and fourth time in program history. Led by a strong defense, the

four Sunshine State Conference

Tars allowed just 14 goals and posted an 11-3-2 mark in the regular season. They began the

championships and sweeping
the SSC Mayor's Cup All-Sports

year unranked, but ascended to as high as No. 5 in the nation by the end of the season. The
Tars advanced to the finals of the NCAA Division II National Championship, the furthest the
team has advanced in program history, losing to Northern Kentucky by just one goal despite

t ro p h i e s . N i n e s p o r t s m a d e
NCAA postseason appearances,
led by the women's golf team,

playing in a full-blown snow storm and icy conditions. Thomas Biddinger ’10 ’11 MBA established
himself as one of the top defenders in the nation and was named SSC Defensive Player of
the Year and First-Team All-South Region.

which finished runner-up at the
national championship. Baseball,

Women’s Soccer

softball, and men's basketball

Under first-year head coach

all advanced deep into their

Patrick Baker, the women’s

respective tournaments, and the

soccer team remained one of

water ski team took ninth at

the nation’s elite programs,

the NCWSA Division I National

ranking as high as fifth in

2010 Women’s Soccer Team

Championship.

Division II during the year. They
finished the regular season
with a record of 10-3-2 overall
and 4-2-2 in Sunshine State
Conference play. Rollins was
at its best in big games, defeating second-ranked West
Florida on the road at the
beginning of the season and
third-ranked Armstrong Atlantic in the regular season finale. Defense has been key for the Tars, and a solid back line

FOR THE LATEST
SPORTS NEWS, GO TO:
ROLLINSSPORTS.COM

enabled goalkeeper Michelle Dillingham ’12 to post seven shutouts and allow just eight goals
all season. Five Tars tallied eight points, led by Ali Schrader ’13 and Charlotte Murrell ’12 with
four goals each. Meagan Thomas ’1 1 was also key for the Tars and was named the SSC
Defensive Player of the Year for the second straight season.
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Volleyball
Tars volleyball elevated to new heights in 2010, highlighted by the
program’s first NCAA postseason victory. Rollins recorded a landmark
regular season win in September, defeating Tampa, then the nation’s topranked team, 3-0 in Winter Park and setting the tone for the season. The
team earned a trip to the NCAA Division II South Region tournament and
defeated rival Florida Southern in a five-set thriller. Sarah Mendoza ’11
was named First Team All-Sunshine State Conference and garnered the
program’s first All-American nod, landing on the AVCA Second Team.
Megan Hodges ’14 was named Sunshine State Conference and AVCA
South Region Freshman of the Year.
Kiana Parks ’13

Water Ski
The Rollins water ski team qualified for the NCSWA Division I National
Championship for the second straight year and took fifth place behind

Women’s Basketball

a dominating performance in slalom. The Tars finished behind Louisiana-

Voted third in the Sunshine State Conference preseason poll, the Rollins

Lafayette, Louisiana-Monroe, and Alabama, but were 750 points better

women’s basketball team will be one of the teams to beat in the South

than rival Florida Southern. Five Tars finished in the top 16 in women’s

this year. Starting his 25th year at the helm of the program, head coach

slalom, led by runner-up Delfina Cuglievan ’13. Michale Briant ’12 was

Glenn Wilkes, Jr. returns four starters and 10 letter winners from last

third, while Michaela Cooper ’11 took 10th. In the overall competition,

year’s 20-win team. Last season’s leading scorer, Brittainy Daiger ’10,

Geena Krueger ’12 finished ninth and Cuglievan was 10th. Newcomer

moves from the floor to the bench this year as a graduate assistant

Drew Phillips ’14 with an overall finish of 14th led the men, while Grigoris

coach. Among the returning players are Amber Heistan ’11, the Tars’ top

Sarantis ’12 tied for second in slalom and was 19th overall.

returning scorer and regarded as one of the top players in the region,
Brooke Burgess ’11, Paris Moore ’12, Jasmine Bradley ’12, Kristina

Cross Country

Mingos ’12, and Kourtnie Berry ’12.

Jesse Hugo ’11 led the men and Lauyrn Falcone ’13 led the women as
the Tars cross-country teams enjoyed a successful 2010 season.

Swimming

Hugo’s average finish was 17th over the Tars’ five regular-season meets,

The men’s and women’s swim teams won’t have the big numbers they have

which included a sixth-place finish at

had in years past, but veteran head coach Rich Morris will have a roster

the UCF Invitational. He posted a

full of talent. The Tars men will be led by multiple-school-record holder

season best time at the Sunshine

Kamel Tejeda ’11, who is the only Rollins swimmer ever to qualify for

State Conference Championships,

the NCAA Division II National Championships. The senior participated in

running the 8K course in 26:35. Fal-

four events as a sophomore at nationals and last season swam the 200-

cone finished 11th or better in each of

and 500-yard freestyles. Tejeda owns six school records and is one of two

Jesse Hugo ’11

her four events, including a pair of

returners on the individual record board, with Michael Weinstein ’13 set-

runner-up finishes at both UCF

ting the 200-yard backstroke mark as a freshman last season. Backstroke

events. At the Black and Gold Chal-

specialist Leandra Lima ’12 will once again lead the women’s team. The

lenge, she ran the 5K race in 18:50 and

Brooklyn native owns seven school records and has been near the NCAA

garnered Sunshine State Conference

“A” cut ever since her first year. Last season, she smashed the school record

Runner of the Week honors.

in the 100-yard backstroke and was just .03 seconds off the NCAA “A” standard. Jenny Nilson ’13 had a breakout first season last year, putting her

Men’s Basketball

name on the school

Led by returning All-American and national player-of-the-year candi-

record board five

date Nick Wolf ’11, the Rollins men’s basketball team was picked

times. She quickly

as the favorite to win its second straight Sunshine State Conference

established herself

title this season. Six letter-winners and four starters return for veteran

as one of the pre-

head coach Tom Klusman ’76 ’78MBA, who has racked up 550 victories

mier distance swim-

in 30 years at the helm of the program. Rollins enjoyed a momentous

mers in the South

2009-10 season, tying a school record with 27 victories, winning the

and was less than

SSC regular season and tournament titles, and advancing to the cham-

t wo s e co n d s o f f

pionship game of the NCAA Division II South Region Tournament.

qualifying for na-

Wolf and fellow veterans Matt Robertson ’11, Alex Castillo ’11, Nikola

tionals in the 200-

Baran ’11, and Myk Brown ’12 will be the Tars’ feature players as they

yard freestyle.

look to repeat in the upcoming season.

FA L L | 2 0 1 0

Tommy Tar rallies Rollins spirit at a swim meet
at Alfond Swimming Pool.
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TAKING

Chris Bongiovanni ’07MBA

Rollins brings MBA students and local entrepreneurs together
to teach the skills of growing a successful business.
With 10 years of experience as a software executive

By Warren Miller ’90MBA

8

under his belt, Chris Bongiovanni ’07MBA made a life-changing

Her publication took off and was acquired in 2009 by global
publisher Bonnier AB.

decision: to start his own business. To prepare for this risky

Bongiovanni and Hahn reflect a growing trend: more and

venture, he earned a Rollins MBA at the Crummer Graduate

more people—from seasoned business executives to young

School of Business, then, upon graduation, took a position at

MBA graduates fresh out of school—want to own their own

a local education technology firm. A few years later, Bongio-

business. To meet the needs of these aspiring entrepreneuers,

vanni was ready to take the leap to entrepreneurship, but he

in 2004 Rollins’ MBA program added entrepreneurship as an

realized he needed “a few more tools in my toolbox.” So he

area of concentration—the first new concentration in 15 years.

enrolled in an entrepreneurship class at the Crummer School

With 20 percent of Crummer’s students, entrepreneurship is

to gain experience writing business plans—then used that

now the school’s fastest-growing concentration.

experience to write a plan for the company he plans to launch.

“It used to be that MBA students had their sights set on

After difficulty conceiving her first child, former banking

a career with a major corporation,” said Craig McAllaster, dean

executive Kim Hahn ’96MBA decided she wanted to help

of the Crummer School. “But times have changed. Increas-

educate other women on the subject. In 2003, she made a

ingly, business students are looking to acquire the skills they

bold move: she left the security of her corporate job to start

need to launch their own business, and corporate executives

Conceive magazine. Realizing she needed some additional

are leaving established careers to start their own companies.”

fundamentals to grow her business, she enrolled in Rollins’

Starting a business is more difficult than it looks,

MBA program, where she specialized in entrepreneurship.

however, and while the fundamentals learned in the classroom

ROLLINS MAGAZINE

EARL KOGLER

are important, so is practical experience. “The
more business experience one has before going
out on his or her own, the greater the likelihood
for success,” McAllaster said. “So, in addition to
bringing seasoned entrepreneurs to the class-

would be intimidating with just classroom
experience,” she said. “What I learned in
the classroom was really enhanced by actually working for a company—especially
one that grew so quickly. That experience

room to share their insights with students, we

has made the whole idea of owning a

encourage our aspiring entrepreneurs to look for

business more tangible for me.”

internships or positions in their chosen field in

After earning her MBA, Combs

order to gain industry experience, make con-

landed a full-time job at Conceive, and

tacts, and—perhaps most important—learn

when the magazine was sold to Bonnier,

the subtleties of starting and running a busi-

she accepted a marketing position at the

ness by working for advanced entrepreneurs.”

company’s U.S. headquarters in New York

Creating that connection between students

City. There, she is focused on learning

and skilled entrepreneurs is the job of Crummer’s

everything she needs to know to run her

Center for Advanced Entrepreneurship (CFAE).

own business. “I’m watching Conceive

Originally called the Center for Entrepreneurship,

grow so much bigger than I ever imag-

the program was launched in 2003 to provide

ined,” she said. “At Bonnier, I’m learning a

opportunities for students to work with and for

lot of things that will come in handy when

entrepreneurial companies. According to CFAE

I decide to do my own thing one day.”

executive director Cari Coats, hands-on experi-

Hahn admits that when she started

ence is critical. “You can only do so much in a

Conceive, she didn’t know anything

classroom,” said Coats, a former Orlando Magic,

Jessica Combs ’06 ’08MBA (l) and Kim Hahn ’96MBA

about publishing. But after adding a
Rollins MBA education to her experience

Orlando Chamber of Commerce, and CNL
executive who now has her own consulting

“What I learned in the classroom was

as a senior executive with SunTrust, she

company. “You have to find opportunities for

really enhanced by actually working

felt she had what she needed to run a

real-world immersion for students. The deeper

for a company. That experience has

more chances the students will have to learn in
the real world.”

successful business. “My MBA classes
taught me how to ask the right ques-

our network of advanced entrepreneurs, the

made the whole idea of owning a
business more tangible for me.”

Coats’ main task is developing that network,

—Jessica Combs ’06 ’08MBA

tions,” she explained. “And that’s how you
become a success. If you want to succeed, you look to increase revenues,
control costs, and monitor your cash flow.

and fortunately, Central Florida is an entrepre-

Yes, all of us had to learn the publishing

neurial hotbed. Inc. magazine recently rated
Orlando as one of the top cities in the country in which to start a business,

world, but our passion for the subject made it seem like something other

and the Crummer School, ranked by Forbes magazine as one of the top

than work. We stuck to the fundamentals and budgeted constantly.”

MBA programs in the country, has strong ties to the local entrepreneurial

Hahn now returns to Rollins each semester to mentor aspiring

world. CFAE provides workshops and clinics for entrepreneurs and hosts

entrepreneurs. Her favorite topic? “Exit strategies,” she said. “Everyone

the local affiliate of AthenaPowerLink, an international organization for

wants to know your exit strategy, and how they’ll get their money back,

female entrepreneurs. “Most of the Center’s events are peer-to-peer

before they’ll invest in your company.”

events for entrepreneurs, such as CEO forums and roundtables,” Coats

Bongiovanni is a giant step closer to launching his own business,

said, “and those are exactly the people who provide our students with

thanks to the business plan he wrote at Crummer. The plan, which won

practical experiences, both in and out of the classroom.”

the Rollins MBA Venture Challenge competition in 2009, will serve as the

Strengthening ties to the local business community is a mutually ben-

foundation of his future company—one that will develop software and

eficial arrangement, Coats explained. “We need a deep network of advanced

services to help local governments and school boards manage information

entrepreneurs to provide experience for our students, and the entrepreneurs

in a way that satisfies their growing requirements for transparency while

in turn receive value for their participation,” she said. “We can provide

reducing their IT costs.

entrepreneurs with cost-effective intellectual capital: graduate students who

In the meantime, Bongiovanni continues to sharpen his skills in his role

can intern or consult on issues. And that network of entrepreneurial

as chief technology officer at eSchool Solutions, a public-education firm

companies helps better prepare our students as future business owners.”

that offers many of the services he wrote about in his plan. “I am fortunate

Jessica Combs ’06 ’08MBA received some of that preparation when

to have found a company where I can utilize my skills as a CTO as well as

Crummer arranged for her to intern under Hahn at Conceive magazine.

cross into other departments and wear many hats,” he said. “Although I do

Combs, whose ultimate goal is to start an early-childhood education center,

not own the firm, I am getting a tremendous amount of experience in all

found the opportunity to work closely with a mentor like Hahn to be

facets of running and growing the business, gaining the insight and

invaluable. “My MBA studies taught me a lot, but starting your own business

knowledge I will need to do this on my own.” ■
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CELEBRATING THE BOND BETWEEN

ROLLINS COLLEGE AND LAKE VIRGINIA
When the site for Rollins College was chosen 125 years ago, the
founders must have understood the three most important things in real
estate: location, location, location. Something Rose Mills Powers clearly
appreciated when, in 1917, she penned the first words of the College’s
alma mater: “Set like a gem amid the waters blue…”
Yes, indeed, the gem that is Rollins College has been charmed by its
existence on the shores of Winter Park’s picturesque Lake Virginia. From
day one, the spectacular lakeside locale has been a draw to students,
faculty, and staff, contributing to Rollins’ reputation as one of the most
beautiful college campuses in the country.
Over time, however, as buildings rose to accommodate the College’s
growth, the campus view of the “waters blue” became obscured—due in
part to the old Dinky railroad line, which, until its demise in 1967, ran along
Rollins’ lakeshore, causing many campus buildings to be positioned with
their backs to the lake.
Recapturing Rollins’ lake view has been an important mission of an
era of campus building and revitalization that began in the 1990s under
the presidency of Rita Bornstein and continues in the new millennium
under the presidency of Lewis Duncan. This fall, the College unveiled the
latest in its efforts to preserve the unique relationship between lake and
learning community: a complete “shore-scape” featuring lakefront
boardwalk, poolside beach, native plants, and even an outdoor classroom.
Here, we invite you to take in the view—one that will reassure you the
words of Rollins’ alma mater still ring true.

BY KRISTEN MANIERI
PHOTOS BY LAURA J. COLE ’04 ’08MLS

▼

The Knowles Memorial Chapel bell tower as seen from the lake rises above the tree tops as a
glowing beacon, bringing to mind the College’s motto, “Fiat Lux," translated as “Let there be light.”
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With views like this
panorama of Lake
Virginia and the
Alfond Swimming
Pool from the secondfloor balcony, the
Cornell Campus
Center makes for a
great location to eat
a meal, catch up on
studying, or simply
stare out the windows.

Perched on the shores of Lake Virginia, the 54,000-square-foot Olin Library with its Spanish Colonial architecture evokes a spirit of Mediterranean royalty.

▼

The Copeland Tennis Stadium, completed in
2002 thanks to the generosity of former Rollins
tennis player Duane Ackerman ’64 ’70MBA ’00H,
provides fans a shaded vantage point from
which they can take in an intense tennis match
and the serene waters of Lake Virginia.

▼

The new lakefront boardwalk serves double
duty as an extension of the lakeside path and a
retention wall to prevent the sand from slowly
seeping into the lake.
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▼

Denise Cummings,
Assistant Professor
of Critical Media and
Cultural Studies,
leads a class session
at a new “open air”
classroom located
behind McKean Hall.
“When we speak of
‘learning green’ and
conceptualize an
outdoor classroom,
we are really continuing a long-standing
college tradition of
the understood relationship between
our natural and built
landscapes and our
educational purpose,”
said Cummings, who
helped engineer the
unique learning venue.

▼

View from the
rooftop patio of
Ward Hall: What
was formerly a dirt
parking lot along
the lake is now a
pretty pathway that
meanders under the
cypress trees along
the shores of Lake
Virginia. In the
distance, the
downtown Orlando
skyline stands as a
reminder of the
campus’s proximity
to The City Beautiful.

▼

▼

One hundred tons
of warm, white sand
beckon bathers to
the new beach
behind Alfond
Swimming Pool.
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The view of the Harold & Ted Alfond Sports Center from the lake is a reminder of the College’s rich sports tradition, including the water sports of rowing,
sailing, and water skiing.

▼

▼

▼

The benches scattered along the water's edge provide
students the perfect resting space to catch up with friends,
reflect on the day, or enjoy a moment of solitude.

▼

Canoes at Alfond Boathouse sit ready for a peaceful
paddle. Behind them, the Susan O. and Frederick A.
Hauck Botanical Research Center serves as a learning
laboratory for students.

(right-hand page) A favorite slowing spot for Winter
Park’s Scenic Boat Tour, this view of the Cornell Campus
Center from the lake supremely showcases the College’s
splendor and stature.
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JUDY WATSON TRACY

(l-r) Pat Henderson ’11, Jaron Lanier, and
music professor John Sinclair

Composition
PA R T N E R S I N

This fall’s world premiere of Jaron
Lanier’s “Symphony for Amelia” at
the Knowles Memorial Chapel was
the cul m i nat i on of a yearl ong
c o l laboration among the noted
computer scientist, a music professor,
and one lucky Rollins music major.

BY TERRY GODBEY
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WHEN JAZZ GUITAR PERFORMANCE MAJOR TED HENDERSON ’11
chose Rollins, he expected an education that would open his eyes
to the possibilities of music, and maybe even open a few doors. But he
didn’t expect a chance to work side by side with noted composer
and computer scientist Jaron Lanier.
“It was a wonderful opportunity,” Henderson said of the months he spent transforming
Lanier’s digital recording and rough score of his new “Symphony for Amelia” into nearly 100
pages of musical directions for choir and orchestra. The symphony premiered this fall in
Knowles Memorial Chapel, performed by the Bach Festival Society of Winter Park.
John M. Tiedtke Professor of Music John Sinclair, who heads Rollins’ music department and
serves as artistic director and conductor of the Bach Choir and Orchestra, chose Henderson, 21,
for the task of orchestrating the composition because “he’s brilliant himself, a gifted student,
with a fabulous ear. And indeed, Ted has done magnificently.”
Sinclair met Lanier in 2007 when the composer participated, along with other thought
leaders including Maya Angelou, Francis Fukuyama, and Salman Rushdie in the Rollins College
Colloquy, a conversation on liberal education, social responsibility, and globalization. Sinclair
was captivated by Lanier’s talent as a composer as well as his “freakish brilliance”—he is the
computer scientist who coined the term “virtual reality” and was named a distinguished thinker
on Time’s 2010 list of the world’s 100 most influential people. “I was fascinated by the idea of
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how someone who not only had his mental capacity but his musical
it’s just much easier to input your composition in the computer prointerests would approach composition,” Sinclair said.
gram and then have orchestrators work on it on paper. That’s how it’s
So Sinclair enlisted the sponsorship of the Bach Festival and
done much of the time.” He began the work in February, as soon as
Rollins’ Winter Park Institute, which brings leading scholars and
Lanier had finished composing.
artists to the campus, and Lanier was commissioned to produce an
Lanier gave Henderson a computer form of recording in which
orchestral and choral work.
he had written the music “on a synthesizer keyboard that inputs the
Lanier’s busy schedule
notes into a program that
required him to produce his
then spits out a sound
symphony digitally and let
back at you for whatever
someone else edit it and
notes you’re playing,” Hentransfer it to paper. “I was
derson explained. “So it’s
afraid I might not be able to
not a real acoustic instrudo every aspect of the trament you’re using, it’s just
ditional job, so I suggested
your computer, but it is a
we find a student who’d
recording that you can
want to do that,” Lanier
then go back and listen to.”
said. Henderson, who intends
And listen Henderson
to write musical scores for
did, over and over. “I did
films someday, was excited
have a lot of work on my
and nervous about being
hands,” he said. He credits
that student.
the “great team of people
Henderson is working
here to guide me,” which
on his honors thesis and
included Sinclair and Dan
h o p e s t o a t t e n d g ra d
Crozier, an associate proschool at New York Unifessor and composer whose
versity, the University of
wo r k “ Fa i r y Ta l e ” wa s
Southern California, or the
performed at the concert
University of California,
along with “Symphony for
Los Angeles. “I’m kind of
Amelia” and Beethoven’s
shooting for the stars, but
Symphony No. 9.
I’d like to be in California
“Ted has done an
or New York. For the film
absolutely superb job,”
score world, it’s kind of
Crozier said. “Preparation
where you have to be,”
for a premiere is a very,
said Henderson, who is
very special time, and
scheduled to graduate
whenever Ted would bring
from Rollins in May.
some new bits of Jaron’s
With his film score asscore for us to peruse and
pirations, he felt the task
to hear, the composition
was right up his alley. “In
class was very excited.”
“The collaboration represents precisely
the line of work I want to
Henderson also sought
what we hope will happen—the synergy
go into, composers don’t
advice from Lanier. “It was
between scholars, faculty, students and
actually orchestrate and
a really interactive process,”
the community.”
write onto paper their
he said. In April, Lanier
own work,” he explained.
visited Rollins for the sym—Gail Sinclair, Executive Director,
“Nowadays, with the onset
phony’s first read-through
Winter Park Institute
of computer programs that
with some members of the
you can use to write music,
orchestra and choir. After
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that rehearsal, the music needed many corrections. “The choir parts
were an octave too high,” for instance, Henderson said. Hearing human
voices is “always the best way to tell if something you’ve written is
legitimately singable.”
Then, in mid-summer, Henderson spent four days finishing the
work with Lanier at his Berkeley home on the side of a mountain
overlooking San Francisco Bay. “That was definitely the most exciting
part of the experience,” he said.
Henderson learned much about composing. “When you’re editing
a 100-page score for months, you get so much practice time at your
craft,” he said, “and learning what kind of markings can produce a
certain sound from a player, learning that relationship between the
paper and the player.”
He didn’t take liberties, though. “I tried to, as accurately as
possible, put onto paper what Jaron had put into that computer
file. My job was to pretend to be Jaron as much as I could, and that
is the job of any good orchestrator.”
“Ted was great,” Lanier said. “He worked with me to get this thing

documentary film about the symphony’s evolution. “I’m confident
we’re going to end up with a very interesting film,” he said.
Before “Symphony for Amelia,” Lanier had never written a
musical work for an orchestra and choir together, and he found the
vocal parts challenging. “I’m used to writing for orchestra, and I love
instruments. Instruments have always made sense to me. I think of
them as almost being like musical masks—in other words, you wear a
clarinet and then you’re pretending to be a clarinet for a while. I’ve
always had this feeling about instruments, that they’re almost like
characters, and they always made sense to me in a very intuitive way.
I don’t have that same sort of intuitive feeling about the voice.”
The text for the choral work is based on a poem by Amelia Lanier,
who was Shakespeare’s contemporary and may be the composer’s distant
cousin. Jaron Lanier is a writer, too. Earlier this year, Knopf published his
book You Are Not a Gadget: A Manifesto, a provocative exploration of the
internet’s problems and potential. He is also a visual artist, pianist, and a
collector of obscure musical instruments, of which he plays hundreds.
Encyclopedia Britannica includes Lanier in its list of history’s 300

“I tried to, as accurately as
possible, put onto paper
what Jaron had put into
that computer file. My job
was to pretend to be Jaron
as much as I could, and
that is the job of any
good orchestrator.”

JUDY WATSON TRACY

—Ted Henderson ’11

together and sort it out. He had a big job. I think he might have
gotten a little bit more work than he was bargaining for when he
agreed to do it initially,” he said with a chuckle.
The Winter Park Institute, too, is pleased with the collaboration.
Launched in 2008 by Rollins President Lewis Duncan, the Institute
hosts distinguished scholars and artists not simply to give a lecture or
performance, but to engage and share time and ideas with faculty,
students, and the Central Florida community. Gail Sinclair, the
Institute’s executive director, said the collaboration “represents
precisely what we hope will happen—the synergy between scholars,
faculty, students, and the community.” Lanier called the Institute “a
great luxury of a really focused, smaller campus, which can create that
contact between students and all sorts of people who come in.”
Perhaps no one has experienced the synergy in quite the same
way as Henry Maldonado—from behind his camera. The president of
Maitland’s Enzian Theater and the Florida Film Festival is producing a
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or so greatest inventors. He founded VPL Research, the first company
to sell virtual reality products, and while he was there, the company
pioneered the first use of virtual reality applications in surgical
simulations.
Henderson was impressed by Lanier. “He’s pretty eccentric and
wildly intelligent. It was really, really flattering and honoring to be
treated the way I was by Jaron,” he said. “He was really humble and
kind to me the whole way through, and as intimidating as he can be
just because of who he is and how intelligent he is, he really made me
feel quite welcome throughout the experience.”
Lanier said his composition “gets back to what a symphony is
supposed to be. It is just such a cool, amazing thing, and the sound just
surrounds you in waves. It’s like being in this magic world with all these
different shades and different crevices and little details.”
And how grand that Henderson was invited into that magic world,
cameras rolling, before he’s even stepped foot in Hollywood. ■
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PA R T I I I : S E T T I N G T H E C O U R S E

BY LO R R I E KY L E R A M E Y ’ 70

he third and final chapter of Rollins Magazine’s
history of Rollins looks
at the College’s past
four decades. When Hugh McKean
retired from the presidency in
1969, he was succeeded by Dr.
Jack B. Critchfield, whose youth
and enthusiasm led him to be
compared to one of Rollins’ first
presidents, George Morgan Ward.
On Critchfield’s departure from
the school, Dr. Thaddeus Seymour
became responsible for seeing Rollins to its
Centennial. Guided by President Seymour, Rollins
reached back to its roots, its foundation in the
liberal arts tradition. The course that brought Rollins
to its Centennial was not drawn to reach its final
destination on November 4, 1985, but to build a
momentum sure enough to carry the College proudly
and confidently into its second hundred years.
The task of steering Rollins into the new millennium fell to President Seymour’s successor, Dr. Rita
Bornstein. Her presidency witnessed the College’s

rise in national reputation, a quintupled endowment, and the
largest “building boom” since
Hugh McKean sat in the president’s
office. The college she passed on
to Rollins’ 14th president, Dr. Lewis
Duncan, matched his aspiration:
“an institution that is already
at the top”; his goal: “to take it
to even greater heights.” Now
ranked #1 in the South in its
category by U.S. News & World
Report, with multiple national
rankings for the Crummer School, it is no wonder the
College selected a rocket scientist to plot Rollins’
continuing trajectory.
Would Lucy Cross recognize the Rollins of
today as the institution she foresaw over 125 years
ago? The buildings, the computer courses, the flipflops? No. The commitment to purpose, the sense of
family which extends from generation to generation,
the dedication to the future? Most certainly, yes.
From an inspiration to inspired reality, Lucy
Cross’s vision of a college in Central Florida thrives.

ROLLINS THROUGH THE YEARS
1969–1985

1972

| new major: Business Administration ... New Hall renamed: Hugh Ferguson
McKean Hall ... Black Student Union
chartered ... on campus: Leo Kottke, John
Hartford ... graduate program adds MS in
optical physics ... Real-World Program
established ... position of provost created
... CFSFCS becomes Rollins College School
of Continuing Education ...

1969 | Pres. McKean becomes chancellor, Dr.
Jack B. Critchfield becomes president … on
campus: Yitzhak Rabin, Julian Bond ... 1st
annual Rollins College Writers’ Conference
with Allen Drury, John D. MacDonald ... 149,347
books in Rollins’ 3 libraries ...

1970 | Bye-bye, Delta Chi ... visitation ... 2nd
annual Writers’ Conference draws Arthur
Hailey ... fire in the Beanery: 1 student calls
WPFD, 1 calls WLOF and wins $9.50 ... Tars
play Raiford State Prison, lose 4-3, but
they get to go home ... The Pelican sold ...
on campus: Dick Gregory, Ralph Nader ...
Environmental Studies ... tuition, room &
board: $2600 ...

1971 | Sandspur headline:
“Women’s Lib
Hits Rollins” ...
“self-regulated” curfew
... on campus:
Sen. Abraham
Ribicoff, Pat
Paulsen ... first
strokes of new literary magazine, Brushing ...
School for Continuing Studies adds BA, BS
degrees ...
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1975 | Pinehurst: 1st Alternative Housing
Unit, a.k.a. coed housing ... the McKeans retire
from Board of Trustees ... return of women’s
crew ... Libra merges with ODK ... Beanery
presents Virginia Terrace Dining Room on Friday nights ...

1973 | Fred Stone Theatre (as we knew
it) closes; new FST opens ... O’Neal House,
home of KAs & TKEs, razed ... Physics
Dept. offers introduction to computers: “I
Share, You Share, We All Time-Share” ...
State lowers drinking age ... Alfond Pool
dedicated ... Rollins saves EPOS, oldest
poetry journal in Fla. ... faculty proposes
no more Greeks ... on campus: Jesse
Jackson—for Black Awareness Week, Jim
Croce, and the right & the not-quite-right:
William F. Buckley, Jr. & Christine Jorgenson ... the end of the Hourglass ...

1976 | on campus: Livingston Taylor, Robert
Klein, George Plimpton, Ray Bradbury, Ron &
Nancy ... 401 pledge Beanery meals for World
Food Day ... mock election: Ford 70.3%,
Carter 21.3%, McCarthy 4.8%, others 3.5% ...
Tars play U.S. soccer champs Tampa Bay
Rowdies ... Chapel Choir plays Poland ...
skateboards infest campus, alligators infest
Lake Virginia ... swine flu vaccine available in
Student Center ... Air Force ROTC available
through FTU ...

1977
1974 | Area Studies major ... French
House home for Personal Development
Center ... women’s golf team wins national
championship ... The Pub: 12-oz. beer—25¢
... Campus Safety gets power of arrest ...
Rollins students try for Guinness Book of
World Records, throw water balloon 162 ft
... Lyman Hall burns ... graduate program
adds Master of Criminal Justice ... 1st
programs in Ireland, Australia ...
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| on
campus:
Leonard
Nimoy ...
original
WPRK sci-fi
drama: “Tiff
Between the Worlds” ... first members of
Sports Hall of Fame announced ... tuition,
room & board: $4900 ... “grade inflation”
hits Rollins: 26.9% receive A’s vs. 13.7% 12
yrs. ago ... Pres. Critchfield resigns ...

1978 | Cornell Fine Arts Center dedicated
... New Women’s Dorm named George
Morgan Ward Hall ... Frederick Hicks named
acting pres., brings back The Fox ... Dr.
Thaddeus Seymour named president ...
Ginny Mack named 1 of top 10 tennis
coaches by Tennis Week ... Chapel Choir
serenades Scotland ... Rollins TV survey:
favorite oldie—Leave It to Beaver ... on campus: another oldie, Dr. Timothy Leary ...
Homecoming returns ... Fred’s Disco ...

1983 | 1st Grandparents Weekend ... Sigma
Delta Pi, national Spanish Studies Honorary
... Rollins receives National Endowment for
the Humanities grants to restore Classics ...
Knowles II makes way for new library ...
Community of Learners initiated ...

1984

1981
1979 | “Town Meeting” ... Rollins MBA Student Assoc. founded ... Bill Loving initiated
into Phi Delta Theta, ends 19 yrs as pledge
... Circle K formed ... on campus: Ramsey
Lewis, Benjamin Hooks, Bella Abzug, and—
in the flesh—Equus ... ACT surveys freshmen on social life: “No social life”—”Too
many parties” ... ZYGON moves to Rollins ...
so does Ultimate
Frisbee ... Y.R.U. ...
students take barte n d i n g co u r s e :
“We teach our students how to be as
comfortable behind
the bar as they are
in front of it” ...

| Business major discontinued ...
Knowles Memorial Chapel/Annie Russell
Theatre Jubilee ... Rollins Outdoor Club
formed ... Sandspur poll on dating: 21.2%
of Rollins women, 50.0% of Rollins men
date more than once a week—”Why
haven’t these people gotten together?”...
tuition, room & board: $7640 ...

| Tars play World Champion Pittsburgh
Pirates in new Alfond Baseball Stadium ...
Willie Stargell speaks at Sports Hall of Fame
banquet ... cheerleaders add men to their
ranks ... tuition, room & board: $9976 ...
Sandspur proposes Nerd Hall of Fame ...
“fitness trail” blazed ... Rollins claims 3rd
Rhodes Scholar, Ruth Renee Stone ...

1985 | DCE celebrates 25th anniversary ...
Olin Library dedicated; 213,000 books ...
Rollins and Crummer School of Business
receive accreditation from AACSB ... drinking
age returns to 21—Who says history doesn’t
repeat itself? ... Board of Trustees adopts
Sullivan Principles, “selective divestment”
policy on South Africa ... Rollins
celebrates its 100th birthday: 600
return, 24 promise to return for
the Bicentennial ...

1982

1980

| most popular major: Business ...
KAs hold campus Gong Show, get
gonged . . . baseball team auctioned to
pay for new cleats ... Shakespeareana
revived for Alumni Reunion ... on campus:
Dave Brubeck Quartet ... Off-Campus Students organize ... 1st cross-country team
... Procrastination Workshops ... drinking
age raised, so is women’s consciousness …

| Murder in the Cathedral performed in Chapel ... grades change:
A=4 pts, A-=3.67, B+=3.34 ... 1st
Artist-in-Residence: Thomas Brockman ... Executive MBA ... 1st course in
Division of Non-Credit Programs: Creative Writing, taught by Man in the
Grey Flannel Suit author Sloan Wilson
... on campus: James Dickey, Nitty
Gritty Dirt Band, & Rodney Dangerfield, who gets no respect ...
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ROLLINS THROUGH THE YEARS
1986–1998

1986 | Rollins named one of TIME
magazine’s 9 “nifty” colleges; U.S. News
& World Report, Christian Science
Monitor agree ... DCE becomes School
of Continuing Education ... the concept that wouldn’t die: Humanities
Foundation Course returns (to SCE) ...
Trustees pass The Rollins Resolution:
$33.8-million capital campaign ...
Rollins closes Centennial Observance
with celebration of Hamilton Holt’s
114th birthday ...

1988 | 1st Alumni College, speakers include Marjory Stoneman Douglas ... Winter
Term with the Writers brings Tama
Janowitz (Slaves of Winter Park?) ... shell
collection moves to UF, Beal-Maltbie
Shell Museum becomes Environmental
Studies Dept. ... Student Life Summit ...
Sandspur Bowl’s 1st night game ... social
science depts. find a home: Cornell Hall,
Johnson Center dedicated ...

1987 | “Sheep Skin Diplomas!” ... Fred
Stone Theatre shifts stage east to make
room for Cornell Hall ... Priscilla Parker
‘42 bequeaths $1 million for theater
scholarships ... Mills Memorial Library
starts new life as Mills Memorial Center—student activity &
learning center … blue
Student Center suffers
the blues ... Master of
Liberal Studies ... what’s
in a name? SCE becomes
Hamilton Holt School, in
honor of Prexy ... on campus: “The
Good, The Bad, & The Ugly”—Eric Severeid, Gary Hart, G. Gordon Liddy ...
Donald Cram ’41 captures Nobel Prize
for Chemistry ... Pinehurst renovations make
it “the o l d est & newest
building on
campus” ...

1989

| Park Ave. Bldg bites the dust ...
Brevard County campus moves from
Patrick Air Force Base to Rockledge
Center … Rollins appears in Baseball
World Series ... tennis coach Norm
Copeland aces victory #600 ... Bert
Martin Tennis Complex dedicated ... on
campus: Ralph Nader, Maya Angelou ...
Bill Gordon ’51 retires ... WPRK adds contemporary music, including “rock classics”
... Walk of Fame & Horseshoe get facelift
... Fox Daze Club ... Pres. Seymour starts
countdown to retirement ...

1990 | on campus: Ralph Abernathy,
Maki Mandela ... senior Lynn Pool’s Renaissance & Baroque Festival draws thousands ... 100th anniversary of Dinky Line ...
Seymour presidency declared magical ...
Rollins elects 13th president, 1st woman:
Rita Bornstein ... on campus: Tiananmen
Square student leader Shen Tong, Kuwaiti
Ambassador to the U.N. ... ChiOs & TKEs
in whites for croquet match ... waterski
team makes big splash at dedication of
Harold Alfond Boathouse ...
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1991 | 1st AfricanaFest ... Center for Public
Service opens ... “Mr. Rogers” returns to
Rollins neighborhood for Walk of Fame ceremony ... 300+ delegates, faculty march at
Bornstein inauguration ceremony ... national
championships for women’s golf & men’s
tennis teams ... Beans fire overcooks kitchen
... All-College Summit cancels classes for
strategic-planning conversation ... 1st President’s Square Dance ... on campus: Carl
Hiaasen, Rev. Joseph Lowery, Newt Gingrich ...

1992 | Rollins is COOL—hosts national
conference on student community service ...
residence hall renovations under way ... 1st
Goldwater Scholar ... on campus: Harry
Crews, Allen Ginsberg, Carrot Top, Blues
Traveler ... TKE rechartered … Rollins Improv
Players start making it up ... women’s golf
team sinks winning putt & national championship ... Holt School student Leanza Cornett
named Miss America ... Gordie Howell, Arnold
Wettstein return to teaching, Boyd Coffie returns ... U.S. News ranking: #5 ... Community
School of Music adds harmony to Central
Florida ... Rollins receives largest gift to date—
Virginia Nelson’s $9-million+ bequest, names
music department in the Nelsons’ honor ...

1993

| Zora Neale Hurston’s Sun to Sun,
first performed at Rollins, returns ... on campus: Richard Wilbur, Ross Perot, Miss America ... XLR8 becomes Kappa Delta ... Rollins
dedicates 1st Habitat for Humanity house
sponsored by a Florida college ... “D. J.” takes
final bow at the Annie, Doc Henson closes
book on Rollins career ... Class of ’93 survey
reveals: short-term goal—getting a job, longterm goal—getting a job ... generations of
swimmers mourn Fleet Peeples ... Sandspur
celebrates 100th anniversary ... 1st Halloween
Howl ... Samuel B. Lawrence Center gift
expands campus ... Pres. Bornstein finds herself
up a tree ...

1995 | Christian A. Johnson Institute for
Effective Teaching created with $1-million
grant ... “Rolliewood!” SeaQuest episode
filmed on campus ... food survey: Wok Bar 4
stars, Pot Stickers lag behind ... Okinawan
statue goes home ... so does Ted Darrah ...
on campus: commencement speaker
Thomas Keneally, Chinese Ambassador Li
Daoyu, Daniel Goleman, Ben & Jerry (with
ice cream) ... Arthur Frommer names Cornell
Museum one of world’s top 10 free attractions ... U.S. News ranking: #2 ... campus
salutes new flagpole, dresses for Warden
Costume Studio dedication ... Thomas
Phillips Johnson gives resources for Student
Resource Center (TJ’s) ...

1996 | on campus: Wendy Wasserstein,
Gum Wrapper Curb, 11 miles of fiber optic
cable, 80 miles of network & CATV cable ...
Cornell Fine Arts Museum celebrates
100th anniversary of Rollins’ museum ...
London Internship program introduced ...
Order of Omega ... Crummer introduces
AMBA, EAMBA ... Project Governance’s
“Hard Choices” TV broadcast beats
Baywatch in ratings ... The Campaign For
Rollins kicks off, coincides with groundbreaking for Cornell Campus Center ...

1994

| Rollins named Winter Park Chamber of Commerce “Citizen of the Year” for
Habitat for Humanity houses, receives
Habitat International award for best small
college chapter ... Maya Angelou honored
in Walk of Fame ... Whassup?? Reunion
revives the grove party ... women’s golf
team claims 7th national championship ...
www.rollins.edu goes online ... what’s old is
new again: 1st Rollins Conference Courses
(RCC) ... U.S. News ranking: #3 ... Mary-Jean
Plaza dedicated ... Nelson Rose Garden a
thorny subject ... on campus: Bailey White,
Tim O’Brien, Olympia Dukakis, The Journal
of Graduate Liberal Studies, NY Times &
Okinawans seeking repatriation of statue ...
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1997 | Rollins on the move! bookstore
moves to old Rudi’s site, C-Store migrates to Sullivan House, Beans relocates
to Student Center, becomes Faux Beans
... hoopster Daniel Parke sets all-time
NCAA 3-pt record ... Holt School awards
1st Masters of Human Resources ... on
campus: The Rollins Colloquy, Robert
Bellah, Daniel Ellsberg, Danny Glover &
Felix Justice, Darkness Visible Radio
Theatre, Dominoes, J. Crew model search
... off campus: basketball team plays in
Belgium, Germany, Netherlands; Pres.
Bornstein dedicates peace monument in

Okinawa ... Sayonara, Phi Mu ... students
protest Cassini launch ... endowment tops
$100 million ... Knowles Chapel named to
National Register of Historic Places ...

1998 | Annie Russell Theatre joins Chapel
on National Register ... last J-Term ... Joe
Justice Day ... Rosen Family Center and
Olin Electronic Research & Information
Center dedicated ... on campus: Midnight
in the Garden of Good & Evil author John
Berendt, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Rusted
Root ... German major says “auf Wiedersehen” ... Rollins Recycles ... Community
Building Day produces
personal student goals:
say “Hello,” attend Rollins
events, “practice random
acts of kindness” ...
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ROLLINS THROUGH THE YEARS
1999–2010

1999

| Barbara Bush receives honorary
doctorate ... Cornell Campus Center dedicated—with fireworks, debate on cloning,
Swingerhead ... SunTrust Plaza dedicated,
with parking ... 1st LipSync ... new minors:
Archaeology, Jewish Studies, Writing ...
gimme shelter! Hurricane Floyd drives students to Bush Science Center ... Rollins
junior solves “Strawberry Margarita,” “Gulfstream of Consciousness,” wins $5650 on
Wheel of Fortune ... women’s football team
challenges Stetson ... Bush Executive Center
dedicated ... on campus: David Halberstam,
Ann Beattie, Doug Liman, Rabbi Harold
Kushner ... off campus: Rollins in Madrid . . .

2001 | Rollins purchases Sutton
Place South Apartments, adds
264 beds ... Cornell Museum earns
international acclaim for Rosselli
exhibition ... Athletics Scholarship
Gala honors Orlando Magic GM
John Gabriel, Tom Lasorda speaks
... students stage Rollins version of
Survivor during spring break ...
men’s tennis team survives to win
national championship ... WPRK
survives ... Fiesta parade re-created with decorated golf carts ... 1st Udall
Scholar ... “Spanish with the Professors”
sends faculty to school, and to Spain ...
SGA repeats Florida “Best” ... X-Club
returns, AOPi arrives ... A Year of Gender
Matters ... The Campaign For Rollins
concludes with $160.2 million & surprise
$10-million gift to endow presidency ... on
campus: Ernest Gaines, Mary Frances
Berry, Cincinnati Reds, Sister Hazel ... off
campus: Rollins in Asturias ...

2000

| dedications galore: Veterans
Memorial, Tiedtke Parking Lot, Rice Family
Bookstore & Café, Crosby Family Garden
with Ben Franklin statue (& Ben Franklin in
attendance!) ... Florida Leader names SGA
best in state ... construction drives commencements to Mills Lawn ... Sig Ep closes
red door, Theta kite flies no more ... honorary doctorates awarded to Edward
Albee, Colin Powell ... Holt School awards
1st Masters of Arts in Corporate Communication & Technology ... off campus: Rollins
in Muenster ... 1st game in Alfond Sports
Center ...
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2002

| Chapel organ renovated, new
antiphonal dedicated ... Environmental
Studies butterfly garden lifts off ... cell
phone survey: International Business
majors most likely to own, men have
higher bills ... Wickit Wednesdays ... Pres.
Bornstein educates Max Bickford ... SGA
a three-peat for Florida Leader “Best” ...
Norm Copeland Tennis Stadium dedicated, McKean Gateway makes grand
entrance ... WPRK on the air 50 years ...
World Trade Center fragment memorializes September 11th ...on campus: Mary
Karr, Charles Wright, 1st-generation MTV
VJ Alan Hunter, Amy Hobby, Senator
Bob Graham ... waterski & men’s golf
teams capture national titles ...
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2003 | Pres. Bornstein announces plans to conclude
presidency in 2004 ... campus
mourns loss of College legends Fred Rogers & George
Cornell ... Rollins hosts 1st
NCAA regional basketball
tournament ... waterskiers
win 4th national championship, women’s golf team
snags 8th, teeing off fouryear run ... Pres. Bornstein
signs Talloires Declaration, committing
Rollins to environmental stewardship …
Rollins scores two Goldwater Scholars ...
Rinker Building dedicated ... Bookmark Café
opens—beverages in the library! ... on campus:
Aaron McGruder, Nappy Roots, Joe Morello,
Guerilla Girls, Global Peace Film Festival,
Nobel laureate Jody Williams ... off campus:
Rollins in Trier ...

2004 | Winter With the Writers returns ... on
campus: Kaye Gibbons, Elaine Pagels ... most
popular meal at Beans: macaroni & cheese ...
Rollins & City of Winter Park develop softball
field for Lady Tars, local children ... sun sets
on east coast
campus, last
Brevard commencement
... Cornell bequest promises to boost
endowment
past quarterbillion-$ mark
... the College
commemorates “Rita’s
Rollins Renaissance” ...
Rollins’ 14th president, Lewis Duncan, blows
into town, closely followed by Hurricanes
Charley, Frances, Jeanne ... dedication of
Barker Family Stadium & renewed CahallSandspur Field ...

2005

| WPRK marathon ... on campus:
Squirrels Gone Wild, Hanson, David Horowitz
... Academic Honor Code approved ... U.S.
News ranking: #1 ... fraternity pledge class
letter-writing campaign earns Rollins place
on Playboy party school list ... #22 Event
Sure to Leave Lasting Impression on Your
College Memory: Getting your food groups
counted by Evelyn ... first on-campus residence for College presidents, Barker House,
dedicated ... Pres. Duncan wins intramural
ping pong championship ...

2007 | solar panels installed on Bush
Science Center roof ... J.U.M.P. bus
boosts service ... students, staff cast in
Amanda Bynes movie Sydney White,
Rollins stars as Southern Atlantic University ... Crummer School turns 50,
alumni vote Ross Evans & Sam Certo
most challenging professors ... Rollins
Colloquy features Steven Pinker, E. O.

2009

Wilson, Francis Fukuyama ... last
Tomokan ... Rollins rated A1 by Moody’s
… on campus: The Bachelor—1995 grad
Lorenzo Borghese, Jared Diamond,
Louise Nevelson’s Night Gesture I ...
new majors: Marine Biology, Critical
Media & Cultural Studies; new varsity
sport: lacrosse ... Dance Marathon ...
A.R.T. turns 75, stages Equus revival
with nary a whinny …

2006 | Cornell Fine Arts Museum & Keene
Hall expansions dedicated ... Rollins rolls out
red carpet for Campus MovieFest ... Rollins
Relief reaches out to Hurricane Katrina
victims ... Pathways to College Day brings
Fern Creek Elementary students to campus,
Pres. Duncan reveals “Magic of Science” ...
popped collars ... 1st Summit on Transforming
Learning ... 1st SPARC day of service ... on
campus: bell hooks, Karen Armstrong, Tobias
Wolff, Nathan Englander, Nikki Giovanni,
Dorothy Allison ...

2008 | Tom Klusman’s 500th win ... Dana
Ivey returns to the Annie stage, receives
honorary degree ...
Tars top mascot survey, receive 21st-century makeover ... on
campus: Jamaica
Kincaid, Frank Rich,
OneRepublic,
Fabolous, new journal of contemporary
arts & culture: specs
... women’s golf team
collects 12th national
championship …
Winter Park Institute
hosts Billy Collins,
Paul Simon ... study
reveals Rollins contributes more than
$200 million to FL economy ...
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| Glenn Wilkes wins 500th game ...
Maymester ... the Annie goes digital, Elizabeth
Hall gets a facelift … so does Rollins Alumni
Record, now Rollins Magazine ... Rollins tops national list for Fulbright awards ... on campus:
Marilyn Horne, Jean-Michel Cousteau, former
Peruvian president Alejandro Toledo ... AOPi
raises funds for juvenile arthritis with Vera
Bradley Bingo ... Rollins students show film at
Cannes Festival ... not to be outshone, Tommy
the Tar competes in Celebrity Mascot Games ...
Rollins China Center hosts American Assoc. for
Chinese Studies annual conference …

2010 | Rally Rollins kicks off 125th Anniversary celebrations ... trustees offer $1million challenge ... Holt School turns 50 ...
FoxDayCam.com keeps 24-hour eye on Mills
Lawn, draws 3,000+
v i ewe r s f ro m 2 2
countries ... on campus: Kay Ryan, Jules
Feiffer, Agricultural
History Society Conference ... First Year
Field Experiences
offer summer study
in
Co st a
Rica,
Shanghai; Holt offers
Master of Planning in
Civic Urbanism; Crummer offers KEMBA ...
Class of 2014: best
qualified, most diverse in College history, thus far ... Proud
of Our Legacy ...
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The opposition believed that
in order to have an hourglass
curriculum, one must have the
other half of the hourglass
required.
—The Sandspur, 1970

“Rollins is a young

institution—young in
thought, action, and
purpose,

but old in its traditions of independence
and service to the community and nation.”

—President Jack B. Critchfield, 1970

he Class of ’70 returned to Rollins its
Moratorium, 1969

senior year to meet a new president.
President Hugh F. McKean had moved
“upstairs” to become chancellor and

It’s a nice time here at
Rollins. The days are long
and free. Your only responsibility here is to learn—to
learn the truths in life, put
them in an order and, from
them, build a code, a core,
something solid within you,
that determines what you
are and guides you in what
you do.
—The Tomokan, 1971

chairman of the board of trustees and Dr. Jack B.
Critchfield had arrived as Rollins’ latest leader.
The Class of ’70 had been the first to
encounter the Hourglass Curriculum, an experiment which was remodeled every year. Senior
seminars in the major were offered in 1969, but the
senior interdisciplinary courses intended to complete the Hourglass were not available until the
following year. Seniors then completed either the
Group Study Course or the Synoptic Course, in
which the students “try to state the basic
methods, problems, assumptions, ‘irreducibles’
and values of their own field, and then try to
relate this field to the other fields represented
in the section ...”(Annual Catalogue, 1970-71).
Rollins adopted a new course structure in
1970. The normal course load was increased to

Alumnus Buddy Ebsen ’30 returns
to Rollins, 1974.
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four courses in each of the Fall and Spring Terms,

Alternative curriculum choices began to be

with a single, high-intensity course in the

proposed as early as 1971. The original “Alternative

now-reduced (five weeks) Winter Term. Winter

Program” proposal grew into Holt House, in which

Term offered students a broad menu of on- or

the student chose a “don,” who acted as “a ‘super’

off-campus courses or independent studies.

faculty advisor.” The student and the don de-

The Hourglass Curriculum was abandoned

signed a personalized program of study, which

in 1973, but vestiges remained in the form of

they formalized with contracts. The Holt House

area requirements in Humanities and Expressive

program reflected the College’s contention that

Arts, Science and Mathematics, and Social Sci-

Rollins did, indeed, maintain the Conference

ences. Area Studies majors, which drew courses

System of Hamilton Holt.

from three or more departments, were intro-

Alternative curriculum choices expanded into

duced in 1974. It was also the first year for Fall

alternative housing choices, and special interest

Term programs in Ireland and Australia.

groups like Holt House, Fine Arts House, the Student
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New Women’s Dormitory, renamed Ward Hall in 1978

Center for Social Concerns, and the Environmental

foreign language requirement to 24-hour visi-

Conservation Organization were soon living

tation. (Revision won, visitation lost.)

together as well as studying together. These groups

After the completion of the New Women’s

extended their scopes beyond the classroom and

Dormitory in 1970, the campus remained relatively

presented programs for the entire campus.

quiet until 1973, when the Alfond Pool provided

In 1971, the Renaissance Committee called the

students with a new place to see and be seen. In

College together for “Community Day.” The entire

1974, Frederick A. Hauck Hall, which houses

campus broke into discussion groups to pinpoint

foreign language studies, was built next to Casa

Rollins’ problems. As well as requests for more

Iberia. The Music Department moved into R. D.

liberal academic requirements and more unique

Keene Hall later that year. In 1978, thanks to a

and demanding Winter Term courses, the discus-

gift from George D. and Harriet W. Cornell, the

sions touched on the need for more programs for

Art Department and the Rollins College Museum

black students and more all-campus interaction.

of Art found new homes in the Cornell Fine Arts

The Black Student Union was established in

Rollins is suffering growing
pains. Having reached a
plateau of sorts, Rollins is
confronted by the same
problems as an adolescent,
who realizes his future may
not be much like his past.
—The Sandspur, 1973

Center. They were the last buildings to be

1972. The BSU developed Black Awareness Week,

dedicated during President Critchfield’s

which became an annual event and drew speakers

administration.

such as Dick Gregory and Jesse Jackson to

On his arrival at Rollins, President Critchfield

Rollins. The first Black Awareness Week also

had said he would limit his tenure to eight to 10

featured “An African Happening” and a “soul

years. True to his word, he announced his resigna-

luncheon.” Later in 1972, the Office of Student

tion in 1977, effective the following year. After his

Affairs inaugurated the Real-World Program,

departure, while the search committee continued

which involved Rollins students directly in com-

to seek his replacement, Dr. Frederick W. Hicks ad-

munity projects. The initial Real-World Program

ministered Rollins as acting president. One of Dr.

saw more than 100 students participate.

Hicks’s presidential actions was to declare the first

A new form of government also began to

Fox Day since 1970, when the spur-of-the-

evolve at Rollins. With the formation of the

moment holiday had been discontinued in the

College Senate, faculty and students had the

midst of nationwide war protests and peace

opportunity to become involved in making the

demonstrations. The spring surprise contained

decisions that affected them. Heated debate

another surprise—a visit from Rollins’ next

surrounded questions ranging from revising the

president, Dr. Thaddeus Seymour.
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Ronald Reagan speaks at Rollins,
1976.

As part of the objectives of
the College, there is a deep
and continuing concern for
the quality of life, for values
and traditions, and for an
education that can provide
a student with the means
of operating effectively and
maturely within a framework of responsibility and
accountability.
—Annual Catalogue, 1973-74
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ROLLINS COLLEGE
could be on Interpol’s list of 10
most dangerous stone-stealers.
Wake up Rollins students!
Take heed to the dangers of
this practice. Do you realize
that if just a few more people
practiced this vandalism, there
would be nothing left of our
historic shrines. Our famous
homes would be scattered
over the country's college
campuses.
—The Sandspur, 1975

A trio of Rollins presidents: Jack Critchfield, Thaddeus Seymour, Hugh McKean (l to r)

Physics Department, 1980-81

the College’s writing program and to fund a

dling Rollins’ spirit of community,

faculty member in classics—the first in 30 years.

calling the campus together for his

The Roy E. Crummer Graduate School of

inauguration on November 4, 1978. In

Business, which had offered the MBA and the

seven years, it would be the College’s Centennial

MSM, discontinued the MSM in 1981, when it began

and President Seymour defined the course he

the drive to receive accreditation from the Ameri-

wanted Rollins to steer: “On November 4, 1985, our

can Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business.

aim is to know ourselves and to be known by

The undergraduate Business major was abolished

others as the finest small college in the Southeast,

at the same time. A night program leading to the

standing among the finest small colleges in

MBA was substituted for the MSM and a special

the country.”

MBA program for local business executives was

To continue bringing Rollins to the fore of lib-

added in 1982. In 1985, Rollins won AACSB

eral arts institutions, the College’s curriculum was

accreditation, joining schools the likes of Harvard

streamlined. In 1977, the Educational Policy Com-

and the University of Chicago.

[W]e are going to dispel once

mittee had proposed massive curriculum reform.

Even the Rollins College School of Continuing

and for all the myth of

The general requirements that had succeeded the

Education experienced curriculum revisions. (In

fun-in-the-sun, underwater

Hourglass were redrawn. As of 1978, students were

1972, the School’s name had been changed from

called upon to fulfill requirements in Skills (compo-

the Central Florida School for Continuing Studies.)

sition, mathematics, foreign language, and “Deci-

As well as its graduate degree programs in Physics

Rolly Colly. Our students

sion Making”), Cognitive Area (social sciences and

(until 1973), Criminal Justice (until 1974), and

know already that the myth

science), and Affective Area (arts and literature).

Education, the School had offered the Associate

As the curriculum changed, new area studies ap-

of Arts (AA), Bachelor of General Studies (BGS),

peared: Urban Studies, Literature in Translation,

and BS degrees. The School was divided into the

—President Thaddeus

Medieval and Renaissance Studies, and Classics.

Division of Continuing Education (DCE) and the

Seymour, Inaugural

Rollins’ progress toward excellence was val-

Division of Non-Credit Programs, which encom-

idated by two grants from the National Endowment

passed the School of Creative Arts. In 1982, the

for the Humanities. $450,000 was pledged as a

DCE curriculum was rewritten with requirements

challenge grant and $260,000 was given to assist

in Skills and Perspectives, and BGS and BS

basket weaving, and Jolly

is not true—at least most do!

Address, 1978
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eymour immediately spoke of rekin-
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The liberal arts evolve. The curriculum at Rollins is faithful to its distinguished
ancestry, yet adapted to contemporary society.
—Centennial Statement of Educational Objectives, 1981

degrees were discontinued. Enrollment increased

Rollins contingent marched on Winter Park City

11 percent in one year.

Hall, and Equus played—as written. It was a triumph

Rollins adopted another experimental

of virtue over “virtue.”

program in 1983. The Community of Learners was

The old Fred Stone Theatre building had dis-

composed of a small group of students and a

appeared in 1973, but the FST was reincarnated

Master Learner, a faculty member who took a term

next door in Bingham Hall. After the loss of the

away from teaching to join the community. To-

shop area of the original FST, the Theater Depart-

gether, the learners attended classes, participated

ment had been using one of Rollins’ earliest build-

in a special seminar, maintained diaries, and

ings, Lyman Hall, to store and build sets. In 1974,

offered each other support. The COL student

Lyman was destroyed by fire. With grants of

members formed new opinions of faculty, and the

$250,000, a new shop and dressing rooms were

faculty member gained a fresh perspective of

eventually added to the Annie Russell Theatre.

Students clothed statue at Winter
Park City Hall to protest banning
of Equus nude scene, 1979.

in 1979, when outraged citizens attempted to stop

In the meantime, a controversy that had

performances of a play at the Annie Russell

existed for years was finally silenced with the

“Winter” Term was a delight,
no early classes ... one class
... Rush Party Blasts . . . and
for the blasted, no class.
Some were thrilled, few were
chilled. Courses energized
and agonized; students analyzed and were lecturized.
Basketball games aroused
and the Greeks caroused. It
was a good time ... .

Theatre. The drama was Equus, and it contained a

announcement of a $4.7-million grant from the

—The Sandspur, 1980

nude scene. At first blush, President Seymour and

Olin Foundation to build a new library. Experts had

education—from the students’ point of view.

Following the Jubilee of the Annie Russell

Area Studies majors flourished, with African/

Theatre and the Chapel in 1981, the campus’s

Afro-American Studies and Irish Studies

attention swung from the sublime to the roister-

successfully transitioning to formal minors.

ous: in 1984, funded by gifts from alumni and

Although a master of surprise himself, an
unexpected surprise awaited President Seymour

friends, the Alfond Stadium at Harper-Shepherd
Field was ready for the Tars to play ball!

long disagreed as to the better course
Rollins celebrates its Centennial, 1985.

of action—to build a new library or to
re n ova te M i l l s M e m o r i a l L i b ra r y.
S t u d ies had considered erecting a
new library building on the Sandspur
Bowl, or “fastened on” to the Beanery
and Knowles Hall, or in front of the old
library. A visit from Olin Foundation
representatives saved the Horseshoe
and scrapped Knowles.
The Olin Library was dedicated on
Founders’ Day, 1985, launching the
year-long celebration of the College’s
Centennial. A week later, Good Morning
America broadcast the creation of the

the cast agreed to drop the offending scene. But,

panoramic Centennial photograph of the entire

valor being the better part of discretion, the Rollins

Rollins community, with students, faculty, and staff

community

re-

lining the street from the Theatre to the Chapel.

sponded—in numbers. A federal court injunction

Senior David Zarou successfully sprinted from one

permitting the performance was obtained, a

end to the other to be captured for posterity—twice.

rethought

its

position

and
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[T]he library will be a place
to taste the ancient recipes
of life simmering alongside
rapidly boiling modern technologies.
—The Tomokan, 1986
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Rollins community gathers for panoramic Centennial photo, 1985.

A year later, the College announced The

quarters in the new Johnson Center, a two-story

Rollins Resolution, a $33.8-million capital cam-

addition to the Bush Science Center, complete

paign focused on facilities, equipment, and The

with sleep laboratory.

Endowment for Academic Excellence. Among

I believe that through an
exposure to a liberal arts
education a student can
a c q u i re t h e s k i l l s to
a n swer two questions:
“What do you mean?”
and “How do you know?”
—President Thaddeus
Seymour, 1985

1985

(which had also shared space in the Park Avenue

touched by the campaign were the faculty of

Building) was renamed for Rollins’ innovative and

the social sciences. Having seen their home in

iconoclastic eighth president, Hamilton Holt, with

Knowles Hall demolished to make way for the

the thought that the new title better reflected the

new library, then relegated to the distant moon

School’s mission. Certainly, that year’s introduction

of the Park Avenue Building (the former Park

of Florida’s first Master of Liberal Studies program

Avenue School, which the College had pur-

marked the Holt School as an innovator in its

chased from Orange County), they were de-

namesake’s fashion.

happiest

of

the

campus

lighted to be consulted in the planning for

As the College was celebrating the successful

Cornell Hall for the Social Sciences, a Halloween

completion of The Rollins Resolution, President

“treat” from George and Harriet Cornell. (Soon

Seymour announced his intention to retire from

after the faculty’s move into their new quarters,

the presidency in 1990. “The College deserves new

the Park Avenue Building met the same fate as

ideas and inspirations,” he said, “new visions and

Knowles Hall, though some local citizens lobbied

leadership.” He also expressed his enthusiasm for a

to save the dangerously deteriorated structure.)

return to teaching, which he continued as a

The Psychology Department received its own

professor of English at Rollins.

he search for “Dad Thad”’s succes-

tory. The Campaign For Rollins, with an eye-pop-

sor produced a result that would

ping $100-million goal, was formally announced in

have made Lucy Cross smile:

the fall of 1996. At the top of the campaign wish

Rollins’ first female president. Dr.

list: scholarships, endowment for faculty chairs,

Rita Bornstein had broken fundraising records in

and a new campus center. By the campaign’s con-

her role as vice president for development of the

clusion in 2001, the total raised was $160.2 million,

University of Miami. What could she do for

including a $10-million gift for scholarships from

Rollins? The Hurricanes’ tiny neighbor to the north

George Cornell in honor of his wife, Harriet; 14 en-

would soon discover that its 13th president had

dowed chairs; another $10-million gift from Cor-

more in mind than just stoking its coffers. She

nell to endow the presidency itself; and funds for

quickly convened a team of faculty and adminis-

six new or expanded buildings—the Bush Execu-

trators to consider Rollins’ future. The Task Force

tive Center, Charles Rice Family Bookstore, Harold

on the 21st Century hammered out a new mission

& Ted Alfond Sports Center, Marshall & Vera Lea

statement for the College. In the fall of 1991, Pres-

Rinker Building, Olin Electronic Research & In-

ident Bornstein and the Task Force canceled

formation Center, and, yes, a campus center,

classes for an all-College Summit, which pro-

named in honor of its lead donors, the Cornells.

duced goals and objectives that provided the

Rollins also celebrated its first formal entrance,

foundation for planning across the institution.

the McKean Gateway, named in honor of the Col-

They would also provide the basis for the
largest fundraising campaign in the College’s his-
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In 1987, the School of Continuing Education

constituents

the
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lege’s much-loved former first couple, Hugh and
Jeannette McKean.

Illustration by Heather C. Houck ’02
The Tomokan, 2002

(l-r) Former Presidents Jack Critchfield, Thaddeus Seymour, and Hugh McKean at
the inauguration of Rollins’ first female president, Rita Bornstein, 1991

Rollins’ former dean of the faculty and

from the Council for Accreditation of Counseling

provost, Dr. Roger Casey, quipped that President

and Related Educational Programs (CACREP), a

Bornstein was “a weapon of mass construction.”

validation achieved by only seven independent

From 1990 to 2004, Rollins renovated, expanded,

institutions in the nation. The Crummer School also

added, or broke ground for 24 facilities. Among

garnered national accolades, with kudos from U.S.

those was the College’s development of the

News & World Report and Forbes.

former Park Avenue Building site. In its place, an

A new undergraduate major in International

82,000-square-foot retail/office complex and

Business was introduced in 1998. The multidiscipli-

parking garage brought new economic life to the

nary program, which linked economics, political

south end of Park Avenue, and revenue to support

science, cultural studies, and language, together

the College’s educational programs. Acquisitions

with an international internship, quickly became

of nearby property also added five acres to the

the College’s most popular major. Minors in

lakebound campus.

Archaeology, Asian Studies, Film Studies, Jewish

In 1994, Rollins introduced the Rollins Confer-

Studies, and Sustainable Development and

ence Course, a curricular experiment for first-year

the Environment assured that students could

students that harkened back to Hamilton Holt’s

study the past, the present, and solutions for a

Conference Plan. Entering students studied with pro-

green future. New master’s programs in Human

In response to the Chemistry Club’s annual Mole
Day celebration, the Physics
students held a Faraday
cookout and Biology celebrated Darwin Day.
—The Tomokan, 2004

Al Fresco Commencement, 2000

What we have is a student prepared totally, holistically, if you will, for any
demands that life might bring, demands that really can only be addressed by
people who have had a well-rounded education, who have been exposed to
various disciplines, who have tasted of the delights of intellectual inquiry.
—President Rita Bornstein, Rollins Alumni Record, 1990

fessors who also served as their academic advisers

Resources and Corporate Communication and

and were assisted outside the classroom by peer

Technology experienced uneven success, with the

mentors. To add further value to their liberal arts

MACCT receiving the pink slip. Keeping up with the

education, the Rollins Advantage Program (RAP)

times, departments updated their names: Foreign

offered students preparation in career-related areas

Languages translated to Modern Languages and

such as Computer Competency and Business Basics.

Literatures, Mathematics converted to Mathematics

At the Hamilton Holt School, the graduate

and Computer Science, and Politics reconvened as

program in counseling earned accreditation

SunTrust Plaza, dedicated 2004

Political Science.
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Rollins Brevard served the
Space Coast for more than
50 years.

You know he’s a freshman
if he develops an attitude
after January rush.
You know he’s a senior if
he’s had an attitude all year.
—The Tomokan, 1991

In 1998, following considerable sturm und

With the new century—and the new millen-

drang—the courageous intervention of “The Three

nium—looming, President Bornstein raised the

Amigos” (English Professor Alan Nordstrom, former

question of what the liberal arts (and a college

Dean of the Chapel Arnold Wettstein, and SGA

education) should look like for future generations

President Creighton Knight) notwithstanding,

of students. In 1997, under the umbrella of the

Winter Term was reduced to an optional three-

College’s Christian A. Johnson Institute for Effective

week session and the academic calendar was

Teaching and with the cosponsorship of The

reconfigured. By the following year, it had been

College Board, the Association of American Colleges

further abbreviated and renamed Intersession.

and Universities (AAC&U), and the American

No Rollins presidency has seemed immune from

Council of Learned Societies, Rollins spearheaded

controversy, and Bornstein’s would not be the

a national conversation on pragmatic liberal edu-

exception. In 1994, Rollins hit the headlines of The

cation in the 21st century. Modeled loosely on Holt’s

New York Times when representatives from Okinawa

1931 curriculum conference with John Dewey and

requested return of the Japanese statue housed in

keynoted by eminent scholars Alexander Astin,

the lobby of the Warren Administration Building. The

Troy Duster, Louis Menand, and Lee Shulman, The

statue, which had been removed during U.S.

Rollins Colloquy drew nearly 200 higher education

Our supporters have recognized that Rollins is a precious, and increasingly
rare, type of American college, defined by an unwavering commitment to the
art of teaching and the preparation of students for active citizenship in a global
society. In this fragile world, a liberal arts education remains our best hope for
sustaining democratic values and celebrating diversity.
—Rita Bornstein
The Campaign For Rollins Finale, 2001

President Bornstein & Okinawa
Shogaku School Chairman
Masajiro Nashiro sign exchange
agreement following return of
Japanese statue, 1996.
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occupation of the Ryukyu Islands, had been a gift to

leaders, college presidents, and Rollins faculty to

Hamilton Holt from a Rollins alum. Research, debate,

consider how to engage students directly with

and, ultimately, acquiescence followed. The statue

contemporary issues—“to get…the feel of the fur

was returned, a replica supplied by the Okinawans

on the tail of the world.” The results were published

took its place, and an international incident was

as Education and Democracy: Re-imagining Liberal

avoided. In an especially fitting postscript to the

Learning in America.

saga, President Bornstein traveled to Okinawa in 1997

Though it had always been a component of

to assist in the dedication of a peace monument that

the Rollins experience, service became even more

took its inspiration from the peace monument Holt

central to the College’s educational mission.

had installed at Rollins nearly 60 years before.

Service-learning courses in less-developed
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countries had begun in 1988, with a Winter Term
journey to Jamaica. In 1991, the Center for Public
Service was established to coordinate community
service activities and assist faculty in integrating
service into the curriculum. By 2001, it had been
joined by the Office of Community Engagement,
as well as leadership education programs.
In 2004, following a review of demand and
the abundant supply of educational providers in
Brevard County, the Board of Trustees decided
that the Brevard Campus, which had relocated
from Patrick Air Force Base to Rockledge in 1988
and to West Melbourne in 1994, was no longer
serving a unique mission for the Space Coast
community and should be closed. The program’s
final commencement, which concluded a 53-year
chapter in the College’s history, also marked one
of the final pages of Rita Bornstein’s presidency. In
2003, she had announced her intention to step
down the following summer, but her continuing
association with the College was assured by her
appointment to a newly created chair in philanthropy and leadership development.
That chair, along with five more, was made
possible by George Cornell’s more than $105million bequest. He and his wife had been exceptionally generous to the College during their lives,
and their affection for Rollins was memorialized by
their extraordinary legacy. The administration of
that legacy would fall to Rollins’ 14 th president.

Honoring the heritage, celebrating the future:
Lewis M. Duncan is installed as Rollins’ 14th president, 2005.

s luck would have it, the candidate

Rollins’ “brand” with a new logo, website, and

selected by Rollins’ trustees was a

messages; and the Presidential International-

space physicist with an appreciation

ization Initiative.

for applied liberal education who

It was perhaps the events of September 11,

also happened to be a frugal Scot. Dr. Lewis Duncan

2001 that precipitated the College’s recognition

recognized his good fortune but, rather than

that although its roots were in Winter Park, its

permanently encumbering the discretionary Cornell

branches needed to spread worldwide. With

bequest funds available to him, he proposed that

study-abroad programs in Australia, England,

they be used to support short-term initiatives. For

Germany, and Spain, Rollins students enjoyed

projects that evolved into longer-term programs,

opportunities to learn in a variety of cultures, but

other resources would be identified and they

faculty weren’t as adventurous. Spanish for the

would move into the College’s operating budget.

Professors, which returned faculty to the class-

Early Cornell initiatives included the Cornell Scholars,

room as students and then sent them to Spain to

a competitive, full-scholarship program that raised

practice what they’d learned, had been a first step.

the quality of incoming classes and academic life

The Presidential Internationalization Initiative

on campus; strategic marketing, which unified

was designed to encourage faculty to pursue
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A stone from Shanksville,
Pennsylvania and fragments
of the World Trade Center
and the Pentagon recall
the events of September 1 1,
2001 in a unique memorial,
dedicated 2008.
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Associate Professor of Anthropology
Rachel Newcomb and husband
Noureddine Bennani, a native
Moroccan and Rollins technical
support specialist; Morocco for the
Professors, January 2007

international experiences, permitting every fac-

scholars for longer-term residencies, offering

ulty member and some teaching staff to travel

opportunities for research and engagement with

abroad at least once every three years. The presi-

the Rollins and Winter Park communities. In 2008,

dent’s one caveat: participants must step outside

the Winter Park Institute opened its door at

their comfort zones. Destinations have included

nearby Osceola Lodge (which once housed one of

Bali, China, the Galápagos, Morocco, Tanzania,

Winter Park’s founders, Charles Hosmer Morse,

and—way beyond almost anyone’s comfort zone—

and later, Rollins’ 10th president, Hugh McKean)

Antarctica. The result has been a change in teach-

and welcomed its inaugural fellow: two-time U.S.

ing approaches, as well as a thaw among faculty

Poet Laureate Billy Collins. One of the Institute’s

traditionally frozen in their disciplines.

first programs: a conversation about creativity

While international study has become firmly

between Collins and songwriter Paul Simon.

embedded in the College’s educational culture

In the first decade of the 21st century, the

(landing Rollins in the Institute of International

curriculum continued to evolve (along with

Education’s top schools for study-abroad partici-

Rollins students). Majors in Biochemistry/Molec-

pation), not all international experiences occur

ular Biology and Marine Biology were added, and

away from home. In 2006, 49 flags, representing

more novel offerings such as Critical Media and

the countries of Rollins students, faculty, and staff,

Cultural Studies and the Holt School’s Master of

were raised in Skillman Hall. Every year, more

Planning and Civic Urbanism, launching in fall

O V E R T H E PA S T F O U R

have been added to the permanent celebration

2010, promised relevant responses to students’

winters while most of the nation

of international diversity.

needs and interests. An even larger experiment

has been freezing its earmuffs off
and losing its mittens, you have
been sailing Frisbees in these blue
skies and graced by the natural
and architectural beauty of this
campus and you have not had to

A liberal education is supposed to deal with the big questions: What is the best
way for me to live my life? How do I know the difference between right and
wrong? What are the ends of human society? On what basis do we work
together as human beings? If you do not confront these issues when you are
in college, you will never really get back to that.

sacrifice the quality of your edu-

—Francis Fukuyama
The Rollins College Colloquy, 2007

cation. Flip-flops year-round and
a quality education, it’s just not fair.
—Billy Collins,
Former U.S. Poet Laureate,
Commencement Address, 2008

Osceola Lodge, home of the
Winter Park Institute

Almost a decade after Bornstein’s Rollins Col-

began earlier in 2010, with the introduction of

loquy, President Duncan asked a faculty advisory

two pilot sections of the Rollins Plan, a curricular

panel to help craft another conversation in the

model that fulfills general education requirements

spirit of the 1931 Dewey curriculum conference.

through a series of thematically related courses.

The resulting colloquy on “Liberal Arts and Social

The first revolutionary offerings: “Global Chal-

Responsibility in a Global Community” brought 10

lenges: Florida and Beyond” and “Revolution.”

stellar thought leaders to Rollins to consider that

The Crummer School also excelled at being

topic and to inspire and challenge one another,

responsive to students’ needs, offering a variety of

with the Rollins community listening in and pos-

learning formats, including a Saturday MBA track.

ing its own questions. The headliners: retired Bell-

In 2010, it inaugurated a specially designed MBA

South CEO Duane Ackerman; poet Maya Angelou;

for key executives, incorporating an online compo-

Smith College president Carol Christ; international

nent to facilitate off-campus participation. The

political economist Francis Fukuyama; virtual

School’s Centers of Excellence—in Leadership, Ad-

reality creator Jaron Lanier; psychologist Steven

vanced Entrepreneurship, Career Development,

Pinker; astronaut and physicist Sally Ride; Booker

Management and Executive Education, and Phi-

Prize winner Salman Rushdie; MacArthur Grant-

lanthropy and Nonprofit Leadership—provide spe-

winning actor Anna Deavere Smith; Pulitzer Prize-

cialized programs for students and the community.

winning biologist E. O. Wilson.
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Rollins remained at the forefront of commu-

The 2007 colloquy’s success generating

nity engagement and service learning, earning

intellectual sparks also generated the idea of a

repeated national, state, and local recognitions for

Rollins entity that could host similar distinguished

its programs and faculty. Florida Campus Compact
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Resolved,
That the House of

Representatives honors
Rollins College on

Rollins honors United Nations’ International Day of Peace, 2007.

the joyous occasion of its
125th anniversary,
recognizes its
presented Rollins its first statewide Engaged

LEAP (Liberal Education and America’s Promise)

Campus Award and Community Engagement

initiative, which defines learning outcomes, the

Educator Award in the independent category, plus

Core Commitments provided a comprehensive

four consecutive Service-Learning Faculty Awards.

means of assessing curriculum, programming, and

The College has been named repeatedly to the

student services. Products have included creation

President’s Higher Education Community Service

of an integrative learning agenda and the pro-

Honor Roll with Distinction and earned Commu-

posed Rollins Plan general-education curriculum.

unwavering commitment
to liberal arts education,
and expresses its best

nity Engagement Classification by The Carnegie

The same forward thinking that has engaged

Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching in

Rollins in creative consideration of the curriculum,

2008, a distinction achieved by less than 5 percent

campus master planning, and even moving toward

of higher-education institutions. Service is so

three-year budget cycles has informed strategic

ingrained in the Rollins culture that incoming

priorities for the College. Having identified the

students participate in the SPARC (Service Phi-

need for a conference center that would bring

lanthropy Activism Rollins College) day of service

higher education groups and meetings to campus

during Orientation and even parents are invited to

and showcase Rollins, the trustees were fortunate

pitch in during Family Weekend.

to have the opportunity to purchase the site of the

Many recent developments on campus didn’t

late, lamented Langford Hotel,

come with photo “opps”—implementation of the

whose much-awaited replace-

Academic Honor Code, accomplished in 2006

ment had failed to come to

after years of study and debate, or continuing

fruition. A College-owned inn is

work on a companion Social Honor Code, for

anticipated to open in 2013,

example—but some were visibly spectacular.

well in time for celebration of

Extensive renovations of residence halls revital-

Rollins’ 130 th anniversary.

ized housing across campus, adding a faculty

Even as the Rollins com-

apartment to Ward Hall and facilitating multiple

munity pauses to reflect on the

living-learning communities (LLCs), where students

College’s 125-year legacy, all

enrolled in the same courses also live in the

eyes are focused on the future.

same building.

The incoming class once again

In 2007, Rollins was selected by AAC&U to be

has the highest academic qual-

one of 18 national colleges and universities in its

ifications in College history and

Core Commitments Leadership Consortium, which

Phi Beta Kappa faculty have ap-

focuses on educating students for personal and

plied for a chapter. Rollins’ star

social responsibility. Partnered with AAC&U’s

continues to rise.

wishes for continued
success.
H.Res. 1169, sponsored by Rep.
Alan Grayson, May 26, 2010

Rollins College shines as its own bright star within the constellation of
preeminent schools with special devotion to the arts, sciences, and practice
of liberal learning.
—President Lewis Duncan, Installation Address, 2005
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A

Sandspur report of 1969 marveled,

were given keys. Later, first year women were

“Rollins has just had its first demonstra-

given the same privilege.

tion. Yes, even Rollins.” The reporter did-

The move was also afoot for 24-hour visitation.

n’t know about the peace strikes of the

Under the existing regulations, each housing unit

’30s, yet the point was clear: even Rollins had found

decided its own visitation policy and a Visitation

FIRST INTERNATIONAL

itself involved in the tumultuous events that were

Court considered infractions. President Critchfield

VEGETABLE FESTIVAL

shaking the nation in the late ’60s and early ’70s.

expressed his disapproval of 24-hour visitation,

Traditional values and the regulations that
The activities planned

enforced them were being questioned. With the

voicing his special concern for the protection of the
rights of roommates who might not want visitors.

include ... tapping of

approval of limited visitation in 1970, the issue of

At his departure from Rollins, President

the new members of

coeducational housing raised its head. For the

Critchfield vetoed one last visitation proposal,

Omicron Delta Vegetable

first time, with the exception of occasional “Open

pointing out that it was not fair to leave his

(O.D.V.); the opening of a
display from the Beal

Frat men, 1971

Maltbie Vegetable Museum, high
and low altitude vegetable races; a
vegetable hunt; the presentation of
the Algernon Sydney Vegetable
Award for the best all around vegetable; and, finally, the crowning of
the King and Queen of Vegetables.
—The Sandspur, 1970

In response to the question concerning who
would join what group ...
John Wayne would be an
Indie, Glen Campbell a
K.A., Billy Graham a TKE,
Margaret Mead an AΦ and
Linda Kasabian an Indie.
—Community Day report,
1971
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Houses,” men and women were permitted to

successor with a policy in which he had had no

enter each other’s rooms at almost any time

voice. Acting President Hicks agreed and stayed

during the day or evening.

the action, which was then sent to the Board of

The first liberalization of the old rules trig-

Trustees. The Board of Trustees returned the issue

gered a campaign to discontinue women’s hours

to President Seymour, who told students he would

altogether. Women’s hours were effectively re-

approve visitation if they would present a plan that

voked in 1971, with the introduction of “self-

allowed students to choose between 24-hour and

regulated curfew.” Dormitories were locked at

limited visitation, and provided a student with

the usual closing times, but upperclasswomen

recourse for any violation of rights. That plan

who were not on academic or social probation

was implemented in 1979.
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Nancy and Jack Critchfield serve hotdogs at Spring Festival
of the Arts, 1971.

s op h i s t i c at e d

The lowering of

reflect the change,

the drinking age in

and kegs were even

THE SECRET TO BEING

1973 transformed the

permitted on cam-

considered a sophisticated and

complexion of cam-

pus for a short time.

cultured person at Rollins is

pus activities. IFC

Despite students’

and Panhell spon-

concerns that noth-

sored Oktoberfest in

ing would happen

conjunction with a

in the long run, most

all we are tremendously clever

of the recommen-

anyway).

local beer distributor,
and the Tar-Pit, the student Pub, was opened.

dations were implemented.

Alcohol became a staple at most College events. In

Another summit was convened in 1991, when

1980, the drinking age was raised to 19, but some

students felt the all-College planning summit did-

of the campus groups had already taken steps to

n’t address their concerns about residence halls,

curb consumption by sponsoring successful

alcohol policy, or parking. The SGA’s S.T.A.R.T. A.T.

non-alcoholic parties.

(Students To Actively Respond Today And Tomor-

Florida’s legal drinking age returned to 21 in

row) considered College social life (“About Last

1986, and the Tar-Pit soon saw its last call. In its

Night”), College leadership (“Is Anybody Listen-

place, a policy that permitted legally eligible stu-

ing?”), residence halls and student services (“Home

dents to consume alcohol on campus was instituted.

Improvements”), campus culture (“Demand Diver-

But, how to tell the minors from the adults? And

sity”), and enhancing the liberal education expe-

I believe in the balanced life. I believe in matching hard work with fun. We will miss
the point completely if we do not enjoy this place and each other. There is hard
work to be done, but if we have any sense at all, we will have fun along the way.

really rather simple. Only a slight
affectation is necessary (for after

—”How To Be A Rollins
Sophisticate,”
The Sandspur, 1971

Delta Chi bites the dust, 1969.

—President Thaddeus Seymour, Inaugural Address, 1978

how much was too much? Wristbands and hand

rience (“Everything I Needed To Know I Learned In

stamps, a 12-pack of beer or a bottle of wine.

Kindergarten”). The SGA constitution mandated

Its complexity and the resulting confusion

two rallies a year and S.T.A.R.T. A.T. rallies were held

surrounding the new policy were certainly factors

in 1992 and 1993. However, as The Sandspur noted,

in generating the Student Life Summit convened

“The first rally was a success because of a sponta-

in 1988. Admittedly, some academic issues were on

neous desire by students to be heard, but the SGA

the agenda, but most of the hot topics related to

cannot mandate spontaneity.”

life outside the classroom. For all who participated

The Greeks, or the question of Greeks, con-

in the daylong discussions—students, faculty, and

tinued to dominate the social scene. In 1970, the

staff, the event was a real exercise in community

latest fad among the Greeks appeared to be de-

and a milestone for the campus. “I know I will never

affiliation. Within one year, three groups became

be more proud of this institution than I am today,”

local organizations: Delta Chi, which became The

said President Seymour.

Guild; Lambda Chi Alpha, which became, simply,

The 20 recommendations and 18 suggestions

Lambda; and Pi Beta Phi, which adopted the tag

that emerged from the Summit provided a map for

NCM, for Non Compis Mentis (not being of sound

the Student Life Division. The Dean of the College’s

mind), an opinion their ex-national probably

title was converted to Dean of Student Affairs to

shared with them. The disillusioned Greeks felt
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Ever since its inception two
ye a r s a g o, t h e G u i l d h a s
never had any problem in
determining its “direction.”
We feel there’s just no use in
trying to overcome the force
of gravity.
—The Tomokan, 1972

The Summit needed to be
the pebble that snowballed
clearing the air . . .
—The Tomokan, 1989
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Alumni! May I erase any misconceptions you may have as far as the
daily dress of most Rollins coeds is

Soaking up rays at the Alfond Pool.

concerned? I am happy to say that
the girls on this campus still take
great pride in their appearance. The

they were not really benefiting from their national

cent, and by 1980, the Greeks seemed to be firmly

general dress definitely does not

affiliations. Since they did not own their houses,

back on their feet.

consist of T-shirts and blue jeans!

they could not take advantage of nationally sponsored building improvements.

Following the Greek Week-end debacle of
1973, the Housing Review Board was formed to

As well as the stampede to localize, other

consider the wisdom of continuing to offer frater-

changes occurred in the Greek community.

nities and sororities group accommodations in

Gamma Phi Beta suffered a natural death in 1971,

Colleg e resid en ce h alls. Two soon-to-be-

and Sigma Nu was ousted by the College in 1972.

infamous new words were added to the Rollins vo-

were in the 60’s, that look of class

The Guild was disbanded in 1974. In 1977, the ex-

cabulary: “prime housing.” Each group that

and sophistication still remains in

Lambda Chi Alphas reversed direction and initi-

wanted to live together as a group in a Rollins dor-

their current style of dress.

ated the process to become national fraternity Chi

mitory had to request prime housing by submit-

Psi. It was a move the Lambdas thought was par-

ting a proposal outlining its educational activities,

ticularly fitting, since the namesake of their dor-

personal development, social maturation, com-

mitory, Rollins’ first president, Edwin Hooker, had

munity contributions, and house administration.

Although dresses and Pappagallo
shoes are not nearly as common a
sight among Rollins women as they

—The Rollins College Alumni
Record, 1974

As a result of a Housing Review Board rec-

been a Chi Psi.
New membership in fraternities and sororities

ommendation in 1976, the KAs and X-Club almost

declined dramatically in the early ’70s. To stimu-

found themselves replaced by alternative housing

late interest, the fraternities and sororities staged

units. The KAs ultimately did lose their prime

joint rush periods, culminating in a round of par-

housing status, and finally, in 1984, lost their right

ties known as “Greek Week-end.” The Greek

to live together completely. In protest, they

Week-end of 1973 was so wild that a faculty

pitched tents in front of Carnegie Hall, but the

offensive to ban all Greeks resulted.

Southern gentlemen were forced to accept defeat,

The Greeks were nervous. A study of the fraternity and sorority system at Rollins confirmed

known dorms.

that the groups did have viable purpose, but that

As groups were moved about, the Student

they needed to “expand their activities, establish

Government Association was reformed to reflect

their own individual characters, and make a seri-

the changing composition of the campus. Repre-

ous effort to foster a broadening of relationships

sentation by organization changed to representa-

with people of diverse interests ...” The Greeks

tion by dormitory, then to representation by class.

mounted major efforts to contribute to the Rollins

Management of the Student Center moved back

community through campus-wide activities. In

under Student Government Association jurisdic-

one year, fraternity membership increased 17 per-

tion. As students became more active in College

1972
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fold their tents, and steal into the dark night of un-
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decision making, they served as members of the

Omicron Pi, chartered in 2002, are enjoying good

College Senate and standing committees.

health. And, following considerable confusion

In 1980, the off-campus students formally or-

among its own members (could they have been

ganized the Off-Campus Students, who occupied

channeling their former Pi Phi sisters?), NCM will

the first floor of Pinehurst. The purpose of this for-

remain a local but Delta Zeta still colonized in

mal organization was to help the off-campus stu-

spring 2010.

dents become more a part of the campus and its

Some chapters rose like phoenixes from their

activities. Many of the special interest groups

own ashes. Tau Kappa Epsilon, closed in 1987, was

sponsored campus-wide functions. The Environ-

recolonized in 1990, and a reconstituted X-Club re-

mental Conservation Organization took over

turned to Gale Hall. KA and Sigma Phi Epsilon did

sponsorship of Earth Day, the Rollins Outdoor

not enjoy the same good luck, and only time will

Club (ROC) hosted all-College games, and the en-

tell if Alpha Tau Omega, removed in 2010, will re-

tire College community enjoyed events like Home-

turn. Alpha Epsilon Pi (Jewish fraternity), Chi Up-

coming and Spring Fling. To celebrate the

silon Sigma (Latin sorority), and Sigma Gamma

Centennial, the students’ Homecoming re-created

Rho (historically African-American sorority) also

Fiesta on Mills Lawn. With the opening of the Olin

made forays onto campus.

Library, Mills Memorial Library was renovated to

Demonstrating the best of brotherly and sis-

provide offices for student activities and services,

terly spirit, Greek Week presented a friendly com-

including relocation of campus mailboxes from the

petition that also benefited the community with

Student Center. The former reference room was

fundraisers for charity. Among the Olympic

converted into the campus’s prime meeting

events: a boat race of vessels designed and built

space—talking and food permitted!

by the participants, women’s flag football and

In the mid-1980s, the first non-Greek organi-

men’s cheerleading, and the three categories of

zations were awarded special-interest housing:

the Greek God and Goddess pageant: talent, trivia,

ROC and Pinehurst, a new group whose members

and toga.

Rollins College, a prestigious school—outstanding and noted for the student
body’s dedication to strenuous scholastic striving and the pursuit of the
perfect bodily ornamentation, achieved only by total epidermal acceptance
of solar potency.
—The Sandspur, 1980

NCM really surprised a lot of
people this year: we now
have 4 members instead of
2! Seriously ...
—The Tomokan, 1974

Pinehurst, 1976

It seems that most everyone’s favorite hobby in this
year ’s freshman books is
people. What I want to
know is, how do you go
about this people hobby?
—The Sandspur, 1984

committed themselves to promoting tolerance, re-

Rollins students’ entrepreneurial spirit re-

spect, and public service. In the years that fol-

mained strong, with new organizations popping

lowed, the annual housing review became ground

up like toadstools after a Central Florida rain.

zero for student-faculty-administration confronta-

Among the catalogue: FORKS (Fellowship of

tions. More than one fraternity and even one

Rollins Karaoke Singers); Quills (Poetry Club);

sorority found itself relocated to less desirable

Role-playing and Gaming Society; Rollins Anime

quarters in the larger residence halls. By 1989,

Club for Enthusiasts (RACE); Rollins Swing Dance

President Seymour had asked the trustees to form

Formation; SCAM (Society for Creative and Ana-

a special committee to review housing review.

lytical Minds); SEA (Society of Enlightened

“This annual unrest affects morale, personal rela-

Aca demics); Star Trek: Rollins College. Some

tionships, and our capacity to do the essential

were sports oriented: Equestrian Club, Surf Club,

work of the College. It seems to bring out the

Wakeboard Club, and The Royal Fencing Club of

worst in everyone,” he wrote.

Rollins College.

For the two decades that followed, hiccups

And many focused on diversity in all forms:

and hemorrhages continued in the Greek commu-

Asian American Student Association; Caribbean

nity, with the percentage of students electing to

Student Association; Diverse Eaters, Vegetarians

affiliate closely mirroring national averages. Some

and Others (DEVO); Filipino Student Association;

chapter doors closed, but others soon opened.

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgendered Alliance

Though Alpha Phi, Phi Mu, and Kappa Alpha

(GLBTA, later expanded to Spectrum); Hillel; Latin

Theta are gone, newcomers Kappa Delta, which

American Student Association; Middle Eastern

blossomed from local XLR8 in 1993, and Alpha

Culture and Cuisine Association (MECCA);
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Seymour the magician
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Happy Fox Day!

Illustration by Heather C. Houck ’02
The Tomokan, 2002

s p if f
When I was a freshman, the big
word on campus was “psyched”.
This year, the list has grown to
“rad”, presumably short for radical,

At Rollins, the typical date, if you want to call it that, is going over to a
guy’s room, where you indulge in pizza, beer, and if they’re a big spender,
watch a movie on their $300 VCR.
—The Sandspur, 1988

“beat”, meaning dead or “nothappening,” … and the last word
that the freshman class brings to
class is “bogus.” … Whatever happened to spiff, swell and nifty?
—The Sandspur, 1984

1996
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Multi-Ethnic Student Society (MESS); Muslim

Sandspur. Today, the 120-year old publication also

Student Association; Native American Culture

enjoys an online presence. Its companion, The

Alliance; Om (Indian Student Association, a

Tomokan, has not weathered the Facebook age as

precursor of DESI); Religious Pluralist Party;

smoothly. In 2007, students decided to discon-

Voices for Women (sometimes Womyn).

tinue publication of the yearbook.

Revival of interest in an early Rollins passion—

Following the demise of the College’s original

debate—produced a new spectator sport. Hun-

literary magazine, The Flamingo, specially desig-

dreds turned out to cheer the Rollins varsity

nated pages in The Sandspur served as a tempo-

debate team in its 2010 encounter with the Cam-

rary showcase for Rollins writers and artists. In

bridge University Union Debating Society. Though

1972, students created a new publication, Brush-

the Brits won the day, the young Rollins squad

ing, which featured work by students, faculty, and

scored impressive results in other outings, includ-

staff, campus wide. Like its precursor, Brushing

ing #1 national Team of Excellence ranking in its

has ceased publication. Students’ newest publish-

second year of competition.

ing venture, the Rollins Undergraduate Research

The Sandspur continued to chronicle the

Journal (RURJ), functions as a peer-reviewed

campus news, though its publication became er-

repository for student scholarship and is only

ratic and an alternate newspaper, the Rollins Pulse,

available online.

appeared in early 1988. The Pulse filled the infor-

The Publications Union added “Broadcast” to

mation gap, and issued a wake-up call for the ail-

its portfolio, embracing WPRK and R-TV. Both sta-

ing ’spur. The Pulse was soon integrated into The

tions suffered from low student participation, but

Sandspur, which briefly renamed itself The New

an offer from a local public radio station to
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[Iota Kappa Kappa] was founded
in 1886 by a group of students
with one thing in common, which
was lack of anything better to do
at the time. From the start, IKK has
kept a dignity which is unparalleled among other fraternities.
Exactly where this dignity is kept
is still a subject of speculation.
—The Sandspur, 1986

Homecoming revival Kiss a Pig fundraiser, 2004

assume control of WPRK significantly boosted the

searchlights, and the best of the entries pro-

volume of student involvement. Since then, WPRK

duced by the 1000+ College filmmakers.

has defended its claim to be the best in basement

As the College realigned its vision and mission

radio—even if deejay Dave Plotkin’s Herculean 110-

with the realities of the new millennium, student

hour on-air marathon in 2005 fell a few hours shy

affairs functions were redefined to reflect the

of a world record.

changes. The Office of Student Activities became

By 2010, there were more than 150 student

the Office of Student Involvement and Leadership

organizations. To promote community, groups

(OSIL) while diversity programs were overseen by

were encouraged to co-sponsor events, which

the Office of Multicultural Affairs (OMA). Peer

occasionally led to some unexpected, but never-

educators such as the LEAD Team worked with

theless successful, pairings. The campus also ral-

student organizations, and the SGA’s Cultural

lied around activities that engaged the entire

Action Committee was charged with fostering

College. Halloween Howl materialized in 1993,

appreciation for diversity and promoting “a

transforming residence halls into haunted houses

respectful community atmosphere.”

and offering a brew of trick-or-treat activities for

As Rollins approaches its second 125 years,

community children. Now a perennial chart-top-

student activities are no longer those of “a quiet

per, LipSync debuted in 1999. A highlight of the

simplicity” advertised by The Sandspur nearly a

2006 competition was the appearance of KISS,

century ago. Campus life is more complex—more

covered by the dean of the faculty, director of

information, more responsibilities, and more

personal counseling, and two faculty members.

choices. The integrative learning agenda recently

Th at s a m e ye a r, Ro l l i n s j o i n e d C a m p u s

initiated by the dean of the faculty and the dean

MovieFest, which provides teams with all the

of student affairs promises to link initiatives of

equipment needed to film, score, and edit origi-

their offices to produce a collaborative approach

nal short films in a variety of categories. The an-

to learning and life on campus . . . and, perhaps, a

nual premiere features red carpet, sky-grazing

dynamic simplicity.
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WPRK marathon deejay Dave
Plotkin, 2005

Many of the younger square
dancers tired out long before the elder participants,
but this is understandable
since most Rollins students
have a rigorous curriculum
that makes them exhausted
on the weekend.
—The Sandspur, 1992

Philosophy Club, 2006
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No matter how you slice it,
as long as team spirit and
competition and the will to
win exist as motivating
forces on this campus, the
athletes will continue to be
rewarded.
—President Jack B.
Critchfield, 1974

People don’t realize the complexities of an athletic program . . . It’s a lot more
than having a bunch of coaches and a bunch of games.
—Coach Ginny Mack, 1983

I

ronically, many of the complexities of

Following a season filled with controversy,

Rollins’ athletic program in the years lead-

Klusman faced an uncertain future. Stu dents

ing up to the College’s Centennial sprang

demonstrated in support of the basketball coach

from a bunch of coaches and a bunch of

and Klusman accepted a con ditional contract.

games—new coaches and new games.

a search committee ultimately selected soccer

ics, and basketball coach Boyd Coffie added

coach Gordie Howell to take Crosby’s place.

coaching baseball to his duties. In 1972, Edwin L.

Howell was replaced on the soccer field by Mark

Jucker arrived to assume the positions of basket-

Dillon, who was in turn replaced by Hugh Beasley.

ball coach and chairman of the Physical Education
Department. Five years later, Jucker retired from

Our successful programs (not
necessarily defined by won-lost
records) often have resulted in
favorable public exposure,

Other “complexities” might have sounded

responsibility for guiding the basketball team.

quite familiar to the College’s early coaches. Rollins

Justice retired and women’s basketball coach

still found itself addressing the question of ama-

Gloria E. Crosby became director of athletics.

teur vs. professional athletes. Although the hiring

When basketball coach Freidinger departed for

of “professionals,” as such, was no longer an issue,

Northern boards, alumnus Tom Klusman stepped

the compensation of players through athletic

into Freidinger’s hightops.

scholarships plagued most schools. Rollins was

Coach Ginny Mack and the Women’s Tennis Team, 1969

students, alumni, and a diffused
constituency. So long as those
of us charged with the conduct
of intercollegiate programs
have integrity and do not yield
to compromise, Rollins can
continue to foster excellence
in athletics.
—Gordie Howell, Director
of Athletics, 1984
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You could hardly tell the players without
a program.

coaching and alumnus Mark Freidinger took

i n creased financial support,
and a common focal point for

Director of Athletics Gloria Crosby resigned and

In 1971, Joe Justice became director of athlet-
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Soccer, 1974

All in all, sports were just another one of our experiences.
—The Tomokan, 1981

primarily a member of NCAA Division II, which per-

The growing enthusiasm for women’s sports

mitted scholarship awards. A move to Division III,

expanded Rollins’ coaching ranks and led to var-

which permitted no such scholarship grants, was

sity programs in basketball, volleyball, softball,

possible, but all of the College’s usual rivals com-

crew, cross country, and soccer. Volleyball coach

peted in Division II. Rollins remained in Division II.

Peggy Jarnigan’s lady Tars were Division III state

After establishing the Florida Intercollegiate

champions in 1979, regional champions in 1980,

Soccer Conference (FISC) in 1970, a new league

and moved to Division II in 1981. Women’s crew re-

was organized in 1975. Rollins, Biscayne College,

turned to Rollins in 1975 and the co-eds were soon

Florida Southern College, Saint Leo College, Eck-

competing in the Dad Vail Regatta. The Sunshine

erd University, and Rollins’ chief rival, FTU [now

State Conference began adopting women’s sports

UCF], joined to form the Sunshine State Confer-

in 1982. As the percentage of women in Rollins’ en-

ence (SSC). Five years later, the Conference was

rollment increased, reflecting national college-en-

faced with the task of selecting a sixth intercolle-

rollment trends, maintaining gender equity in

giate sport in order to remain members of NCAA

sports remained a focus for the NCAA and the

Division II. The SSC could not decide which sport

College. New varsity sports, such as swimming,

it preferred.

were offered for men and women.

The nominees were: waterskiing, which re-

By the late 1990s, the Sunshine State Confer-

quired special permission from the NCAA (UCF

ence had grown to nine members (despite the de-

objected); swimming, for which Rollins now had

parture of UCF for a greener gridiron), with an active

the Alfond Pool, but not the scholarship funds

campaign to add more. The idea of changing con-

thought necessary to mount a successful team;

ferences was entertained regularly, but the same

and cross country, a sport completely new to

concerns always arose: Division I conferees typically

Rollins (UCF didn’t object).

played football, which was expensive and a threat

And the winner was: cross country, coached
in its first two years by Boyd Coffie.
The choice proved to be a happy one, as
Rollins’ cross country team took the Conference

Illustration by Heather C. Houck ’02
The Tomokan, 2002

Tom Klusman summed it up
when he said “...that RollinsUCF is a rivalry marked by
revenge.”
—The Tomokan, 1981

to gender balance; potential Division III competitors
were located outside Florida, which would require
extensive travel and missed class time for studentathletes. Rollins remained in the SSC.

title its first year out, and woman runner Christy

Also of ever-continuing interest were propos-

Cave won the Southern regionals to earn a trip to

als to change Rollins’ mascot and the name of its

the nationals.

teams. In 1992, The Sandspur ran a campaign to
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Baseball, 1983
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Cheerleaders, 1972

1996

Sometimes it pays off to treat

“Trash the Tar.” Ten years later, a Sandspur writer

Winter Park joined mitts to create a softball com-

suggested a variety of tongue-in-cheek monikers,

plex at Lake Island Park for use by Rollins’ softball

including The Geckos (“Around 356,789.5 geckos

team and local youth. When Roach retired in 2006,

call Rollins their home, so why wouldn’t we honor

his successor, Pennie Parker, inherited a healthy in-

them?”). In 2008, it appeared that the beleaguered

ventory of athletic facilities, but even she would

Tar might find himself 20 leagues under, but a

soon be searching for more space—this time for

strategic-marketing survey threw the sailor a life-

the College’s new lacrosse teams, added to the

line. Triumphing over Lakers, Raiders, Ravens,

varsity roster in 2008.

Rays, Suns, and, yes, Foxes, the Tar was rewarded

While the new facilities were undeniably stellar, Rollins’ student-athletes remained the true

with a makeover.

people with fairness and respect.

The building boom that swept the campus at

stars—in the classroom as well as on the courts

Rollins College always has run

the turn of the 21st century included important new

and playing fields. Tars were frequently named Ac-

its athletic programs with that

athletic facilities. Dedications of the Bert Martin

ademic All-Americans. Since 2001, student-ath-

philosophy, and now the Division

Tennis Complex, in President Seymour’s final year,

letes’ combined GPAs have exceeded 3.0 and six

and the Harold Alfond Boathouse, in President

valedictorians have been student-athletes.

II college in Winter Park is starting
to see the benefits.
—Orlando Sentinel, 1999

You can’t drive very far in
Florida without catching a
glimpse of a gator flag or
the round face of a Seminole Indian bumper sticker
staring at you in traffic.
Some of the passionate
fans even own Gator and
Seminole patterned bed
sheets! Where are the Tars’
duvet covers?
—Rollins’ Sports
Information Director,
2002

Bornstein’s first, set the tone for the coming grand

Former Orlando Sentinel sports columnist

slam. The most ambitious undertaking was the ex-

Brian Schmitz, writing about what he called “the

tensive expansion of the Enyart-Alumni Field

Tars’ brainy juggernaut,” chastised the media:

House, a top priority for A.D. Gordie Howell’s suc-

“Shame on us. A successful marriage of grade-

cessor, Phil Roach. The Harold & Ted Alfond Sports

point averages and scoring averages in these scan-

Center wrapped new space around the existing

dalous days of big-time athletics should command

competition court, adding a recreational court, fit-

more recognition, regardless of division.”

ness center, dance studio, locker rooms, and tech-

At the same time, Rollins’ teams were racking

nology-enhanced classrooms. The first game in the

up across-the-scoreboard recognitions. Since the

new building was played in late 2000.

1996 inception of the annual National Association

In 2003, the Norm Copeland Tennis Stadium,

of College Directors of Athletics (NACDA) Sports

a gift of one of the legendary coach’s players,

Directors Cup, which awards points for conference

Duane Ackerman, was dedicated. Cahall-Sandspur

and tournament victories, Rollins has been

Field and Barker Family Stadium were dedicated

listed in the top 30 for Division II seven times,

in 2004. Support from former soccer player Peter

most recently in 2009-10. Rollins has also re-

Cahall enabled the field to be enlarged to regula-

peatedly won the Sunshine State Conference

tion NCAA specifications, while basketball record

Men’s and Women’s Mayors’ Cups for combined

holder Frank Barker sponsored construction of the

team performances.

stadium. That same year, Rollins and the City of
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Without a doubt, by any name, a Tar’s a star.

I

n 1969, The Sandspur claimed, “Of the six

She retired in 1986, to be followed by one of her

major sports at Rollins, tennis, golf, baseball,

star players, Bev Buckley. Following the pro-

crew, soccer, and basketball, only in basket-

gram’s move to Division II in 1993, Buckley led

ball has Rollins been consistently unsuccessful.” How

her players to three national championship

did the six sports fare in the next four decades?

tournaments. In 1997, Christie LeMieux was
named NCAA Senior Player of the Year and

TENNIS. After placing second in the NCAA

Rolex National Champion.

College Division Championships in 1971, the Tar
netters captured the national title in 1972. Coach

GOLF. In 1970, Rollins men won the National

Norm Copeland inspired his players to a string of

Small College Golf Championship, followed by a

SSC titles and frequent competition in the na-

second-place finish in 1977 and third-place

tionals. When Copeland retired in 1993, his teams

sh owin g s in 1 994 a n d 1 997. Th ey sn a g g ed

had played in 27 NCAA tournaments and claimed

another national championship in 2002, with Rob

three national championships, making him the

Oppenheim named NCAA Division II Player of the

third all-time winningest NCAA tennis coach.

Year and Kyle Frakes named Coach of the Year

Seven Tars won individual titles.

(which he reprised in 2003). Twenty-two Rollins

Copeland was followed by Jim Poling, whose

teams have competed in the NCAA tournament

team captured the national championship in 2001,

since 1970, finishing only once outside the top 10.

as well as two individual titles. (In 1994, NCAA in-

Not to be outclubbed, Rollins women golfers

dividual tournaments were replaced by ITA/Rolex

picked up the AIAW National Collegiate Golf

Small College National Championships.) Poling’s

Championship in 1974 and logged back-to-back

successor, Ron Bohrnstedt has won conference

national titles in 1991 and 1992, along with two in-

and region coaching titles; Rollins players have re-

dividual championships for Debbie Pappas, with a

peatedly advanced to NCAA tournaments and

repeat for the team in 1994. Paced by Charlotte

won All-American honors.

Campbell, who captured two individual champi-

The women’s team placed second in the Na-

onships and four national Player of the Year

tional Collegiates in 1970 and 1971, and in the top

awards, the four-year national championship run

10 finishes for the next six years. Coach Ginny

that began in 2003 turned all eyes on Rollins’ lady

Mack, designated one of the top 10 coaches in

linksters. Coach Julie Garner was twice named

the U.S. by Tennis Week in 1978, was also named

national Coach of the Year. In 2008, the Tar

Florida Association of Intercollegiate Athletics

women reclaimed the championship and logged

for Women (AIAW) Coach of the Year in 1980.

a new NCAA scoring record.

“That’s a good serve, they
just haven’t designed a
court for it.”
—Norm Copeland

Championship Women's Golf
Team, 2008

Tars meet the Pittsburgh Pirates at the new Alfond Stadium, Harper-Shepherd Field, 1984.
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Boyd Coffie, baseball coach from 1972
to 1991

This year the Rollins College
soccer teams could be found at
one of two places: at practice
kicking the ball around or at
games kicking butt! Their strategy, well “It’s dat woo wooo”.

BASEBALL. In 1971, the Tars saw the finale of Joe

championships in 1999, 2002, and 2005. In 2007,

Justice’s coaching career: a 482 win-287 loss

the Bradley Boathouse was expanded to provide

record. Boyd Coffie, who donned the coach’s cap

additional storage for boats and equipment.

the following year, would field 586 victories, eight
postseason appearances, and a trip to the 1989 Di-

SOCCER. As

vision II College World Series before his retirement

NCAA playoffs, Rollins soccer teams consistently

in 1991. In 2004, Rollins sluggers bagged multiple

placed players on All-State and All-South teams. In

Sunshine State Conference titles, including Player

1978, Tar booter Andy Leeker was named to the

of the Year, Pitcher of the Year, and Coach of the

NCAA All-American team, a Rollins first. Rollins was

Year; the South Region Championship; and another

ranked one of the top 12 Division II schools na-

trip to the College World Series. Current coach Jon

tionally in 1982, and both defeated the defending

Sjogren fielded his 500th victory in 2010.

Division II champion and tied the eventual Division

—The Tomokan, 2006

well as FISC titles and trips to

II champion in 1984. In 1991, former Tars kicker

CREW.

1996
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The boathouse built for the Rollins crew

Keith Buckley took over coaching duties. The Tars

on Lake Maitland nearly 50 years before was re-

advanced to the NCAA round of 16 in 2003 and

placed in 1975 by the U.T. Bradley Memorial Boat-

2004. In 2005, Daniell Robertson became Rollins’

house. Helmed by Coach Jim Lyden, the Tar crew

first three-time soccer All-American. The 2010

earned state titles and captured high places in the

team is the first in program history to reach the

annual Dad Vail Regatta. In 1979, the lightweight

NCAA Division II national championship match,

four won a first place. Ten years after its first trip to

where they finished as runner-up.

the Royal Henley Regatta, Rollins returned, warm-

The performance of the women’s soccer

ing up by rowing in Belgium, Spain, and France. The

squads was less luminous, but in 2008, they

rowers continue to compete nationally and inter-

broke out, winning the College’s first Sunshine

nationally, traveling to such venues as Boston, San

State Conference women’s soccer championship.

Diego, and Seattle, and an encore at Henley. In

In 2009, the ladies won both SSC regular season

2002, Lyden and his family endowed the coach’s

a n d to u r n a m e n t c h a m p i o n s h i p s , f i n i s h i n g

position; Shawn Pistor is the first Lyden Family

undefeated for the second straight season. This

Crew Coach. Pistor’s teams claimed victories at

year, they earned their third consecutive NCAA

Southern Intercollegiate Rowing Association (SIRA)

tournament bid.
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AND BASKETBALL.

As if to disprove The

Sandspur, Rollins basketball teams posted an impressive record which included participation in no
fewer than 10 NCAA regional tournaments, a trip to
the Elite Eight, and five All-Americans. The 1976
Tars were ranked #1 twice by the NCAA. Coach
Tom Klusman, who garnered two Region Coach of
the Year Awards from the National Association of
Basketball Coaches, celebrated his 500th win in

Powder puff football game

2008. Even more impressive: all but three of
Klusman’s players earned their degrees.
The task of coaching Rollins’ new women’s
basketball team had fallen to tennis coach Ginny
Mack. The team’s performances were uneven
(Rollins failed to floor a team in 1977-78). In 1986,
Glenn Wilkes, Jr. became the team’s third coach,

AND LEST WE FORGET, Rollins also landed

launching an era that has seen the Rollins women

three national waterski championships and

competing in 11 NCAA post-season tournaments. In

Sunshine State Conference titles in women’s cross

2006, following an undefeated regular season,

country and softball (along with 600 wins for

Wilkes was named NCAA Division II Coach of the

coach Michelle Frew), two sports The Sandspur

Year by the Women’s Basketball Coaches Associ-

hadn’t foreseen 40 years ago.
Tommy Tar

ation. Wilkes chalked his 500th win in 2009.

“Setting the Course” (1969-1985) was originally published as Part IV of “A Centennial Perspective” in the Summer 1986 issue of the Rollins Alumni Record. Portions
of “Rollins Through The Years” appeared in Rollins Alumni Record tributes to Presidents Thaddeus Seymour (Spring 1990) and Rita Bornstein (Summer 2004). In
addition to our original acknowledgments (the staff of the Rollins Archives; Edward H. Cohen, William R. Kenan, Jr., Professor of English; Donna Janeczko, freelance
cinematographer and film producer; Jack C. Lane, Weddell Professor of History; and Tom Wells, Director of the Physical Plant), we wish to thank Professor Wenxian
Zhang, Gertrude Laframboise, and Darla Moore of Rollins’ Olin Library Archives and Special Collections; Steven S. Neilson, Special Assistant to the President; and
Nate Weyant, Assistant Athletic Director for Athletic Communications.
And, very special appreciation to the editors of all those Sandspurs and Tomokans!
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ROLLINS FAMILY TREE

LEWIS DUNCAN
2004-

RITA BORNSTEIN
1990-2004

THADDEUS SEYMOUR
1978-1990

HUGH MCKEAN
1951-1969

JACK CRITCHFIELD
1969-1978

PAUL WAGNER
1949-1951

ROBERT SPRAGUE
1923-1924

WILLIAM WEIR
1924-1925

HAMILTON HOLT
1925-1949

CALVIN FRENCH
1917-1919

CHARLES FAIRCHILD
1893-1895

EDWARD HOOKER
1885-1892

GEORGE WARD
1896-1902

WILLIAM BLACKMAN
1902-1915

ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT

DY E ’ 5 0

WORLD GOLF HALL OF FAME

GOLF’S
“DYE-ABOLICAL”
GENIUS

LAST AUGUST, THE PGA CHAMPIONSHIP, one of
golf’s major tournaments, was played for the second
time in six years at Whistling Straits in Sheboygan, Wisconsin. Sportscasters covering the event frequently
mentioned the name of the man who designed the golf
course, Pete Dye ’50, consistently portraying him as a
fiendish genius who loves to play tricks with the minds
of the world’s best golfers.
That’s partly true.
The golf course architect is no doubt a genius.
Anyone in the golf world knows that a Dye golf course
(always designed closely with Dye’s wife, Alice O’Neal
Dye ’48 ’02H, a former amateur golf champion) does, indeed, challenge the golfer’s thinking. Some shots appear
easier than they are, others more difficult, and many holes
demand risk-reward decisions as to what shot to attempt.
But frustrating golfers has never been Dye’s intention. A self-proclaimed “dirt-digger,” Dye learned the
craft of golf course design at a young age, building
courses with his father in his native Ohio. Working with
basic tools, he developed a deep love of dirt and the
grasses with which golf courses are planted. He began
his career during a time when constructing a course
that could be maintained economically and still hold up
to play was as important as design. “What I’m proud of
at Whistling Straits is that as difficult as the course is, it
gets more than 20,000 rounds a year, much from
repeat customers,” Dye said. “Not only does the course
hold up to the volume, but golfers who hack around it
for a high score still want to come back!”
In the more than 70 years since he built his first
nine-hole course in Ohio with his dad, Dye has designed
more than 120 golf courses. He has been inducted into
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the World Golf Hall of Fame for lifetime achievement
and received the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America’s Old Tom Morris Award (2003).
Dye’s courses regularly host major championships
and international competition. Among the most famous
are the Ocean Course at Kiawah Island in South
Carolina, which hosted the 1991 Ryder Cup matches,
and the TPC Sawgrass in Ponte Vedra Beach, home of
The Players championship.
Now, Whistling Straits has contributed a word to
the golf vocabulary: “Dye-abolical”—the name given
by the resort’s owner, Herb Kohler, to the course’s 18th
hole, whose fairway splits and requires a decision by
the golfer as to which side to attempt. Television
announcers have used the term to describe the entire
course, which was built by Dye on bluffs overlooking
Lake Michigan, allowing him to fully channel his love
of the classic golf courses of Scotland and Ireland. As
Dye wrote in his autobiography, “I realize that
Whistling Straits can’t host the Irish Open, but maybe
it can be a venue for a major championship or the
Ryder Cup matches”—a dream he watched become a
reality in August.
Dye’s goal in designing his courses is not frustration,
but a permanent legacy. Perhaps his most satisfying
golf design, he said, has been his work over decades at
the Casa del Campo resort in the Dominican Republic.
His Teeth of the Dog course, one of five courses he’s
built there, is generally considered the top golf course
in the Caribbean. “We just finished the last of 90 holes
of golf,” Dye said. “More than 50,000 people have jobs.
That’s very rewarding for a dirt-digger like me.” ■
bunker0594@Qaol.com —Warren Miller ’90MBA
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FISCHER ’55
THE PURSUIT OF ACTING

Fischer as Mistress Ching in Pirates of the Caribbean: At World’s End

FIVE YEARS AGO, ACTRESS TAKAYO TSUBOUCHI FISCHER
’55 had just finished shooting The Pursuit of Happyness and was
about to leave LA for her 50th Rollins reunion when she got a
phone call: the director had decided to film an extra scene and
needed her in it. “Now I always think of The Pursuit of Happyness
as my fiftieth reunion that I missed,” she said with a regretful laugh.
In the film, Fischer plays Mrs. Chu, a daycare proprietress
who explains to Will Smith that spelling “happiness” correctly
isn’t what matters; having happiness is. It’s a fitting part for a
woman who finds joy in everyday life and was unprecedentedly
happy during her two years at Rollins.
Born to Japanese immigrants Chukuro and Kinko Tsubouchi,
Fischer grew up on a farm in California. What little the family
possessed disappeared when they were placed in Japanese
internment camps—first in California, then Arkansas—during
World War II. With barbed wire fences and machine guns stationed around the perimeter, these places were more like
concentration camps, Fischer said. Yet a lifelong gift came out
of those captive years: young Takayo fell in love with the theater,
thanks to artists and performers in the camps who taught
traditional Japanese singing, music, dance, and kabuki to anyone
who was interested.
After the war ended, the Tsubouchi family moved to
Chicago, where discrimination against Asian Americans was an
unfortunate fact of life. “I got used to having nasty things said
to me and being stared at,” she said. Fischer attended Hyde
Park High School, then took a year off to work as a secretary
and to apprentice with a summer-stock company before
enrolling at Rollins.
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“When I arrived at Rollins, the discrimination I’d experienced
seemed to disappear,” recalled Fischer, who was one of Rollins’
first Asian-American students. Friends such as Virginia Nelson
Spears ’55, Doane Randall Broggi ’55, Louise Clarke Young ’55,
and Mary Martin Hayes ’55 introduced her to all-American life,
from dancing at debut balls to showing physical affection.
Fischer took what she learned home with her. “When I left
Chicago for Rollins my second year, I decided that for the first
time I would hug and kiss my parents goodbye. Prior to that, I
don’t remember being hugged or kissed by them. We were of
a different culture. It was probably very uncomfortable for
them, but we lived through it, and from then on, that was the
normal way I would say hello and goodbye.”
She majored in theater—a bold choice at a time when most
roles for Asian actresses were maids or prostitutes. In one
Rollins production, Fischer played the daughter of an Englishman;
the reviewer praised her performance and never commented
on racial disparities in casting. “I think Rollins was ahead of its
time for color-blind casting,” said Fischer, who, during her long
and distinguished career has played more than her fair share of
secretaries, servants, nurses, and prostitutes.
At the end of her sophomore year, Fischer left Rollins to
marry engineer Dean Doran ’53 (now deceased) and settle in
Massachusetts, where they had three children. Fischer dabbled
in regional theater, then in 1958 snagged the part of Gwenny,
a prostitute with no sex appeal, in Josh Logan’s Broadway
production of The World of Suzie Wong.
Theater has always been Fischer’s first love. She’s performed The Vagina Monologues at the famed Apollo Theatre
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Fischer with William Shatner in Broadway’s The World of Suzie Wong, 1958

with playwright Eve Ensler, and toured Europe in Peter Sellars’ production of The Peony Pavilion. Sean Penn passed
along his compliments for her performance as Mama-san
in the play G.R. Point. She won a Drama-Logue Award for
ensemble performance in Tea at the Old Globe Theater in
San Diego, and she’s been in numerous productions of Los
Angeles’s East West Players, the oldest Asian-American
theater company in America.
Nowadays, Fischer prefers movie and television work—
“less memorizing”—and can be seen in such recent movies
as Pirates of the Caribbean: At World’s End, Memoirs of a
Geisha, and War of the Worlds. She remembers with amusement how she called her daughter to find out who Keith
Richards was when he showed up to act in Pirates of the
Caribbean. “’Mom, everybody knows Keith Richards—he’s
from the Rolling Stones, and all the girls are crazy about him,”
her daughter answered.
After Fischer caught a glimpse of him, she called her
daughter back. “You said all the girls are crazy about him, but
he looks like a little old man. He’s skinny and wrinkly.”
She revised her opinion after getting to know the
rock star, who invited her to have bangers and mash
cooked by his private chef. “He was warm and charming
and wonderful,” she said. “I told my daughter, ‘Now I’m
crazy about him.’”
Fischer’s television credits are also a mile long: She’s appeared in Boston Legal, Scrubs, Weeds, and The Forgotten, to
name just a few. On the FX show It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia,
she played a man—a North Korean bar owner named “Mr. Kim.”

Despite her long résumé, Fischer said her acting earnings
have never added up to a real living. (In fact, her biggest
purchase, a 1990 Lexus, came from the government reparation
check for her internment during World War II.) For years she
worked for an investment-banking firm in New York City. After
she married for a second time, her husband, literary agent Sy
Fischer, gladly supported her career. Now she’s returning the
kindness by caring for him as he suffers from Alzheimer’s.
At 78, Takayo Fischer is still going strong. A five-foot-one
dynamo who practices tai chi and appears years younger than
her age, she just landed a small part in the big-budget biopic
Moneyball. She plays—guess what?—Brad Pitt’s secretary, but
she’s thrilled to be working. And, she says, Pitt and Jonah Hill
are thoughtful, kind, and giving.
Then again, Fischer doesn’t seem to have a bad word to
say about anybody. She has a warmly upbeat attitude toward
everything, despite all the servants she’s played, despite her
years in relocation camps, despite the insults she’s endured as
a Japanese American. “My philosophy of life is that no one is
going to give you happiness,” she said. “You have to set your
mind that you’re going to be happy.”
Call it happiness or happyness—it really doesn’t matter.
However it’s spelled, Takayo Fischer has it. ■
takayosan@earthlink.net —Mary Seymour ’80
Takayo Fischer ’55 returned to Rollins for her 55th reunion in
March 2010. It was the first time she’d been back on campus
since 1952. “Coming back, there’s an instant bonding,” she said
of her weekend among old friends and classmates.
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Chris
RUSSO ’82
“MAD DOG” RULES THE RADIO

IT’S HARD TO BELIEVE THAT ANIMATED SPORTSCASTER
Chris “Mad Dog” Russo, host of his own satellite radio show, is the
same man an Orlando radio station once sent for speech therapy.
His unusual voice, which has been described as reminiscent of
Jerry Lewis, Archie Bunker, Daffy Duck, and Elmer Fudd, certainly
has not hurt his career.
Russo, who said the station was only “trying to make me a
better talk-show host,” began his national show “Mad Dog Unleashed” on SIRIUS XM in August 2008. Days earlier he had left
the “Mike and the Mad Dog Show,” which he had co-hosted with
Mike Francesa for 19 years on WFAN in New York. Although SIRIUS
offered him a $3-million yearly contract, he said he didn’t take the
job for the money. “I left WFAN because SIRIUS gave me a channel:
‘Chris, your channel, your brand, do what you want.’ I just thought
it was too good an opportunity to turn down.”
Media reports have made much about friction between Russo
and Francesa, but Russo said that wasn’t why he left, either. “I
could have left 3,000 times if it was about Mike. It was about the
opportunity to run my own channel,” Mad Dog Radio, at SIRIUS
channel 123 and XM channel 144.
Russo interviews guests and takes calls during his show,
which airs Monday through Friday from 2 to 7 p.m. on the 24-hour
station. A national show is “harder because you don’t have that
local team to latch onto so you have to find a niche every day with
the calls,” he said. And satellite radio presents its own challenges.
“It’s a new endeavor—you’ve got to get people to pay to listen to
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radio. And that’s where the product comes in because if they are
going to pay, you’ve got to make sure you give them a good
product every day.” SIRIUS XM has 20 million subscribers.
Russo said he loved his time at Rollins, where he studied
history and political science although he already planned to be a
sportscaster. “Rollins teaches you how to think, and history
teaches you how to think, and I think that made me a little bit
more thoughtful in the way I looked at sports,” he said. During that
time, he covered sports for Rollins’ radio station, WPRK.
From 1984 to 1987, he worked at WKIS in Orlando, where the
general manager sent him to the speech therapist. “I’m not going
to say it wasn’t a positive experience, but I don’t think it changed
my approach any,” said Russo, who has a New York accent. “Back
in the early ’80s in Orlando, Florida, they weren’t used to my
rapid-fire delivery…it kind of blew a lot of people away.”
In his free time, Russo plays golf and stays busy with his wife,
Jeanne, and their four children—three boys and a girl ages 11 and
under, all of whom play recreational sports. “Sports and my family
are my life,” he said.
And his Mad Dog nickname? It was given to him by Bob
Raissman, a sports columnist at the New York Daily News, and Don
Imus popularized it. “A mad dog is feisty, a mad dog is explosive,
a mad dog is going to bark and bite your heels,” Russo said. “He’s
not going to take no for an answer. He’s going to be combative.”
The nickname was “the best thing that ever happened to me.” ■
Christopher.Russo@siriusxm.com —Terry Godbey
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Ready for makeover

Dan
CARR ’64
MISSION ALMOST ACCOMPLISHED
IN FIVE YEARS OF NAVY ACTIVE DUTY, DAN CARR MADE THE
rank of lieutenant—but not because of any zeal for military drill and
ceremony. “I didn’t even own a pair of dress whites,” he said while
recalling a formal inspection, “so I wore a uniform loaned to me by an
older officer.” Carr didn’t bother to change the service ribbons—a
seemingly minor detail not lost on the crusty old inspecting admiral.
“A little young to be a Korean War veteran, aren’t you, son?” the
admiral commented.
Carr jokes he never joined the airlines because “I didn’t like uniforms or unions.” While the Navy’s uniform didn’t suit him, its airplanes
did. In two Vietnam tours, he flew more than 150 carrier-launched
bombing missions. He knows the exhilaration of being shot at but not
hit, and the pain of knowing others weren’t so lucky: on December 26,
1969, he was aboard the Coral Sea when a plane navigated by fellow
Rollins alumnus LTJG Dustin C. “Dusty” Trowbridge ’66 went down in
the Gulf of Tonkin. His body was never recovered.
Carr came to the Navy from law school, where “I was so poor I
lived on bologna,” he said. Draft-avoidance wasn’t worth this, he
decided—and he had no appetite for a legal career anyway. So he
quit school after one semester and found his way to the Seventh
Fleet. On the carrier, he said, “Two things were important every day:
getting my mission out of the way, and what’s the movie tonight.”
Now, at 68, Carr will fly a war plane once again: this time an
A-4C Skyhawk he and Porter Spangler, a high school buddy from
Winter Park, are building at Sanford International Airport with parts
acquired from around the world. The aircraft is similar to those Carr
piloted 40 years ago. Spangler found the major sections for the
plane six years ago, and today the project is almost completed.

After ground and flight tests, Carr will undergo refresher training
and then take the Skyhawk for a spin.
“It’s taken a lot more time than I expected, and a lot more money,”
Carr said of the project. “But that’s the nature of a labor of love.” Their
costs include hangar space and three fulltime mechanics. The Federal
Aviation Administration is close by, approving every part, each tagged
with a number, and every procedure. Stacks of manuals litter the
construction site.
It’s an ambitious undertaking considering it’s a “side job” for
Carr, who owns his own construction company. He found himself
drawn to the construction industry while still in high school after
watching his father work long hours as a heavy-equipment operator. Carr worked hard himself, earning a scholarship to Rollins. His
tenacity paid off: He has built one of Central Florida’s largest construction operations, Southland Construction, Inc., specializing
in road building and other large commercial projects. His two sons,
Danny and Tyler ’03, have joined dad in the business.
“Dan came from a solid, supporting family of very modest means.
He has high morals, and that goes back to the family,” Spangler said.
“I’ll say one thing though. I don’t remember Dan Carr ever saying
anything harsh to anybody, but he’d knock you flat on the football
field. If you had to be in a foxhole, he’s the guy you’d want with you.”
As they sat in the hangar one Saturday morning, the two friends
bantered.
“Until we get this aircraft flying, it’s a very expensive static
display,” Carr quipped.
“For the love of the airplane—and the Navy,” Spangler reminded
him. ■ dlcarr@ix.netcom.com —Stephen M. Combs ’66
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EUNION: a word that resonates with Rollins alumni on many levels.
It means springtime in Florida, new and familiar faces and places,
gatherings on picturesque Lake Virginia, and a three-day celebration
bursting with the tradition, prestige, and spirit that embody their
alma mater.

Last March, Rollins welcomed alumni from near and far back to campus for the popular

event, which honored all classes ending “0” and “5” as well as basketball and cheerleading
alumni. In addition to familiar traditions such as the Grove Party, alumni barbeque, and
campus tour led by President Emeritus Thaddeus Seymour, returning graduates enjoyed a
lunch with students and an outdoor dinner honoring class reunions under a tent on Mills
Lawn. The atmosphere was vibrant as alumni reunited with people they remember fondly,
a place they once called home, and memories they will never forget.
—Amanda D’Assaro
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Right-hand column: Young Alumni Social—(l-r) Christine
Forkois Kirchner '99, Adrienne Forkois '01 and Director of
Admission Holly Chinnery Pohlig ’01
Lunch on the Lawn—Tom Grubbs ’56 shares stories of the
past with Rollins students (l-r) Paul Clairmont ’13 and David
DeBerard ’13.

EUNION

15th Annual All-Alumni Grove Party—(l-r, front) Marejane
Moses Muse ’81 and Kathleen Wingard ’75; (back) Wyndi
Zumft Fournie ’80, Sheila Abbott Musante ’80, Tamara
Watkins Green ’81 P’12, Pam Frenzel Lindon ’77, and Jennifer
Held Matthaei ’80

15th Annual All-Alumni Grove Party
(l-r) Kristina Fuller ’05 and Roslyn Smith Hines ’05

15th Annual All-Alumni Grove Party—
Kristina Lake Latimer ’87 and Tim Mahoney ’80
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Top: 15th Annual All-Alumni Grove Party—Top left: (l-r) Rachel Bracken ’96, Tommy the Tar, Kelly Rhodes Klody ’98,
Heather Broman Wandrey ’96, Heather Rudolph ’97, Melissa Lagod ’96, and Ellen McCoy Sharp ’96

Directly above: Reunion Class Dinners—(l-r) Gerard Fontaine ’05, Brian Pennacchio ’05, Nicole Demmert ’05,
Michael Shipper ’05, and Steve Cahill ’05 under the Reunion tent on Mills Lawn
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EUNION

Right-hand column: Reunion Class Dinners—(l-r) Lindy Helms
Elmore ’80, Sheila Abbott Musante ’80, and Russell Harris ’80
Then and Now Campus Tour—(l-r) Kay Dunlap Guild ’55, Carmen
Lampe Boland ’55, and Jane Swicegood ’55
Celebrating the Decades Honoring Classes of 1965, 1970, 1975,
1980, 1985, & 1990—(l-r) Frank Joseph ’75, Karen Benson ’75, Ed
Danowitz ’75 P’12, and Sheryl Benson Acheson ’72
All-Alumni March Madness Celebration Honoring Basketball &
Cheerleading—(l-r) Denny Scott ’72HH, Roy Newman ’74, and
Bob McNally ’74

Reunion 2010 Giving Volunteers pose with President Lewis Duncan P’12 P’12
and their Class Gift checks at the All-Alumni Barbeque.

All-Alumni March Madness Celebration Honoring
Basketball & Cheerleading—Virginia Sands Casey
’64 and Dennis Casey ’63
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Top: Classes of 1940, 1945, 1950, & 1955 Reception—(l-r) Robert Griffith and Carol McKechnie ’53 and husband
Charles Montgomery

Directly above: Golden Celebration Honoring Class of 1960
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Right hand column: 60th Anniversary Class of 1950—(l-r)
Richard "Dick" Knott '50 P’72 P’78, Nancy Neide Johnson ’50
P’78, and Daniel Drake ’50
X-Club 80th Anniversary Celebration—(l-r) Trustee Jack Myers
’69 ’70MBA P’94 P’96MBA, Jim Oppenheim ’68 P’02 P’04, John
Kennedy ’70 ’72MBA, and Sydney Smidt ’68
All-Alumni March Madness Celebration Honoring Basketball
& Cheerleading—Cheerleading Alumnae (l-r) Ali Ng ’08 ’09MBA,
Emily Weidner ’07, Bethany Turk Gerber ’05, and Joy Buendia ’04

Sports Hall of Fame Breakfast—2010 Sports Hall of Fame inductees (l-r) Lynda Wert Olen ’75 (tennis),
David Wolf ’93 ’95MBA (basketball), Steve Heis ’76 (basketball), Jessica Wollaston Stanton ’99 (basketball),
Jennifer Tollette Stow ’97 (golf), and Benny Lohr ’99 (waterski)
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CONNECTED FOR LIFE

DIVINE SECRETS
OF THE ROLLINS BROTHERHOOD AND SISTERHOOD
KAPPA ALPHA THETA—Winter Park
Thetas from the classes of 1974 and 1975 gathered in Winter Park last February for
a weekend mini-reunion hosted by Lisa Lyle Vimmerstedt ’74 and Judy Wommack
Pfingstag ’75 ’79MEd. The alumnae, who came from Boston, Martha's Vineyard,
Pennsylvania, Georgia, and Florida, gathered Friday evening for wine and cheese
and a casual dinner at Vimmerstedt’s Winter Park home. On Saturday, they relived
one of their favorite Rollins traditions, shopping on Park Avenue, then returned to
Vimmerstedt’s home for a cocktail party before enjoying an open-air dinner at Hot
Olives restaurant. The reunion concluded with a poolside Sunday brunch at
Pfingstag’s home. “We shared old stories and memories and just had a great time,”
Vimmerstedt said. “In fact, we had so much fun that we’ve decided to start
traveling together. Right now we’re looking for a cruise ship to vacation on!”
PHOTO: (l-r, front) Judy Wommack Pfingstag ’75, Becky Johnson Hanna, Barbara Postell Kelly ’74,
Linn Terry Spalding ’74, Elizabeth Fritz Bachman ’74; (middle) Lisa Lyle Vimmerstedt ’74, Joda
Connell ’74HH, Caroline Smith Taylor ’74; (back) Margaret Smylie Hunter ’75, Debbie Anderson
Stephens ’74, and Sally Tinsley Cunningham ’74

Thetas reunite at the home of Lisa Lyle Vimmerstedt ’74

JAYNE TOOHEY

SIGMA PHI EPSILON—Philadelphia

Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon at the home of Rich Merriman ’71

Twenty-six Sig Ep brothers from the classes of 1969 to 1974, accompanied by
their wives, assembled in Philadelphia from all over the country in early June
for a reunion that will not be forgotten. With the common bond of Sig Ep and
Rollins, people who had last seen each other 35 to 40 years ago reunited as
comfortably as if their separation had been for just a summer break,
according to Matt Brown ’73, who, along with Chris Martin ’70, co-chaired
the event that was hosted by Rich Merriman ’71. “Older, perhaps wiser, but
still kids at heart, we discovered that the traits and personalities that made
us friends 40 years ago have not changed,” Brown said. After checking in at
the Radnor Hotel in St. Davids, PA on Friday, the group socialized before
being transported to 333 Belrose Bar & Grill for cocktails and dinner. Sleepyeyed, they reconvened the next morning for breakfast before boarding an
open-air trolley for a sightseeing tour of historic downtown Philadelphia,
highlighted by a private tour and lunch at the Union League. They later
enjoyed a beautiful summer evening at the home of Rich and Pam Merriman
that included food, drinks, a performance by a comedian, an awards
ceremony, and dancing to live music of songs from their college days.
Everyone had such a great time that before leaving Philadelphia, a committee
was formed to plan the next Sig Ep reunion in Orlando in 2012. Brothers
interested in the 2012 reunion may contact Geoff Longstaff ’71 ’72MBA at
glongstaff@merchantilecc.com.

X-CLUB—Las Vegas
In March 2009, Rick Wedge ’89 and David Helmers ’91 organized a reunion of
X-Clubbers and friends at Mandalay Bay Hotel and Casino in Las Vegas. More
than 50 Clubbers and other alumni from the classes of 1987 to 1992, many
joined by their spouses, attended this special celebration commemorating the
fraternity’s 80th anniversary. The weekend also featured a reunion of the popular Rollins jam band Forgotten Space, comprised of band members Reed
Ingersoll ’89, Tom Mavis ’88, Matt “Guitar” Delaney ’88, and “Shady” Jay
Camphire ’91, who played a local gig as well as the X-Club party. Guest performers included Dennis Mehiel ’91 (vocals), Scott “Doc” Barry ’88 (guitar),
Sandy Vanderzee ’91 (vocals), and Brad Bennett ’91 (mostly just looking cool).
Alumni traveled from Kentucky, California, Florida, New York, Georgia,
Colorado, Wisconsin, Texas, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Ohio, Massachusetts,
New Jersey, Virginia, and Washington, DC to attend the rollicking three-day
event. The reunion was a huge success and according to Helmers, “Other
events are being planned—including the founding of a Rollins retirement
community so Clubbers and friends of the Club (aka Hellboys and Hellgirls)
can spend their waning years partying together and having more great times.”
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What happens in Vegas stays in Vegas: Celebrating 80 years of the X-Club fraternity
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CLASS NEWS
AMANDA D’ASSARO
Class News Editor

1940s
’33 | Ruth Ottaway celebrated her 100th
birthday July 29, 2010.
’40 | Ely Haimowitz played an all-Rachmaninoff recital May 2, 2010 in his hometown of Reno, Nevada. The following day he
celebrated his 90th birthday. He reports that
many of his classmates are still around and
writes, “Why have you never had any news
of my class of 1940?” Ely will fondly remember Walter Dandliker, his close friend
from high school who died December 15,
2009.

’64 | For the past seven years, Rick
Boschen, a realtor with Prudential Florida
Realty, has traveled west of his hometown
of Stuart, FL to volunteer his time to the Department of Corrections. He says he has established true yet restricted friendships with
about 90 inmates who are incarcerated in
the Okeechobee State Correctional Institute, where he assists with the Sunday
morning service held at the Miracle Chapel.

OMICRON DELTA KAPPA
ORDER OF THE LIBRA INITIATION

’55 | On May 17, the Parks & Recreation Department of the City of Winter Park dedicated the Azalea Lane Tennis Pavilion in
memory of Nancy Corse Reed. Nancy, who
died, July 25, 2009, is known internationally
for her tennis accomplishments. In 2008,
she received the Florida Female Tennis
Player award and the United Tennis Association’s Florida Service Recognition award
for 30 years of service.

1960s
’61 | Rodney Dillard is still working in real
estate marketing and brokerage in Palm
Beach, FL and the Caribbean. He and his
wife, Peggy, enjoy cruising in the Northeast
on their boat, which is based in Newport, RI.
Rodney writes, “Life is good!”
’63 | In May 2010, Sue Wells Kirwan published her first novel, Hurricane, a historical
murder mystery based on the coastal areas
of northeast Florida and southeast Georgia
in which she references her alma mater,
Rollins. She says her favorite spot on the
Rollins campus was the library, where she
loved reading and researching Florida history. Sue is currently working on a sequel to
Hurricane.

1970s
’71 | Roberta Cooper joined Edward Jones in
March 10, 2010 as branch office administrator.

1950s
’54 | A retired stage magician, Barbara Weisenbarger
Terry still performs occasionally. She is currently focused
on pursuing a career in film.
Aspiring to follow in the footsteps of late Rollins thespians
Fred Rogers ’51 P’81 and
Tony Perkins, she eagerly anticipates the
filming of a major movie. Barbara has
starred in short training and full-length
independent films.

’66 | Rose Watson Colmore-Taylor writes
that she was fortunate to be the houseguest
of her classmate and fellow Kappa Alpha
Theta sister Cassandra Northway Hancock
and her husband, Tom, and son, John, at
their home in Idaho in the valley of the
Grand Tetons in August 2010. While there,
Rose enjoyed hiking, rafting, and observing
wildlife with Cassandra and her family and
the opportunity to further their lifelong
friendship.

’74 | A licensed mental health
counselor, Suellen Fagin-Allen
’04MA opened a private counseling, coaching, and consulting practice in Orlando. Suellen
welcomes alumni to contact her at 407242-2956 or suellen@consultingfl.com.
ROLLINS’ CHAPTER OF OMICRON DELTA
KAPPA, The National Leadership Honor
Society, was established in 1931. As required
by the national organization, only men were
eligible for membership in ODK. Four years
later, in response to the wish that leadership
among women students also be honored,
the Order of the Libra was founded. Notable
Libra members were Eleanor Roosevelt and
Greer Garson, who were initiated during
campus visits. Over the years, ODK and Libra
shared sponsorship of campus activities. In
1974, following ODK’s decision to admit
women to membership nationally, Libra
members voted to merge with ODK and the
Order of the Libra was retired.
More than 35 years later, during Reunion,
the first class of Libra alumnae was inducted
into the Rollins ODK circle. The following were
initiated at a special ceremony on March 27:
Flora Harris Twachtman ’43, Shirley E. Howard
’51, Diane (Deener) Vigeant Matthews ’52 P’86
P’89MAT, Dorothea (Dodi) Manning Fox ’53
’80MBA, Carol McKechnie Montgomery ’53,
Jeryl (Jerry) Faulkner Townsend ’54, Anita
Tanner Daubenspeck ’60, Elizabeth (Missy)
Jones Kamrad ’64, Eileen Mullady Smith ’65,
Constance (Connie) Kirby Cross ’66, Pamela
(Pam) Dixon Harris ’68, and Adis Maria Vila ’74.
Also participating in the ceremony were
ODK alumni Tom Sacha ’67 ’70MBA, Lucy Garcia-Iniguez Marshall ’75, and Brie Shannon ’01.
The 2010 ceremony marks the first of an
anticipated series of Libra/ODK Reunion
initiations. “We want Libra members in every
Reunion class to have the opportunity to join
ODK if they wish,” said Lorrie Kyle ’70,
current ODK faculty secretary, and a former
Libra member herself.
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’76 | Best Lawyers magazine named John
Brennan to the 2011 Best Lawyers in America, an annual referral guide comprised of
nearly 40,000 attorneys in 80 practice
areas in the United States. John practices
with GrayRobinson, a full-service law firm in
Orlando that provides legal assistance
across Florida. In May 2010, Peter Smit received a doctorate of public health from
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public
Health. His oldest son, Peter, obtained a
doctorate of medicine from the University
of Buffalo School of Medicine in April 2010.
Gerry Wolfson-Grande P’09 P’MBAS completed her first year in Rollins’ Master of Liberal Studies program. She reports that her
award-winning short story, “Not a Good
Night at Ford’s,” was published in the new
anthology Under the Cosmic Sofa Partners
by Crime Publishers.

>> THE NEW
ONLINE FACE
OF THE ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
We’ve revamped
our online presence
and are excited to
share it with you!
Visit
rollins.edu/alumni
to experience a more
alumni-focused,
user-friendly website, complete with
information on
regional chapters,
volunteer opportunities, Reunion, and
more.

’77 | Elaine Charles Ringger reports that her
oldest son, Devin, resides in Seoul, Korea
and is planning to attend law school. He
graduated from Yale University in 2009, majoring in Asian history. Elaine’s youngest
son, Kyle, is studying environmental science
at Vanderbilt University and will graduate in
2012.
’79 | In 2008, Deborah Arnold received a lifetime appointment as a United States Administrative Law Judge from the Office of
Disability and Review of the Social Security
Administration and is currently assigned to
the Orlando Hearing Office. She and her husband, Steve Jett, an audioanimatronic training
manager for Walt Disney World, will celebrate
their 25th wedding anniversary this fall.

REUNION 2011
March 25-27
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TARS AT THE HELM
VICE PRESIDENT, ROLLINS ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION BOARD OF DIRECTORS

LAURA J. COLE ’04 ’08MLS

SAM STARK ’91 |

According to Sam Stark ’91, “The Rollins experience never ends, it just changes over time.” As an alumnus
who has been actively involved with the Rollins community since he graduated, nobody knows this better than
he does. Stark has served as a Tar Booster, chair of the Sports Hall of Fame, Reunion class agent, and class
speaker, and has attended Reunion and campus events regularly. Now in his third year on the Alumni Board,

1980s
’80 | Our condolences to Jennifer Held
Matthaei, whose husband, Paul E. Matthaei,
died unexpectedly April
2, 2010. On October 29,
2009, Michael Shaw
was ordained to the
transitional diaconate in
the Anglican Mission in
the Americas. He was
ordained to priesthood at Trinity Anglican
Church in Winter Park June 6, 2010. Rick
White gathered with fellow alumni (pictured
l-r) Bob Benjamin ’81, Randy Carson, Rick
White, Brian Lawlor ’79, Pete Samaha ’82
and Edward Fitzgerald at The Park
Steakhouse
inParkRidge,
NJ, owned
by R a n d y
Carson.
’82 | Karie Aldrich Hayes reports that fellow graduates Joanne Mancuso, Peter
Grunow, Helen Pearman Orchard, Karie
Aldrich Hayes, Elizabeth Ennis Barron and
Leslie Anderson
Petrick (pictured
sitting/standing, l-r)
recently got together for a mini
Reunion.

he has focused his efforts on two important Board initiatives: development of regional alumni chapters in the
top 10 alumni markets and promoting a better awareness and integration of the alumni experience in the
undergraduate experience. “Rollins can and should play a role in the life of every alumnus, and that is why I
believe the regional chapters are so important,” Stark said. “But perhaps even more important is educating
students to the fact that the Rollins experience is longer than the four years on campus—that there is a
lifetime of connectivity, information, education, and fun awaiting them after they graduate. If we impress this
on them from day one, they will be more engaged later on as alumni.”

THEN

NOW

Hometown: Albuquerque, NM

Hometown: Winter Park, FL

Major: Politics

Family: Wife Heather, son Ben (6), and daughter
Sylvia (4)

Extracurricular activities: Varsity tennis and
soccer for one year; sports director of WPRK radio;
founding president of ATO; president of SGA
Favorite classes: Sure hard to beat Public Speaking
with Doc Rodgers
Favorite memory of Fox Day: What’s the
rule?…What happens on Fox Day stays on Fox Day!
Best place on campus: Strong Hall—for sure the
best campus house and the ATO’s fully enjoyed it
Favorite local eatery: Wings & Curls and
Skeeters—both are closed now, but it’s hard to beat
those fries and the Lil Asher!
Career ambition: I always wanted to be involved
in sports but had no idea I could turn it into a career.

sstark@centralfloridasports.org
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Career: President & CEO of the Central Florida
Sports Commission
Volunteer work: Board member for Winter Park
Public Library, City of Winter Park Parks and
Recreation, and Florida Bar Foundation; YMCA
soccer coach for my kids’ soccer teams
Hobbies: Tennis, bicycling, traveling, cooking,
and spending time with my family
Favorite R&R activity: Spending time at the
beach with my family
Something people may not know about me:
I’m quite the chef.
Guilty pleasure: A fantasy football league I’ve
been in since ’92 with a group of Rollins alums
What I miss most about college life:
Where do I begin…
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’83 | Diana Chrissis Landsberger reports
that her classmate and past Tars golfer
Cynthia Jennings Reeves is a teaching pro
at Century Country Club in Purchase, NY
and won the title at the Connecticut
Women’s Open at Heritage Village Country
Club in May 2009. Brenda Salyer ’92MBA
has spent the last three and a half years in
Charlotte, NC, where she is pursuing a bachelor of science degree in nursing at Queens
University of Charlotte and teaching English
for Berlitz Languages International.
’84 | Eric Bolling hosts Money Rocks, a new
TV show on Fox Business Network that airs
weekdays 8 and 11 p.m. ET.
’85 | Patrick Norris, who is celebrating his
12th anniversary with Cirque du Soleil’s Resident Shows Division this year, was recently
promoted to director of human resources,
managing all human resources-related business for Cirque’s seven resident shows in
Las Vegas.
’86 | William “Bill” Wood recently passed
his board exams from the American Board
of Otolaryngology qualifying him as a Board
Certified Otolaryngolist.
’87 | Scott duPont
and Jennifer Fowler,
who reconnected at
their 20th reunion in
2007, coincidentally
moved to Los Angeles a year later and
joined forces as executive producers of
the romantic comedy

Who Stole the Electric Car?, which was inspired by the award-winning documentary
Who Killed the Electric Car? Prior to its release last May, the film premiered in Hollywood to an audience that included Rollins
alumni Charlene Jimenez ’08, marketing
manager for the film, and John Harding.
Who Stole the Electric Car? is currently
screening at film festivals in the United
States and Europe and is available for rent
through NetFlix. It can be purchased online
from stores including Target, Best Buy,
Barnes & Noble, and Amazon. Scott recently partnered with fraternity brother
Christian Altaba ’89 to produce What is the
Electric Car?, a feature-length documentary
scheduled for release this fall. Following a
nine-year professional career in the minor
leagues, Commonwealth Coast Conference
Commissioner and lifelong sports enthusiast Gregg Kaye left the industry to work as
a network administrator and customer relations officer for a brokerage firm in Central
Florida. He found himself volunteering on
game days for Rollins, local minor-league
baseball teams, and Orlando’s arena football team, and before long he returned to
the industry as commissioner for the Sunshine State Conference. During his six years
in that position, he met his wife, who also
works in college athletics. The couple and
their adopted 9-year-old foster daughter
now reside in West Springfield, MA.
’88 | Michael Hodges is vice president of
human resources for Banco Popular in Orlando.

’93 | Vincent Mortreux
proudly wore a Rollins
Alumni T-shirt while
covering the one-year
anniversary of Michael
Jackson’s death at Neverland Ranch and in Los
Angeles as senior news
producer for the Washington Bureau of TF1
French Television. George Roy earned his
doctorate at University of Central Florida
and holds a tenure-track mathematics education position at the University of South
Florida in St. Petersburg.
’94 | After graduating from Rollins, Derek
Burrell became a freelance musician and
traveled abroad performing on numerous albums and stages. He has served as a fitness
lead and wellness program director for the
City of Kissimmee in Florida, facilitated inhome personal training, and coached successful junior varsity and varsity basketball
programs while working for the Osceola
County School system. Derek recently made
a career transition from high school English
teacher to top-producing platinum sales
closer for Wyndham/El Cid. He also plays
semi-pro basketball for the Cancun Hits and
has his sights set on playing professionally
for the Pioneros de Cancun. Derek writes,
“Rollins helped me realize my potential and
turn my dreams into realities. Go Tars!”
Pamela Frost Cutrone reports that she had
a stroke in 2009.
’95 | Edward Scheer ’98MBA recently
earned the CFP(r) designation and relocated to the Chicago area with his wife and
1-year-old son.

’89 | Todd Dayton was named Rotary International’s governor of District 6990 for 201112, serving Florida’s Broward, Dade, and
Monroe counties, as well as the Grand
Bahamas, and making him one of the organization’s 532 governors worldwide.

’98 | Michelle Segarra-Rovira Daly serves as
vice principal of Clay County, West Virginia’s
Oakleaf High School, which just opened this fall.

1990s

2000s

’91 | Thaddeus Coakley was promoted to
director, ethics and business conduct, for
Lockheed Martin’s Information Systems &
Global Services and will be relocating with
his family to the company’s headquarters in
Gaithersburg, MD. Thaddeus received the
Judge Advocate Association’s 2010 Outstanding Career Military Attorney Award for
the Marine Corps Reserve component for
his professional accomplishments, service
to the community, leadership, service to the
legal profession, and development of subordinates. Sheila McIntosh celebrated her
one-year anniversary as an editor on Star
Wars: The Clone Wars, working for Lucas
Film Animation at Big Rock Ranch in Marin,
CA. Jennifer Horowitz Zipeto accepted the
position of senior safety and health
manager Walt Disney World in February
2010 and is happy to stay settled in Central
Florida.

’00 | LeLaina Romero defended her dissertation in counseling psychology and completed an internship at University of Texas at
Austin Counseling and Mental Health Center.
She began working this fall as an assistant
professor of psychology at Lasell College in
Newton, MA.

’92 | Stacy Pierson looks forward to working at Texas Children’s Hospital as an assistant professor of pediatrics for Baylor
College of Medicine in his hometown of
Houston, TX

’01 | Daniel Blair was appointed to director,
training and administration, for Best Buddies’ international headquarters in Miami.
Daniel has worked for the non-profit organization for five years.
’02 | On March 11, 2010, Scott Filter defended his dissertation on “The Choice-ofCollege Decision of Academically Talented
Students.” Scott graduated from The Washington University with a doctorate in education and human development. A four-year
cross-country letterman at Rollins and a former Stanley West Scholarship award recipient, Thomas “T.R.” Parker completed his
second Boston Marathon in three hours and
four minutes in April 2010. Ramey Wood
’06MA obtained a license in mental health
counseling and started a private practice
called Holistic Life Counseling in Winter Park.
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’03 | Atlanta-based real estate attorney
Susan Herrada Alison (See Weddings) appeared on the TLC program Say Yes to the
Dress: Atlanta in August 2010. Sally Smith
sends new of her engagement to fiancé
Brandon, whom she met while working for
the Obama for America campaign. Brandon now works for the President’s Administration. Sally’s book The Complete Idiot’s
Guide to Getting Government Jobs was
published in May and is now available for
purchase at amazon.com and national
bookstores. She writes, “I hope that Rollins
students and alumni will consider careers
in public service—it’s a great way to make
a difference. As a former writing minor
and English major, I used so much of what
I learned at Rollins to write this book.”
’04 | Michelle Bookamyer teaches seventhgrade math and eighth-grade science at
Windermere Prep in Windermere, FL and
coaches middle and high school varsity volleyball teams. Michelle recently purchased
her first home in Maitland. Steven Leopoldo
(See Weddings) began master’s studies in
political science this fall at the University of
Illinois at Chicago.

CLASSES OF
2006 & 2001:
ACCEPT THE
ATTWELL
CHALLENGE

>> ONE GIFT.
ANY SIZE.
A challenge for
the 5th and 10th
Reunion classes.
Learn how you
can turn $25 into
$10,000. Go to
rollins.edu/giving/
attwellchallenge

’05 | Kyle Thompson received a PhD in
mathematics from North Carolina State University on May 15, 2010.
’06 | After working for Senator Edward M.
Kennedy for the past three years, Griffin Doherty is now charged with healthcare correspondence for Senate Majority Leader Harry
Reid. Griffin is also pursuing a master’s degree in government at Johns Hopkins University.
’07 | Mary Kate Donovan sends new of her
engagement to Ryan Kearney ’08 on March
20, 2010. Karina McCabe Gafford graduated
with an MA degree from Winthrop University in Rock Hill, SC. Laura Lapointe is working towards a master’s degree in counseling.
After graduating magna cum laude from law
school at the University of Florida, Tara Nelson accepted a position at White & Case,
LLP in Miami, FL. Victoria Palace is the entertainment publicity coordinator for Fox
Broadcasting Company, managing publicity
and positioning for Glee, American Idol,
Fringe, and House. In May 2010, Rishmil
Patel obtained a juris doctorate degree from
the Roger William University School of Law,
where he was a student attorney for the Law
of Immigration Clinic and a member of the
Honor Board, the Moot Court Team, International Law Society, and Multi-cultural Law
Students Association. Conrad Winslow was
awarded a 2010 ASCAP Morton Gould
Award for his recent orchestra piece, which
also won the Juilliard orchestra competition.
’08 | Lauren Jackson earned a master’s
degree in ancient Roman art history at The
University of Texas at Austin and is now
working on a PhD in the same subject.
Alexander Smith is training as a marine
naval aviator. Clayton Ferrara serves the 28acre Oakland Nature Preserve as director of
education.

REUNION 2011…
AND LIST KEEPS
GROWING!

>> Want to know
who’s planning
to attend Reunion
2011? Visit
rollins.edu/reunion
and click on
“Who’s Coming?”
to find out! While
you’re there, submit
an “I’m Coming to
Reunion!” form to
let everyone know
you will join the
celebration.
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LINDSAY PHILLIPS ’07
SURE-FOOTED ENTREPRENEUR

Three years after receiving her BA from Rollins, Lindsay Phillips ’07 is traveling the world, promoting the
women’s sandals she dreamed up in high school that are now sold in 4,000 stores worldwide.
Most recently she was in Australia, where her SwitchFlops sandal line celebrated its Australian brand launch

’09 | Kayla Florio ’10MBA is a JD candidate at George Mason University School of
Law. Patrick McKelvey is coordinator for
the Ronald McDonald House Charities of
Central Florida. Sara Lyon was accepted
into the master’s program at École du
Louvre in Paris. Sara aspires to have a
career in a museum or cultural-heritagerelated profession.

with a nationally televised event on the seashore near Sydney. “We hired five models to ride along the beach on
vintage bikes with baskets filled with SwitchFlops that they gave out for free,” said Phillips, who grew up in
Clearwater, Florida.
Phillips’ signature sandal features interchangeable straps that attach to the shoe with Velcro. So, instead of
buying several pairs of sandals, women can customize their look by buying one pair of SwitchFlops and varying
straps to coordinate with their outfits.
For Phillips, 25, Australia was the latest stop on a whirlwind journey that began when she launched SwitchFlops during her senior year at Rollins. The art-history major with a passion for fashion (while in college, she also

2010s
’10 | Jacob Sheridan is putting his experience in business and real estate to work
as an associate with Allegro Realty Advisors, serving its local and national
clients with strategic real
estate planning, transaction management, and
financial analysis.

worked part-time at a clothing store on Park Avenue and interned two summers at Ralph Lauren in New York)
had spent four years trying to patent the concept that was born out of a high school art project.
In her sophomore year, Phillips contacted US manufacturers to see if any were interested in producing the

WEDDINGS

sandals, but she had no luck. Through family contacts, she linked up with a manufacturer in China, and during
the summer before her junior year, she traveled there with her parents and a homemade prototype.
The manufacturer was sold on the idea, and Phillips—borrowing money from family and friends along the
way—perfected the prototype over the next year and finally placed the first order—5,000 sandals and 15,000
straps—for her new company, Lindsay Phillips, Inc.
“It was risky,” said Phillips, 25, who lives in Winter Park and flies regularly to the company headquarters in
New Jersey. “In December 2006, the order arrived. Everyone thought we were out of our minds. We had all these

’93 Carter Frith to Karen Chapman ’95,
9/19/09, at Christ Church, Warwick with a
reception at Mid Ocean Club in Bermuda,
where the couple resides; attendees (back
row, pictured l-r): Shannon Burns Lynch ’95,
Sara Wiley Walker ’95, Noelle Bither
Heckscher ’94, Heidi Morton Sherrill ’95,
Vivian Blanchard Curtis ’95, Nancy Riviere
Heitshusen ’95, Guy Staniar ’98, Febbie

shoes and no orders.”
Local retailers suggested she get a booth at the Surf Expo Trade Show in Orlando, an industry fashion event
where manufacturers display their wares to retailers. She did—and returned to campus with
orders from 30 stores. Phillips started shipping shoes in April, just as her senior year was
wrapping up.
Early on, it was a family affair, with her mother, Liz, a nurse, and her father, Paul, a
physician, helping to pack boxes of sandals in the steaming Florida heat at a non-airconditioned storage facility. Phillips’ brother, David, designed her website, and her
boyfriend (now husband), Brantley Muscato, a Rollins MBA student, also pitched in.
In just four months, she was sold out. “I learned early on it’s not good
to run out of sandals during peak selling season!” Phillips said.
Three years later, Lindsay Phillips, Inc. is a thriving business.
Phillips hired fashion-industry veteran Jeffrey Davidson as CEO, moved
the company headquarters to New Jersey, and now delivers sandals to
shops across the US, Europe, and Australia.
These days, she focuses her time on marketing and

’02 Lauren Alexander to Ryan Mossbarger,
6/27/09, at The Peninsula Hotel in Chicago,
IL; attendees: Joslyn Lyons Fagan, Matt
Williams ’03, Nicole Zvosec Williams ’01,
Brooke Koch Tuthill ’01, Kristen Haines
Ewers ’01, Allison Boxer Nadeau, Crystal
Grant Liebling ’04MBA, Emeila Muench
Grier, Amanda Smith Hungerford ’03,

dreaming up new designs. The latest Lindsay Phillips line
features scarves and tote bags to mix and
match with the multi-colored sandals
and straps.
“In the fashion world, the challenge is to keep the product fresh,”
Phillips said. “I’m so excited about our
2011 line. It’s colorful and fun. It’s unexpected. It’s Florida. It’s my lifestyle.”
lindsaylo@gmail.com
—David McKay Wilson
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Taylor Staniar ’99, Carter Frith, Karen
Chapman Frith ’95, Heather McConnell
Farrer ’95, Stacy Sharpe Van Praagh, Darci
Bailey ’94, Jennifer Battista Roach ’98,
Jennifer Nawada Evans ’95, Suzanne
Grantham ’93, and Carrie Lewis; attendees
(front row, pictured l-r): John Heckscher
’94, Jimmy Thatcher ’97, Stephen Haycock
’96, Robert “Brooks” Rans ’95, Marshall
Farrer ’93, Robert Traenkle ’91, Courtland
Boyle ’91, and Giles Van Praagh ’92.
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Rachel Rice Turner, Lindsay Longmire,
Evan Shapiro ’03, Diego Vargas ’05MBA,
Whitney Johnson Greiffenstein ’04,
Richard Greiffenstein ’03, Taylor Binder
’03, Sandra Vargas Binder ’05, Ashley
Tillam ’05, and Calla DeGennaro Fiducia in
spirit.
’03 Christopher Cimafranca to Melanie
Gonzalez ’06, 3/13/10, at Knowles Memorial
Chapel; best men: Brent Woolfork ’02, John
Culverhouse ’04; attendees: Bill Fenton
’05, Thierry Lechler
’05, Jenny Randazzo
’06, and Alison Schill
’07. Derek Murphy to
Meghan White ’02,
10/24/09, in Naples,
FL; bridesmaids: Amanda Bathory ’02 and
Laura Abruzzese ’02; groomsmen: Jeffrey
Walker ’01;
a t tendees:
Rob Oppenheim ’02, Benn
Daughn, and
Greg DeRosa.
Susan Herrada to Corey
Alison, 5/1/10, at Knowles Memorial Chapel.
’04 Steven Leopoldo to
Olesya Leopoldo, 4/10/10.
T h e re s a M a s te r s to
William McDonald, 7/16/10,
at Florida Park in Valparaiso, FL.
’05 Yadhira Galdon to
Guillermo Sollberger, 4/17/10,
at Knowles Memorial Chapel;
wedding party: Xiomara
Galdon ’02, Selena Moshell,
Erica Stewart ’06, and Natalie Andrews.

FAMILY ADDITIONS
’93 Kristin Erwin Woodward
and husband John, Elizabeth
Hill, 4/5/10.
’94 Elizabeth Ross Fitzgerald and husband
Rob, Vivian Lane, 5/23/09. Orlando Mendoza and wife Jennifer Smith ’95, Kara Sydney, 12/26/09, who joins sisters Madisen,
Olivia, Alexandra, and Hannah.
’96 John Tucker and wife Julia
Jerome ’97 ’00MHR, William
Forrest, 4/4/10.
’99 Mike Welker ’01MBA and
wife Kristen McCabe, Robert “Bobby”
Michael, 11/10/09.
’05 Tiffanie Toner Miller and
husband Joshua, Madisyn
Zoie, 11/11/09.

IN MEMORY
’35 Walter D. Kimble died April 21, 2010. An
accomplished organist, Walter learned to
play when he 4 years old and filled his life
and loved ones with music through his final
days. He was a Philadelphia native and also
obtained a music degree from the University of Michigan. Walter and his wife of 72
years, Hallie, who died in January 2010,
resided in the Winter Park Towers, whereWalter played at memorial services held at
the assisted-living community and in their
home on his keyboard. Walter began his career on WDBO-AM radio. He performed at
concerts and nightclubs, served as a staff
organist for a radio station, had a 15-minute
show on Orlando’s first television station,
and gave private piano and organ lessons
until he was 70. Walter served for 36 years
at the First Congregational Church of Winter Park, where he played the pipe organ, his
favorite instrument. Due to health issues, he
retired from the Church in the mid-90s, but
he continued to play everything from classical to rock music for his grandchildren, an
activity he always enjoyed. Walter is survived by a son, a daughter-in-law, two
grandchildren, and a great-grandchild.
’35 Co-founder of the Salvador Dali Museum, Eleanor Reese Morse ’77H died July 1,
2010 at 96. She and her late husband, A.
Reynolds Morse ’89H, started their private
collection in their Cleveland home and relocated it to a wing of their Injection Molders
Supply Co. for additional space in 1971. Requiring more room for the collection, the
couple opened the Salvador Dali Museum in
St. Petersburg, FL in 1982. Eleanor held master’s degrees in French and Spanish and received an honorary doctorate from Rollins
in 1977 for her translations of Dali’s writings.
’35 Kathleen Shepherd Pifer died February
23, 2010, in Reston, VA. In addition to
Rollins, Kathleen studied at other higher education institutions, including the University
of Bern, Switzerland. She served on the embassy staff in Managua, Nicaragua, leaving
to join her late husband and Foreign Service
Officer J. Marshall to numerous posts. Kathleen was a life master in the American Contract Bridge League, a member of Servas
and Esperanto League of North America,
and a world traveler and linguist. She is survived by two children.
’36 Bernhard D. Hauser, 97, died May 12,
2010. Born in Vienna, Austria, he worked as
an executive for IBM for 41 years and survived five years of incarceration as a political prisoner in Communist Rumania. He was
an avid sportsman and an inspiration to
everyone who knew him. Bernhard was preceded in death by his wife Elisabeth and is
survived by a daughter and son-in-law. Contributions may be made in Bernhard’s memory for student scholarships at Rollins
College, Attn: Leslie Carney, 1000 Holt Avenue - 2750, Winter Park, FL and online at
rollins.edu/giving.
’38 George M. Waddell, third-generation
president of the former The Waddell Co.,
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Inc., died January 17, 2010 at 93. Born in
Greenfield, OH in 1916, George was known
as a wonderful and bright gentleman who
took exceptional care of himself by eating
healthy and exercising. He enjoyed many
outdoor activities throughout his life, including walking, kayaking, and mountain
climbing. George traveled worldwide and
climbed Africa’s Mount Kilimanjaro as well
as mountains in Europe, Canada, and Tibet.
According to his brother, Dean “Bud” Waddell ’43 (husband of the late Anne Rolfe
’44), George couldn’t serve his country during World War II due to his poor vision, so
he took a job at an ammunition company.
After the war, George and Dean returned to
Greenfield to run the family business, with
George acting as president and treasurer,
and Dean as vice president and secretary. In
1986, the brothers sold the company, which
became Waddell, a division of Ghent Manufacturing that still produces showcases
today. George served his hometown community on the board of the Greenfield Area
Medical Center, as president and district
governor of the Greenfield Rotary Club, and
as a member of the Greenfield First United
Methodist Church and Greenfield Historical
Society. He was very fond of Rollins and
preserved memorabilia from his college
days.
’39 Frances Daniel Divine died April 13,
2010. Born in Gordon, GA, Frances was a
member of Pi Beta Phi sorority at Rollins.
Following graduate studies at Columbia
University, she worked as a social worker in
Florida. She was an avid birder, enjoyed
growing orchids, served as president and a
member of the Florida Orchid Society, and
was president of the Parent-Teacher Association at her children’s schools. Frances
was an ordained elder at the First Presbyterian Church and had belonged to the
Church longer than any other member at
the time of her death. She is survived by her
husband, John, a daughter, two sons, a
daughter-in-law, and a grandson.

>> VIRTUAL ALUMNI
NETWORK
Connect with fellow
alumni worldwide by
joining AlumniConnect, a new online
community available
exclusively to Rollins
graduates.
To register for this
free, secure socialnetworking site, visit
alumniconnect.rollins.
edu and click on
“First-time Login.”
See you online!

’39 Jean Wilcox Gheen died October 27,
2009. Her dear friend Ann reports that Jean
spoke often about her time at Rollins and
was proud of the College.
’41 Groveland, FL native Charles E. “Charlie” Arnold died April 6, 2010 at 92. Before
attending Rollins, Charles studied accounting at the University of Florida and played
basketball, baseball, and golf. He served as
a flight and bombardier instructor in the
United States Army Air Corps during World
War II and returned to Florida in the late
1940s, working as an accountant and planting orange groves in Orange, Seminole, and
Lake Counties. Charlie pursued his passion
for sports throughout his lifetime and was
an amateur golfer who held course records
at Arnold Palmer’s Bay Hill Club & Lodge,
the Country Club of Orlando, and Dubsdread Golf Club, according to his family. He
also enjoyed quail hunting in Lake and Polk
counties. Survivors include three sons, a
daughter, five grandchildren, a sister, and a
niece.
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JUDY WATSON TRACY

LEGACY
RENAISSANCE MEN
Bill Ray ’81 & son Travis ’11
Running down a list of Bill and Travis Ray’s interests is like reading a
course catalog for Rollins: everything from environmentalism to
improvisational theater, with survival skills and psychology thrown in
for good measure. Together they embody the liberal arts ideal,
although they’re probably having too much fun to notice.

Hometown: Ocala (although Travis grew up in Beaverton, Oregon until midway
through high school; dad Bill is a native of Clermont; they also lived a few years
in Asheville, North Carolina)
Majors: Environmental Studies (Bill); Psychology with a Theatre Arts minor (Travis)
Origin of the legacy: Bill was the first in his family to attend Rollins, although in
the 1910s his grandmother received a full scholarship to the College (its terms
did not include train fare so she was unable to enroll). “But it was really all about
rowing for me,” Bill said. “My high school rowing coach rowed with Rollins coach
Jim Lyden in Europe, and he told me that if you want to row, you really have only
one choice: Rollins.”

Bill Ray ’81 with son Travis ’11, a
member of the Rollins Improv
troupe

Legacy pressure? Depends on whom you ask. Bill says he was “totally hands-off,”
while Travis remembers dad applying a little pressure, “but being careful not to
sell it too hard.”
Common bond: The Great Outdoors. Bill and wife Peggy (who were married
in Knowles Chapel in 1987) decided early on to include Travis and his younger
sister, Carley, in their passion for the wilderness. They heeded the advice of
biology professor Ed Scheer, who told them when Travis was a baby, “Don’t
wait for him to get old enough to climb a mountain. Take him with you.” And
they did. Travis was still in elementary school when he summitted his first
10,000-foot mountain in Glacier National Park. The Rays have spent a month
together traveling the Oregon Trail, and weeks camping while exploring the
National Parks and Wilderness Areas. Travis opts for hikes over the beach on
Fox Day, and Bill taught wilderness survival at one point—a skill that came in
handy during at least one family outing. “We were hiking the Appalachians
when I was about 10 and it was getting dark quickly—too dark to see the trail—
and we knew there was a cliff drop-off somewhere nearby,” Travis said. “So Dad
decided the safest thing to do was to stay put and sleep under the stars. He
constructed a lean-to structure for us because we didn’t have a tent. And as
soon as dawn broke, we hiked out safely. I thought it was really cool that my dad
could take care of any situation. We weren’t even scared. Believe me, I have
used that story for almost every essay any school has ever assigned to me.”
Known for: Talking. A lot. “You do not want to go on a long car ride with us,”
Travis said.
Generation gap: Politics, naturally. “Every college kid should start out life as a
liberal Democrat,” Bill said—although he admits his son keeps him open to the
present. “As I’ve aged, I’ve become more jaded, but Travis reminds me to
embrace experiences, to be in the moment.”
Sweet spot: U.T. Bradley Boathouse (Bill); the Green Room of the Annie
Russell Theatre (Travis)
Flashback: Travis can tell his father’s favorite frat house story: In honor of
Apocalypse Now, the TKEs threw a swamp party (with requisite libations and
shoreline reeds taken from Lake Virginia for decorations), dry ice adding
atmosphere and a sound system rocking the campus. Maybe too rocking. “It
was so loud they got noise complaints from the airport and the police shut them
down in about 15 minutes. Who gets noise complaints from an airport?”
Biggest change in 30 years: “The kids seem a lot younger today,” Bill said.
“Maybe it’s the drinking age keeping them sociologically innocent a little longer,
but for whatever reason, they don’t seem as mature in a lot of ways.”
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Perfect day: “Junior year, rowing, meeting those guys in front of the Field
House at 5 in the morning and running down to the boat house, being part of
a fast crew on a mirror-calm Lake Maitland, watching the campus wake up,
smelling jasmine along the fence. It was all perfect.” (Bill); “I’m not one of those
people who will pull an all-nighter, but I wanted to see the sunrise over Lake
Virginia, so I woke my girlfriend up really early and we went down to see the
sunrise. It was pretty spectacular. And then I had improv later in the day. It was
one of those days that just all came together perfectly.” (Travis)
The workaday: Owner and president of Ray & Associates, Bill is an environmental and land-use consultant, which was a fringe profession when he was
one of the first to graduate with a Rollins environmental studies degree. “Ours
was a fourth-generation land development family and we realized that regulations
were going to determine the value of the land and the use of the land. We
needed someone with environmental expertise in the family.”
Reminding us that to be in your early twenties is a beautiful thing, Travis
remains undecided about his career goals, but entertains many possibilities,
from working with the National Park System to joining an improv group to possibly entering land development like his dad—“Not directly in his footsteps, but
I really do respect the new ideas he’s introducing to Central Florida, like walkability and sustainability. I admire it, but I’m still not sure I want it for a career.”
The truth: “Of course I’m jealous. He lives on the fifth floor of Sutton Place,
overlooking Lake Virginia with two balconies. He can walk to Park Avenue
with friends for lunch. He takes four hours of classes and has a few hours of
studying,” Bill said. “I tell him to soak in every minute, because this ain’t real life.
It’s heaven.”
The Rollins effect: “Every day I use the liberal arts philosophy in my life,” Bill said.
“Environmental work is not biology or economics or ethics or architecture or
political science; it’s all those things. My line of work is not about right and wrong.
It’s about finding solutions. That’s the essence of a liberal arts education.”
Though he’s a psych major, Travis participated in a faculty research
program with theatre professor David Charles on the long-form improv It’s All
Greek to Me, an experience that challenged him intellectually and creatively. “I
love that there is a vision here for every student and every professor to be multifaceted, to have multiple sources of interest. That’s a great attitude to have for
your whole life.” ■ Bill: wrayassoc@aol.com; Travis: wray@rollins.edu
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—Leigh Brown Perkins

’43 Bebe Dabbs Chandler, 88, died May 31,
2010. She co-founded B. Chandler’s, a small
fine china and gift shop in St. Petersburg,
FL. Born in Dadeville, AL, Bebe moved to St.
Petersburg with her family in 1931. After losing her first husband during World War II,
she remarried and began working for a jeweler named Bruce Watters, Sr. In late 1960s,
Bebe managed the first bridal department
at Maas Brothers for a few years before
moving to Owen-Cotter Jewelers. She was
an expert in china, crystal, and silver and
operated her shop with great customer
service into her 70s, selling it in 1993.

’43 Alden C. Manchester died January 12, 2010.
He is survived by his wife, Rita Costells.

’43 Richard B. “Dick” Forbes died April 13,
2010. Following graduation from Rollins,
Dick joined the United States Army as an
aerial photographer during World War II. He
went on to obtain a master’s in soil science
from the University of Florida and a doctorate in agronomy from Pennsylvania State
University, and became a professor of
agronomy in the College of Agriculture at
the University of Florida. Dick also worked
at the Institute of Food and Agricultural Science Research Station in Sanford, FL, retiring in 1986. He enjoyed photography, rose

’44 Ann Pattishall White died August 11,
2009. Ann and her husband, Bill, moved to
Texas following World War II, relocated to
Tennessee, where they had two children,
and returned to Texas, residing in Fort
Worth since 1963. Ann was an accomplished
painter who specialized in oil, pastels, and
watercolor. Her work is on display in the
Fort Worth National Bank building, General
Dynamics, and locations in 11 states. During
her career, she worked as editor of Parker
Foundation and was a freelance writer and
photographer, publishing articles and es-

gardening, whittling, and volunteering at
Dudley Farm Historic State Park, Marjorie
Kinnan Historic Rawlings State Park, and the
annual Florida Folk Festival in White
Springs. Dick was an active member of the
First Presbyterian Church of Sanford, a lifetime blood donor, and a member of the Kiwanis Club for more than 50 years. He is
survived by his wife, Ollie, two sons, a
grandson, great-grandchildren, a brotherand sister-in-law, as well as Ollie’s children.

says on her beloved home state of Texas in
publications such as The Houston Chronicle,
Texas Parks and Wildlife, and Texas Highways. She also taught fashion design at
Bauder College and speed reading at TCJC.
She served on the boards of The Women’s
Club, The National League of Pen-Women,
The Travel Writers Association, The Fort
Worth Camera Club, and the National Who’s
Who. Before Bill’s death in 1992, the couple
enjoyed spending their retirement traveling
the country in their motor home, backpacking, snow skiing, camping, and hiking. Survivors include a daughter and a son-in-law,
a son and a daughter-in-law, seven grandchildren, and a great-granddaughter.

>> SAVE THE DATE
’49 Josette Stanciu Boggeln died June 10,
2010.

ALUMNI FOX DAY —
APRIL 14, 2011

’50 Kendrick E. Fenderson died December
28, 2009.

Capture the spirit by
joining fellow alumni
around the world in
celebration of this
beloved Rollins tradition. Regional chapters
will be making plans
for local gatherings
across the country.

’50 Henry R. Gooch died February 6, 2010.
In addition to his studies at Rollins, Henry
attended United States Military Academy at
West Point, received master’s degrees from
Yale Divinity School and the University of

L E T T E R S TO T H E E D I TO R
I was delighted
with the Spring
2010 magazine and
especially thrilled
to see the photo of me among the 20
girls on “Operation Songlift, 1952”
(I’m the one at the top of the stairs
wearing a sweater with a piano keyboard across the top—a music
major). What great memories that trip
has for me. Great work on the magazine, walking through Rollins pathways and experiences through all the
years gone by.
—Sallie Rubinstein ’56

I saw in the Spring volume that Dr. Wayne Hales had died. Dr.
Hales was my academic adviser, and one of the professors that I
respected the most. I’ll never forget how he’d pack his pipe in a
methodical process that generally took the entire length of his
lecture, often only getting lit as we walked out the door. I’ll never
forget his button-down cardigans. I’ll never forget how he met
with me during one of my first adviser consults and looked me in
the eye and said, “Never let college get in the way of your
learning.” I’ll never forget how he’d challenge us to debate one
point of view during an economics lesson and then systematically
peel it apart, and then encourage us to take the other point of
view, which he would also summarily trash. He had a keen
intellect and a quick wit, and enjoyed the crucible that the
classroom provided for distilling ideas into sound conclusions.
Dr. Hales was a brilliant man. He greatly impacted my life, and
I’m grateful for his commitment to the learning process, and for
his friendship.
—John R. Morgan ’84 ’88MBA

As an alumnus of the Class
of 1952, I regularly read
Rollins Magazine. In viewing “A Rollins Perspective:
Part II” in the Spring 2010
issue, I gave particular
attention to my years of
attendance. The item in
1949 contains an understatement—“last football
team.” How did that happen? The prior statement
refers to Paul Wagner succeeding Hamilton Holt as
president. Is there a connection? Yes, indeed. To
help with the Rollins operating budget, President Wagner negotiated the cessation of intercollegiate football. “Negotiation” is the
operative word, because there was enormous resistance from
trustees, faculty, and students. But President Wagner prevailed.
Unfortunately, that may have led him to assume that, in a similar
manner, he could review the budget problems to see where additional savings could be achieved. He settled on reducing the number
of faculty. That attempt was his undoing, because trustees, faculty,
and students were opposed. So he was dismissed. However, in
thinking about the scope of history, I think it is fair to say that he left
an enduring legacy; he unburdened the budgetary disaster that
intercollegiate football had created for a small liberal arts college.

REUNION 201 1
March 25-27

—Norbett L. Mintz ’52
EDITOR’S NOTE: Your feedback to Rollins Magazine and its articles
is important to us as we strive to keep you connected to your alma
mater and fellow alumni. To voice your comments on the
magazine and its articles, please visit the new Rollins Magazine
online at Rollins.edu/magazine and click on “Talk to Us.”
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WE HEAR YOU!
Survey Results Reveal Ways to Increase Alumni Engagement

In order to ensure future alumni programming meets the needs of our alumni, Rollins conducted an
online survey of a group of randomly selected alumni in July. Of those polled, 1,155 alumni (or 18%)
responded with information that will help drive alumni communication and programming as the Alumni
Association implements its three-year Strategic Plan.
The survey results show that 94% of alumni are satisfied
overall with the experience they had as students and 87%
have positive overall feelings about the College today. Most

OF ALUMNI
ARE
SATISFIED
OVERALL
WITH THE
EXPERIENCE
THEY HAD
AS STUDENTS

alumni say they receive about the right amount of material
about resources, services, and benefits available to them, but
there is strong interest in receiving more information in these
areas, as well as communication about local events and
other ways to stay involved. This was especially true of
younger alumni, defined as alumni under 35.

Florida, and was an ordained minister. He
taught at Santa Fe Community College
(now Santa Fe College) in Gainesville, FL
and was an avid tennis player. Henry is survived by his wife of 23 years, Connie, two
daughters and sons-in-law, a son, and six
grandchildren.
’50 Harry Hancock P’86 died at his home
May 10, 2010. Before attending Rollins, Harry
served the United States Army Air Corps as
a navigator-radar operator, flying 35 combat missions to Japan. As a student, he was
a talented athlete, lettering in baseball, basketball, and football, and was later inducted
into the Rollins College Sports Hall of Fame.
After college, he played fast-pitch softball
for the Blackburn Brothers, Clearwater
Bombers, Zollner Pistons, and Standard Oil,
and won many championships. Harry went
on to organize and coach the Junior Miss
Softball League from 1972-76. He enjoyed
looking after his plants and citrus grove.
Survivors include his wife Mary, three
daughters including Molly Hancock Rodnite
’86, a son, two sons-in-law, a daughter-inlaw, eight grandchildren, and a brother.
’50 A successful builder in Winter Park,
Richard J. Meifert died May 30, 2010.
Richard is survived by his wife Jane, two
sons, a daughter-in-law, two grandchildren,
a great-grandson, a sister, and a nephew.

While Rollins Magazine is a prime source of information
about the College for 88% of alumni overall, 73% say they
also get

news and information from e-mail or e-mail
newsletters from Rollins. Not surprisingly, social
media and contact with peers are the most important sources of information for younger alumni.
Alumni, overall, are satisfied with the College’s
ability to keep them informed about campus news

’51 United States Veteran Robert L.
“Robby” Robinson died June 26, 2010.
After being blinded in combat, Robby
earned a bachelor’s degree at Rollins and a
master’s degree at Tulane University. He
worked as a research associate for the
American Foundation for the Blind in New
York. He was a hero to his six surviving
grandchildren, who called him “The Grandfather.” Other survivors include his wife of
59 years, Nancy, a daughter, two sons, and
a sister.
’51 Walter R. Roose, Jr. died in September
2008. He served the United States Marine
Corps for just two days until being badly
wounded in 1945. Following graduation,
Walter received a Carnegie Fellowship in
teaching at Peabody and Vanderbilt Universities and went on to a successful career
as a reference librarian. He is survived by his
wife, Virginia Giguere Roose ’48, five children, eight grandchildren, five nieces and
nephews, and a sister.

and what’s happening at Rollins, but would like
more opportunities to connect, namely through
socializing or networking, participating in careerfocused activities, and volunteering for Rollins in
some capacity. Other areas we will want to focus
on to better address alumni interests include
providing more access to online resources, offering

’52 Edward Burney, Jr. died December 12,
2009. Survivors include his wife, Barbara,
two daughters, and a sister.

events with an intellectual focus, and emphasizing
job and career services for alumni.
Thank you to the alumni who provided this
important feedback. Please stay tuned for more
survey results and how your Alumni Association is
responding to what you have said.
—Sharon Carrier, Associate Vice President
for Alumni Relations
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’52 Walter J. “Walt” Searson, 83, died February 26, 2010 after a long battle with cancer. He served in the United States Army
during The Korean Conflict and had a successful career as a real estate appraiser for
35 years. Walter enjoyed playing bridge,
golfing, and listening to jazz music, and
was an automobile enthusiast. He is survived by his wife, Carol Smith Searson ’51,
two daughters, two grandchildren, and a
brother- and a sister-in-law.

’52 Richard B. Sydnor, Jr. died February 9,
2010. As a student, Richard was affiliated
with Sigma Nu fraternity. He received a fellowship for graduate study at Emory University and served the United States Army
Air Corps during World War II for approximately three years before being sent to
India. Richard was the last sergeant major
at the India-Burma Theater headquarters,
was a member of the group that founded
the Space Coast Association of Realtors,
and owned Brevard Builders, Inc. and
Sherwood Realty Corporation. He was an
original investor in the Central Brevard National Bank, now SunTrust, and worked as
a local director for 33 years, as well as a
developer of industrial and residential subdivisions such as New Found Harbor and
Sea Gate in Brevard County. Richard
served on the Governing Board of
Trustees of Wuesthoff Memorial Hospital
for 13 years, helped establish the international conservation organization Central
Brevard Chapter of Ducks Unlimited, and
was founding director and president of
Cocoa Village Playhouse. He was a life
member of Benevolent and Protective
Order of Elks, Veterans of Foreign Wars,
American Legion, and the China-BurmaIndia Veteran Association. Richard was
predeceased by his wife, Boodie Westerman Sydnor ’54, and is survived by a son
and a grandson.
’52 Robert W. “Bob” Kendrick died June
19, 2010 of cancer. He is survived by his
wife of 62 years, Jean, two daughters and
sons-in-law, many grandchildren and
great-grandchildren, and a sister. Robert
attended Rollins on a basketball scholarship and then joined the Army Air Corps to
serve his country. He went on to Emory
University and later enrolled at the University of Florida, where he received a degree
in microbiology and bacteriology. He
worked in the citrus industry and in 1970
moved to Ocala, where he owned Bob’s
Butcher Block. Robert also enjoyed a
career as an optician.
’53 Dean Doran died February 9, 2010.
The day after he graduated from Rollins,
Dean and Takayo Tsubouchi Fischer ’55
were married in the Knowles Memorial
Chapel, which had special meaning as
Dean’s father had played a role in the
Chapel’s design when he worked for the
architectural firm Cram and Ferguson.
Dean is survived by a daughter.
’55 William L. “Bill” Cary, 77, died July 16,
2010. An exceptional athlete at Westbrook
High School in Maine, Bill led the baseball
team to the 1951 State Championship as
pitcher and was a key contributor in the
basketball team’s 1951 State Championship. At Rollins, he led the baseball team
to the NCAA Championship game against
Michigan State, and was later named to
the All-American Second Team. Bill was
triumphant in all three games he pitched
in the Pan America games. He was inducted into the Rollins College Sports Hall
of Fame in 1980 and the Maine Baseball
Hall of Fall in 1991. Following graduation
from Rollins, Bill married Gail Donaldson,

who died in 2002. The couple raised their
family in Pasadena, CA, after living in the
Canal Zone while Bill was stationed with
the United States Army for two years. Bill
obtained a master’s in education and secondary school administration from California State University, worked as a high
school teacher and coach at Pasadena
High School, and coached Little League
teams. He enjoyed tennis, golf, and traveling and will be remembered as a loyal,
compassionate, fun-loving man. In 2005,
he married Sharon Mayo, who is blessed
with many special memories of their time
together that she will cherish forever.
Other survivors include one son, two
daughters, two granddaughters, an aunt,
two cousins, and many friends. Contributions may be in memory of Bill to
Rollins College Gift Lockbox, The Rollins
Fund: Athletics in Memory of William
Leland Cary, P.O. Box 864168, Orlando,
FL 32886-4168.
’55 Deborah Bisfel O’Brien died in March
2009.
’56 Kathleen Elrod died November 30,
2008.
’57 Eugene T. “Skip” Conley, Jr. died April
18, 2010. After 30 years of teaching in the
Massachusetts School System, Skip retired
and split his time between his homes in
Palma De Mallorca, Spain and Largo, FL.
’57 Erma Pickel Obermayr, 74, died April 1,
2010 after a five-year battle with cancer.
Erma was active in the Pompano Beach
Exchangettes, Elks Club, and Beech Mt.
Club in North Carolina. She was a devoted
wife and mother and managed the family
dental practice. Later in life, Erma followed
her passion for art and obtained a commercial art degree from the Art Institute of
Ft. Lauderdale. Survivors include her second husband of eight years, Bill James,
three daughters and sons-in-law, six
grandchildren, a brother, and two stepchildren.

’58 Eugene F. Langer P’76 died May 22,
2010. He was predeceased by his wife Jo
Anne and is survived by a son and
daughter-in-law, a daughter and son-inlaw, and grandchildren.
’58 Nancy Neier Patterson died April 2,
2010. Following graduation from Rollins,
Nancy obtained a master’s in special education and went on to teach special-needs
children for 27 years. She retired from
Lake Mary High School in 1997. Nancy enjoyed archeology, fossil hunting, early
Florida history, model railroading, and was
an accomplished musician, pianist, and
singer. She was a past member of the Central Florida Anthropological Society and a
member of the Florida Fossil Hunters, Orlando N-Scale Club, Jefferson Davis Chapter of the Daughters of the Confederacy,
the American Indian Association, and the
Sound of Sunshine International barbershop chorus for more than 20 years. She is
survived by two daughters, a son, two
grandchildren, four sisters, a brother, and
good friends.
’60 Bryce C. Hekma died October 31,
2003. She was a beloved wife, mother, and
grandmother and will be deeply missed by
her family and friends.
’60 Peter B. O’Brien P’85 died March 3,
2010. He is survived by his wife and classmate Gayle Van Deusen, daughter Kerrie
O’Brien Ballentine ’85, and family.
’60 Fred L. Wolking died March 20, 2010
at the age of 70. After retiring from the
United States Navy and Dominion Power
following a 24-year career, Fred was active
in the Veterans of Foreign Wars, Health
Physics Society, and United Methodist
Church of Richmond, VA. He was preceded
in death by his parents and a sister and is
survived by his wife of 49 years, Patricia,
three daughters and sons-in-law, a son,
eleven grandchildren, four great-grandchildren, two sisters, and four brothers.
’64 James J. Seider died April 1, 2009.

’57 Kenneth R. Pahel, 75, professor emeritus of philosophy at Knox College, died
July 18, 2010. Kenneth earned master’s and
doctorate degrees in philosophy at the
University of Illinois and began his teaching career at Rollins and Southern
Methodist University. From 1967 to 1999,
he taught at Knox College, including three
terms as chair of the philosophy department. Kenneth was a visiting professor at
St. Clare’s Hall, an International Baccalaureate school in Oxford, England, from 1975
to 1976. He also taught medical ethics at
Rush University in Chicago during an adjunct appointment from 1980 to 1985. Kenneth’s published works include Readings
in Contemporary Ethical Theory and several scholarly journals. He is survived by
his wife, Geraldine, a son, a daughter, and
three grandchildren.
’57 Richard R. “Dick” Williams died in
Orlando June 9, 1930. See memorial
tribute p. 73.
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’65 Alvin J. “Al” Levy ’75MBA died in August 2010. A graduate of Rollins and The
Johns Hopkins University, Al served in the
United States Navy and was selected for
Officers Candidate School, where he was
the electronics officer on a PSV aircraft
squadron charged with ensuring all equipment was properly functioning as the
squadron tracked Russian submarines
during the “Cold War.” He led Temple Israel as president and was a life member of
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers. Al and his family resided in
Paris for two years while he was employed
by Martin Marietta Corporation as a representative with French defense contractor
Thomson CSF. During his time with the
Corporation, he received a patent for an
angle filter for use in an infrared optical
system restricting the range of light and
operative as a “cold shield” on missiles. Al
went on to teach computer science
courses at Valencia and Seminole Community Colleges, now state colleges, and

>> THANKS,
RAN VOLUNTEERS!
Thanks to the following Rollins Alumni Network (RAN) alumni and parent volunteers who
are helping recruit future Rollins students in
their home cities:

ATLANTA

CINCINNATI

AlyssaWilliamson '06,
Team Lead
Thomas Alexander '09
Jack Alexander
Chris Allen '98
Lisa Baldwin '78 '80MBA
Steve Bence '94 '96MBA
Bill Blass '91
Amy Brady '87
Jennifer Cannady '85
Debbie Childree
Carroll Coplin
Jackie Costello '01
Carri Cottengim '97
Lorrie Crawford '92
Val Daniel '80
Michael Davino '77
Jeanie Delano '67
Greg Derderian '80
Patrick Emmet '88 '92MBA
Kristina Fuller '05
Ron Garretson '06
Roger Hammond '64
Christine Harper '99
Julia Jacobs
William Jones
Connie Jones
Kristen Kantor '92
Kimberly King '06
Melissa Kontaridis '95
Bob Korsan '77
Bryan Lavine '74
Scott Leonard '97
Sarah Meno '04
Sandra Moon Stumpff '81
Nicole Nielsen '06 '07MBA
Gail Noren
Val Phillips
Matthew Pistone '97
Jacob Potter '05
Raanan Pritzker '95
'98MBA
Carly Rothman '06
Natalee Schmook '05
'06MBA
Mindy Smith '80
Katherine Taliaferro '08
Rachel Turner '02
Lollie Wahl '02
Jo Wellman '93

Julie Brockhoff '84,
Team Lead
Danielle D'Addesa '99
Alan English '06
Andrea Glassmeyer '01
Fred Johnson '99
Adair Kornman '78
Taylor Metcalfe '72
Charlie Oh '94
Lee Phillips '87
Michael Savage '91
John Steele '75
Melissa Veith '03
Mike Veith '01 '03MBA
Kurt Wells '95

CHICAGO
Dene Hillinger '85,
Team Lead
Lauren Alexander '02
Andrew Boudreau '03
Emy Cardoza '06
Diana Chrissis '83
Benjamin Cirrincione '03
Tom Concannon '05
Claire Holland '05
Amanda Inskeep '03
Adelle Ishac '05
Kellee Johnson '90
John Josephitis
Marie Josephitis
Jake Karstens '02
Robert Krasnow
David Largey '82
Nikki Lazzaretto '98
Jennifer Marshall '97
Laurel Mason '08
Mike McDonald '81
John Myers '94 '96MBA
Dean Paul '71
Charles Race '75
Julie Roth '60
Ashley Tillman '05
James Varnum
Amy Wolf '86
Kellee Johnson '90
Donna Yankala
Peter Yankala

DALLAS
Jennifer Jordan '07,
Team Lead
Victor Angustia '91
Lisa Bartling
John Bartling
Courtney Case '01
Anne Crews '75
Karen Doleac '05
Chris Domijan '78 '80MBA
Seth Elbaum '07
Nettie Harper '78
John Henry '88 '90MBA
Blake Lanford '01
Tony LeVecchio '68
'69MBA
Edwin Melendez '97
Arjola Miruku Hoffman '08
Skip Moran '92
Sally Pietsch '79
Gretchen Pollom '93
Eric Vergati '07
Niels Vernegaard '78
Marjorie Wages '00

DENVER
Andrea Ehresman '99
'02MBA, Team Lead
Amanda Callahan '06,
Team Lead
Bob Balink '64 '66MBA
Dave Candee '75
Karen D'Ambrosio '71
Jill Doty
Christopher Dubos '03
Heather Gantenbein '02
Beckham Gazzo '90
Robert Hoyer
David Lord '69 '71MBA
Angela McAllister '97
Kristie Mecca '94
William Morris '05
Tim Orwick '67
Michael Pacheco
Bill Peisner '86
Meghan Pierce '87
Amanda Rutherford '95
Lauren Schrensky '97
John Wolforth '91
Daniel Zietlow '10

MINNEAPOLIS
Mary Jayne Crocker
Team Lead
Robyn Birkeland '96
Peter Fitzgerald '02
Larry Goode '72
Bruce Homan
Bill MacLean '76
Debra Nilson
John Ordway '06

Atlanta RAN Volunteers at the Fall 2010
Kick-off: (l-r, front row): Mike Davino,
Raanan Pritzker, Roger Hammond, Patrick
Emmet, Chris Allen; (back row): Kristina
Fuller, Mindy Smith, Alyssa Williamson,
Carly Rothman, Ron Garretson, Jack
Alexander, Jo Wellman, Jennifer Cannady
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MAN OF WISDOM

EDWARD A. MOSES, 1942-2010
Following are excerpts from a tribute made at Ed Moses’
memorial service by Dean of the Crummer Graduate
School of Business Craig McAllaster, March 2010.

Accelerated MBA programs. He was instrumental in the expansion of
Crummer Hall in 1999. It was during his tenure that the school was
first ranked by both Forbes and U.S. News & World Report magazines as
one of the top business schools in the nation.

THE LEGACY OF A MAN is based on the entirety of his life,
and by any measure Ed Moses’ legacy was huge.
Ed joined the Crummer Graduate School of Business in September 1989, serving as dean, professor
of finance, and director of the Executive MBA program.
He also was named Bank of America Professor of

Ed took Crummer to the next level during his deanship. Early in his
tenure when Crummer was experiencing a decline in full-time students,
he led the faculty to a solution. Within one year, the Early Advantage
MBA and Accelerated MBA programs were created, approved, and
enrolled. I don’t know of many academic organizations that can respond
like that, but under Ed’s leadership it was in the bag.

Finance, recognizing his excellence in teaching,
research, and service.

The Bush Executive Center is another important part of his legacy. He
knew that in order to grow we needed more space, so he worked very

In all of his roles at Rollins, Ed showed a consistent and enduring
love for teaching through his interactions with students and alumni.

hard to bring the Bush Executive Center online in 1999. We would never
be where we are today without that important addition to Crummer Hall.

More than 60 percent of all Crummer alumni graduated while he
worked at the school.

When Ed stepped down as dean, the school did a special edition of
the alumni newsletter entitled “The Wisdom of Moses.” How true!

Ed was a consummate schmoozer—a “people person” on steroids. I
first met Ed in 1994, when, as the new dean at Crummer, he hired me to
run the Executive MBA program. I remember him sticking his hand out
and saying “How ya doing!” Friendship was just Ed—you could not meet
this man and spend any time with him and not feel his sincerity.

The Crummer family will miss his smiling face, his Southern hospitality,
his sayings like “mother finance,” and his unwavering commitment to
our students. His dedication to Crummer—students, staff members,
faculty, community partners—remains unmatched. Ed saw the best in
everyone and helped make all our lives better.

He was the best dean I ever worked for. What I respected most about
him was his expectation of excellence. He let you do your job, but was
always there when you needed him.
As dean, Ed established both the Early Advantage MBA and the

The family has established a scholarship in honor of Ed Moses
for students at the Crummer School. To make a donation, go to
rollins.edu/crummer/alumni/onlinedonation.

THE COLORFUL ECONOMIST

WAYNE D. HALES, 1929-2010
LONGTIME PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS and former

store, Hales Toyland, which expanded into a second store. They closed the

associate dean of the Crummer School of Business Wayne

stores in 1964 and Wayne went into the family construction business with his

Hales died on March 16, 2010 at age 81.

dad for a time before deciding he wanted to pursue higher education. In 1965,

Wayne taught “The Dismal Science,” but his life was

Wayne entered Oklahoma State University, where he earned his BA magna

anything but dismal. He was born in Oklahoma City on

cum laude in two-and-a-half years. He continued his education there,

the eve of the Great Depression, February 4, 1929. His

receiving his MS in economics in 1971 and, two years later, completing

mother was a bookkeeper and seamstress who followed

his PhD while simultaneously teaching at Rollins.

jobs to Montana, Oregon, Texas, and back to Oklahoma

“It was at Rollins, in a career spanning almost 40 years, that my dad

during those difficult years. Wayne enlisted in the U.S.

was the happiest he had ever been,” Steven recalled. “Dad was at his best

Army in 1946 and, as a member of the 71st Signal Corps,

in the classroom, with a quick wit and teaching style that made his classes

was part of the occupation force in postwar Japan. There,

memorable. He and my mother made a life that revolved around friends

he became smitten by art and architecture and learned

and the College. The elements of happiness, friends, and a job he loved

to appreciate the melding of cultures when he saw the Frank Lloyd Wright-

intersected in a wonderful way.”
Wayne was a man of diverse interests and talents whose love of life

designed Imperial Hotel in Tokyo and the Imperial Palace in Beijing.
After the war, Wayne went to work for an oil and gas exploration

remained undimmed even in his later years. He loved unique cars and was a

company in Texas, where he met his future wife, Joy Wofford, “with whom

crack mechanic. He and Joy opened an antique store in the early ‘90s. “Once

he exchanged a flurry of letters—his always beginning with ‘My Dearest Joy,’

again, they were collaborators in retail, partners in the pursuit of beauty and,

wrote his son, Steven, in a memorial dedication to his father. “This associ-

best of all, a bargain,” commented Steven.

ation with the Democratic Wofford clan began a conversion from naïve

It was a crushing blow when Joy died in 2009, but Wayne rallied. As

conservative to caring liberal which would inform the rest of his life,” Steven

Steven noted, “In his final year, Dad traveled to San Diego, Oklahoma City,

noted with amusement.

Washington, DC, South Carolina, and Philadelphia, and he was planning a

Wayne’s understanding of economics was not originally academic, rather

trip to Europe. He was going to sell his his Cobra and buy a Lotus. We worked

practical and diverse. The couple went to live in Oklahoma City, where Wayne

out daily and played golf every Tuesday. And he kept to a vigorous social

engaged in varied employment in the early 1950s—television cameraman,

schedule. ‘Growing old is not for wimps,’ he once said.”
Wayne will be remembered fondly by the Rollins community for the

lighting director, and union organizer. The latter activities got him banished to
Alabama for two years by the parent company. He and Joy later opened a toy
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colorful way in which he lived his career and his life.—Bobby Davis ’82
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EXTRAORDINARY ATHLETE AND ALUMNUS

RICHARD “DICK” WILLIAMS ’57, 1930-2010
A LIFELONG RESIDENT OF CENTRAL FLORIDA, Dick Williams died

physical education from the University

August 6, 2010. Throughout his life, Dick excelled at everything he

of Florida, Dick launched a career

did and made public service his central mission. According to his

teaching history and coaching football

family, “All who knew him remember him as an inspiration and a

and track for Central Florida high

Christian man with a positive outlook, who lived his faith in word

schools. In 1966, he was named “Track

and deed. His friends and neighbors referred to him as a ‘gentleman,’

Coach of the Year” after leading the Seminole High School track team

who never had an unkind word to say about anyone.”

to the school’s first-ever state championship in any sport.

Dick graduated from Winter Park High School in 1948, where he

Dick left teaching to serve on the Seminole County Commission

was an All-Conference quarterback and also lettered in baseball and

from 1972-80. He advocated careful urban planning at a time of

basketball. He was named to the Winter Park High School Sports Hall

tremendous population growth and led the adoption of the County’s

of Fame in 1997. Dick enrolled in Rollins College in 1950, but left that

Comprehensive Land Use Plan. In 1980, he established Dick Williams

same year to join the U.S. Air Force Air Reconnaissance Unit,

Homes in Longwood, which several times won a Parade of Homes

serving in the Korean War. He returned to the College in 1954, join-

Award from the Home Builders Association of Central Florida.

ing the X-Club and playing baseball under the late Joe Justice. “Joe

Dick spent much of his free time giving back to the community.

and baseball. That’s where my love lies for the school,” he once said.

He served on the Board of the Seminole County Chapter of the Sal-

It was at Rollins that Dick met the love of his life, Lamar Harper

vation Army, was a member of the Jaycees, and in later years worked

Wisley Williams ’56, whom he married after her graduation. The

with Fresh Start Ministries of Orlando. On behalf of Rollins, he served

Williamses were truly a legacy family: Lamar’s mother, Carrie A.

on the Alumni Board (1997-1999), acted as a Rollins Fund Class

Lamar Harper ’15, attended Rollins (a scholarship in her memory

Agent (1992), and worked on the Alumni Sports Hall of Fame

was established by Lamar to support female athletes), as did Dick

Committee and the Tar Booster Executive Committee. He is also a

and Lamar’s granddaughter, Sarah Gillio ’06.

former commissioner of the Rollins Baseball Alumni Association.

After earning a BA in humanities from Rollins and an MA in

HUMBLE EDUCATOR, COACH, AND MENTOR

HARRY MEISEL, 1922-2010
FOR MORE THAN 30 YEARS, Rollins students watched Harry Meisel

duced many swimmers who went

guard his beloved Alfond Pool like a hawk—most of them not know-

on to compete at the college level.

ing he was one of Central Florida’s most distinguished swimming

Meisel was instrumental in

coaches. Meisel, who taught Central Florida-area youngsters how to

the building of Alfond Pool. “Break-

swim for five decades, died June 25, 2010 at 87.

ing ground for the pool provided

Jilen Siroky Bouwer was only 5 when she started swimming

ROLLINS...
COMING SOON
TO A LOCATION
NEAR YOU

>> THE ROLLINS
ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION is in
the process of
launching regional
chapters across
the nation! Meet
area alumni, network with peers,
attend events year
round, and reconnect with friends in
Atlanta, Boston,
Central Florida,
Colorado, Dallas,
Los Angeles, New
York, San Francisco, South
Florida, Tampa Bay,
and Washington,
DC. Contact the
Office of Alumni
Relations to learn
how to get involved.
alumni@rollins.edu
800-799-ALUM

this ‘Renaissance man’ a stage to

for Coach Meisel at the Rollins pool. “Even though I was young, he

develop the isokinetic swim bench and revolutionize dry-land train-

saw how much I loved swimming. My career started when he said,

ing for swimming,” said Meisel’s son Kevin. “He took great pride in

‘Yes—get in the water and try to keep up.’ Bouwer went on to swim

the pool’s role as a daily congregating point for students. Rollins

for the 1996 U.S. Olympic team.

provided my dad a great place to work with learners of all ages and

Susie Cochrane Aspinwall ’65 entrusted her three children,

to help kids pursue Olympic dreams. He instilled in people the value

now in their 40s, to Meisel when they were 6. All went on to win col-

of “Pete and Repeat”—and he did it daily and unselfishly, whether it

lege swimming scholarships.

was in the classroom or on the pool deck.”

Meisel was born December 6, 1922 in Stamford, CT. He served

Working with children was what he loved most. Friend Tina

in the U.S. Army during World War II and afterward attended

Bojanowski said, “My children and I have many fond memories of

Stetson University on the G.I. Bill. Meisel and his wife of more than

Harry. There was no slacking in Harry’s pool. If a child complained

60 years, Jeanette, raised five children, daughters Karen ’74, Mary,

that there was something green in the bottom of the pool, Harry

and Teresa, and sons Steve and Kevin ’82.

would say, ‘Put your goggles on and keep swimming.’ He expected

Meisel began his career teaching high school biology in Or-

the best from his kids and they gave it to him. He taught the kids

lando in 1950. The sports enthusiast also coached football, basket-

that they had a job to do and not to let the little things get in the way

ball, tennis, tumbling, and swimming. Although his only formal

of that. He didn’t just coach; he taught life lessons. He coached not

training in swimming was in a YMCA program while in high school,

for the winning, or to show that he was a good coach, but for the

he led swimmers to 20 state swim championships.

kids to achieve their best.”—Bobby Davis ’82

REUNION 201 1
March 25-27

In 1963, Meisel joined the Rollins faculty, teaching physical education and serving as aquatics director until his retirement in 1997. In
1972, he formed the Blue Dolfins, a swim club for area youth that pro-

To read a more in-depth tribute to Harry Meisel, go to
Rollins.edu/magazine/stories/Meisel2.html.
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later instructed math courses at Rollins. Survivors include his wife, Rosaline, three sons,
a daughter, and ten grandchildren.

“IF IT WERE NOT FOR ROLLINS, I MAY HAVE
NEVER GONE TO COLLEGE.”

’65 As reported in the last issue of Rollins
Magazine, Mary Hambley Reedy lost a long
battle with cancer August 8, 2008. Mary
was a skilled electron microscopist and a
cell research associate who provided much
knowledge of the current structure and
function of muscle. In addition to her bachelor’s from Rollins, Mary obtained a master’s
in biology from Georgetown University in
1967. She went on to pursue a brief career in
marine biology at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill and later joined the
laboratory of the late James David Robertson at Duke University Medical Center in
1968, where she remained for the rest of her
life and career. There, she became proficient
in electron microscopy and electron microscopy of membranes. In 1973, she wed Dr.
Michael Reedy and gave birth to their son
Carter one year later. In 1977, Mary relocated
from Robertson’s lab to Reedy lab and began
her thriving profession in muscle microscopy.
She was well respected in the muscle arena
and had the milestones of her career recounted in the Journal of Muscle Research
and Cell Motility in an article authored by Dr.
Ken Taylor of Florida State University.

AMANDA HOPKINS ’03

“MY YOUTH WAS A DIFFICULT TIME FOR ME.
Because my family moved a lot and I had some
early learning disabilities, I had a difficult time
with academics. In fact, it took me until high
school for any academic potential to emerge—
too late for most college admissions procedures.
Fortunately, I had some musical talent and had
a pipe dream of becoming a concert pianist.
I wanted to attend the Rollins Music Conservatory, but was worried about the costs. With the
encouragement of my high school music
teacher and my mother, I applied. To my
delight, I was offered a music scholarship at
Rollins and eagerly began my collegiate
experiences at Rollins in the fall of 1959.
“As Benjamin Disraeli once said, ‘What
we anticipate seldom occurs, but what we least
expect generally happens.’ Such was my academic fortune at Rollins. During my freshman
year, I struggled with Sight Singing and Dictation,
an essential music course, but easily consumed
biology. This experience forced me to take a

Jerry Franklin Green, Ph.D., ’63
Professor Emeritus
University of California School of Medicine, Davis
jfgreen@ucdavis.edu; jerry@jfg.org

cold, hard look at where I was going in life. By
the end of my freshman year, I became a biology major, thus losing my music scholarship. Rollins was
understanding and gave me a work-study job in the library, but that was not enough. Fortunately, I found
part-time and summer employment at Orange Memorial Hospital, where I was trained as a surgical scrub

’67 John W. McIntosh ’69MBA died unexpectedly April 29, 2010. He was an avid outdoorsman and will be remembered as a
loyal, kind, and generous friend. John is survived by his twin, a brother, a sister, and his
two Labradors.
’03 Noel Christian Smith, 29, passed away
on October 10, 2010 in Springdale, AK following a two-year battle with brain cancer.
A memorial tribute will appear in the Spring
2011 issue of Rollins Magazine.

FACULTY

technician—an ideal choice because I thought I was heading for a career as a physician. But my academic
path turned once again when I was introduced to physiology through a cardiovascular research program.
“I graduated from Rollins in the spring of 1963 with B.S. and B.A. degrees. At the beginning of my
senior year, I realized I only had two courses to complete for my B.S. degree, so rather than ‘waste time’
on the tennis courts, I added a psychology major in order to also earn a B.A. degree. If I could do it over,
I would have majored in tennis my senior year!
“From Rollins I entered the graduate program in cardiovascular-pulmonary physiology at The Johns
Hopkins University. With my Hopkins Ph.D. attached to my two Rollins degrees, I joined the faculty at
the University of California School of Medicine at Davis, where I spent the next 30 years teaching and
doing mostly pulmonary research—the whole ‘publish or perish’ thing. Upon retiring, I moved to my
hometown of Baltimore, Maryland, where I now spend time where I left off my freshman year: playing
the piano and composing music.
“To give back to Rollins, an institution that had such an
indelible impact on my life, I have included the College in my estate
plans. I hope to make possible, in some small way, a Rollins education
to future students who because of difficult childhood experiences may
find such a path difficult or impossible.”

FOR INFORMATION ON MAKING A PLANNED GIFT TO ROLLINS, CONTACT AMANDA HOPKINS ’03 AT
THE OFFICE OF PLANNED GIVING AT 407-646-2124.
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Kenneth “Ken” Hillier, 87, adjunct waterski
coach, died September 11, 2010 in
Gainesville, FL. Ken had a career with the
United States Air Force, achieving the rank
of warrant officer. He founded Ken Hillier
Realty and was a member of the OrlandoWinter Park Board of Realtors. In 1957, Ken
also founded Ski World of Orlando and KenFlite Marine, where he built custom outboard runabout boats and slalom water skis
and binders used by national, master, and
world champions. He was active in the
American Water Ski Association, now USA
Water Ski, as a contestant and judge, attaining the highest ranking of senior judge,
and was the assistant chief judge at the US
National Championships. Ken taught youth
waterski at summer camps in upstate New
York and helped establish the Orlando and
Winter Park Water Ski Clubs. He was also a
member of the Orlando Citrus Club, a participant in the Orlando-Winter Park Snow
Ski Club, and enjoyed world travel and performing arts. Survivors include his wife, Dottie, a son, two grandchildren, and a brother.
Harry Meisel, 87, who served Rollins as swim
coach and director of the Alfond Pool for
more than 30 years, died of cancer June 25,
2010. See memorial tribute p. 73.

R O L L I N S W O R L D T R AV E L E R S

An adventure back in time:

EGYPT & THE ETERNAL NILE
For 17 days in October, Rollins alumni and
friends traveled back in time to days when Pharaohs
ruled and some of the world’s earliest great civilizations
arose. Days were spent discovering Egypt’s architecturally perfect pyramids, vast temples, and ancient
treasures preserved for thousands of years.
Guided by an expert Egyptologist, the Rollins
adventurers began their journey through antiquity in
Cairo, the city that never sleeps. The group then
crossed a corner of the Sahara to arrive at the iconic
temple of Abu Simbel and boarded a ship for a relaxing cruise on Lake Nasser. After disembarking in the
desert lands of Aswan, they boarded another ship to
begin a voyage down the Nile that revealed the thousands of years of history
that had unfolded along the river’s banks. Arriving in Luxor, the travelers
explored Egypt’s living museum before concluding their trip in the

ROLLINS TRAVELERS AT NEW KALABSHA | Front Row L-R: Assistant Director of Alumni Programs
Elaine Liles, Mary Ann Trimble Nigels ’64, Tricia Wurts P’92, Ann Hair, Jeanne Rogers Tauscher ’56
P’82, Dianne Tauscher Rice ’61 P’91, Tina Gibbons ’77 ’78MBA ’93MAT, Pam Nalley, Nancy Abelt
Randolph ’66, Guide Doaa Fouad, Barbara Rieve P’01, and Didi Michelson Kirtley ’70
Back Row L-R: Ryan Liles ’09MBA, Bill Clark ’82, Cindy Jewett, Rebecca Rieve ’01MLS, Don Tauscher
’55 P’82, Hugh Kirtley, Bob Kaveny ’83, Elliott Randolph ’65, and Ted Rieve P’01

Mediterranean port of Alexandria.
“There were so many memorable moments on this journey,” said Elaine
Liles, assistant director of alumni programs. “From standing next to the towering Great Pyramid trying to solve the architectural mystery to feeling
dwarfed by the massive statues of Ramses II at Abu Simbel…from being
awestruck by the color and detail of paintings inscribed on the walls of the
tombs in the Valley of the Kings to touring the backstreets of Luxor by horse
and carriage…from visiting with an Egyptian woman who graciously opened
her home to bartering in the bazaars where craft skills have been passed
down for generations…from performing a play surrounded by soaring
columns in the Temple of Isis to caravanning across desert sands on camels.
Our Egyptian excursion conjured up images of a rich and fascinating history,
and created memories that will last a lifetime.”

Pam Nalley and Rebecca Rieve ’01MLS take a donkey
cart ride along the banks of Lake Nasser.
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Tricia Wurts P’92 and Bill Clark ’82 take a
carriage ride through Luxor.

Feluccas sailing at dusk on the Nile
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Tina Gibbons ’77 ’78MBA ’93MAT, Dianne Tauscher
Rice ’61 P’91, Nancy Abelt Randolph ’66, and Elliott
Randolph ’65 dance in the Temple of Isis as the
group performs a play about the Egyptian gods.

Y O U R G AT E WAY T O T H E W O R L D

MOROCCAN
DISCOVERY:
From the Imperial Cities to
the Sahara
April 23 - May 6, 2011
Faculty Host:
Gary Williams, Professor
Emeritus of History

COSTA RICA:
Exploring the Green Republic
May 14 - 22, 2011
Faculty Host:
Barry Allen, Associate Provost
for Internationalization & Associate
Professor of Environmental Studies

ALASKA'S INSIDE
PASSAGE
August 26 - September 2, 2011
Faculty Host:
Lee Lines, Diane and
Michael Maher Professor of
Environmental Studies

ROLLINS ALUMNI TRAVEL P ROGRAM
Enjoy enriching journeys to fascinating destinations
with fellow alumni, warm friends, and expert faculty.
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

407-646-2266 or 1-800-799-ALUM (2586)
alumni@rollins.edu

■

rollins.edu/alumni/travel
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REGIONAL EVENTS

P=ROLLINS PARENT

WASHINGTON, D.C.

VERO BEACH

THE METROPOLITAN CLUB, April 2010

BENT PINE GOLF CLUB, March 2010

Leo Desmond ’80 and Eric Schwarz ’80

Vice President for Institutional Advancement Jim Gerhardt,
Babs Staley Tremaine ’70 P’04MBA, Tony Tremaine ’70
P’04MBA, and Wyndi Zumft Fournie ’80

David Remington ’08, David Brodsky ’09, Ryan Kearney ’08, and
Morgan Harries ’09

P.J. O'Donnell ’94, Matt Fierce ’97, and Tony
Wilner ’82

Kathy Mitchell Williams ’79 and
Trustee Bobby Ourisman ’78 P’12

Josh Perry ’08HH, Stephanie Keller ’05, and
Wood Hudson ’05

Ken Hill ’68, John McDermid ’69, and
Linda Buck Meyer ’69

FISHERS ISLAND
July 2010

Host Allie Hanley P’85 and Thad Shelly P’11

Sam Finan ’13 and Jack
Goggin

Linda Kilbourne, Dean Kilbourne '84, Laurie Finan P’13, Sam Finan ’13,
and Spencer Esty
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President Lewis Duncan P’12 P’12, Thad Shelly P’11,
and Lisa Krabbe Grunow Towbin ’71 P’02 P’05

Tony Tremaine '70 P'04MBA, Dean Kilbourne
'84, and Linda Kilbourne
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Sandy Riegel P’99 and Host Lee Hanley P’85

Sam Hocking ’87, Alumni Board Member Carroll Hanley
Goggin ’85, Tessa Rowan Goss ’97, Molly duPont Schaffer ’97, and Kristine Griscom ’85

ALUMNI FOX DAY – APRIL 2010
WINTER PARK

Angela Ciambrone ’05 and Natalie Hernandez ’04

Alumni Relations Executive
Assistant Sara Patrick ’08 and
Tom Grubbs ’56

Dodi Simmerson ’66, Saundra Sands Hester ’59, Nancy Neide Johnson ’50 P’78, Robbie Schultz ’07,
Alumni Board Member Carroll Hanley Goggin ’85, Mary Martin Hayes ’55, Tom Grubbs ’56,
Alumni Relations Executive Assistant Sara Patrick ’08, and Paul White-Davis ’94

WASHINGTON, D.C.

Carissa Maguire ’04, Elizabeth Ashwell
’99, and Megan Taymore Sigel ’08

Michael Blakeley ’09, Megan Taymore
Sigel ’08, and Joe Fay ’04

GREENWICH

VERO

Foster Kaali-Nagy '00, Lindsay Longmire
’02, and Carl Schlanger ’99

Damien Kaali-Nagy ’96, Chris Crowley
’96, and Chris Tully ’74

Chris Bargas, Matt Santini ’04, and
Jennifer Condren Bargas ’99

BOSTON

Sarah Knight ’05, Ashley Doucette
’06, and Ryan Parsons ’05

The Fox

DC Alumni Fox Day Group

(Seated l-r) Laurie Gordon Carney ’66 P’92,
Nancy Hopwood ’68, Dolina Rich Frease ’65;
(Standing l-r) Kathy Ten Eyck Marshall ’67,
Karen Kaltenborn Goertzel ’65

TAMPA

Tyler Finnegan ’02, Henry Fasoldt ’02, Trevor
Capon ’01, and Adam Gray ’02

Dave Henesey ’05, Ashley Sakmar ’06,
Matt Nahmias ’07, and John Chandler
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Chris Tonra ’93, Cindy Lee ’89, Randel Rogers
’67, Tinelle Rose ’08, Joline Furman Tonra ’90,
Rebecca Nannen Hearn ’93, Derek Ohlms ’94,
Alumni Board Member Charles Gallagher ’95,
and Natalie Jackson Brandes ’05
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JUDY WATS
ON

TRACY

R-ROOTS
By Joy Wallace Dickinson
This article appeared
originally in the Orlando
Sentinel on August 22,
2010. Reprinted by
permission of the
Orlando Sentinel.

FROM ANNIE RUSSELL TO MR. ROGERS,
ROLLINS’ TREASURES WERE IN GOOD HANDS
“Shakespeare based some of his stories on this book,” says Trudy Laframboise, pointing out a rare 1587 edition of The Chronicles of England, Scotland,
and Ireland, one of many treasures in the Special Collections and Archives at
Rollins College.
The Winter Park college is celebrating its 125th anniversary, and for the last
25 of those years, Laframboise has been a key caretaker of its treasures—a
trusted guide for scholars, students, and just plain folks who want to know more,
who need help answering their questions about everything from Winter Park
history to Walt Whitman‘s poems.
As classes begin, always an exciting time of the year, Laframboise will be
making a new beginning, too. After saying fond goodbyes, she’ll retire and start
a fresh chapter of life.
Guardian of heritage
Her career at Rollins concludes with awards and thanks: Earlier this year
the Society of Florida Archivists honored Laframboise with its Award of
Excellence for her dedication to the archival profession and outstanding
contribution to the preservation of the state’s documentary heritage.
Like theatrical set designers or publications editors, for example, archivists
toil out of the limelight, organizing and preserving information so that it’s
accessible to others.
And whereas it’s typical for scholars to become quite narrowly focused on
an area of study, archivists such as Laframboise are asked to become experts
on a world of knowledge, depending on what resides in their collections.
“I’m going to miss all of this,” she says about her department in Rollins’ Olin
Library, where the treasures seem to reach out into every corner of the world
beyond. “In every corner, there’s something.”
Russell’s shoes, Rogers’ sweater
There are shoes that belonged to the great actress Annie Russell, namesake
of a theater on campus, who retired from the stage in 1918 and later taught at
Rollins until her death in 1936.
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Russell’s shoes are so small that a child could wear them, but her résumé
loomed large. She originated the title role in Bernard Shaw’s Major Barbara in
London in 1905, to name just one role.
These days, however, visiting alumni may be more interested in seeing the
shoes (and sweater) of Fred McFeely Rogers, Rollins class of 1951—the Mr.
Rogers who made the whole world part of his neighborhood on TV.
A lock of Napoleon’s hair has been under Laframboise’s care, as well as
fragments of the Mayflower, the world’s smallest book, and a first edition of
Whitman’s Leaves of Grass.
After 25 years, Laframboise can tell you about alumni such as the author
Rex Beach, the 1890s Rollins student and veteran of the Klondike Gold Rush
who was once lionized as “the Victor Hugo” of the North. His ashes are buried
on the Rollins campus.
She can tell you, to give just a couple more examples, about author Zora
Neale Hurston’s relationship to the college, and about the Rice affair that rocked
Rollins in the early 1930s, when the college’s president, Hamilton Holt, asked the
controversial educator John A. Rice to resign. Several other professors left with
Rice to found the experimental Black Mountain College in Asheville, N.C.
‘A fantastic history’
In 25 years, Laframboise has cared for important manuscript collections
and invaluable photographs. Filing cabinets that line a long wall brim with historic images she has organized, catalogued, and protected with acid-free wrappings. They constitute a tremendous resource for the history of Florida and
beyond.
In one large photo from Rollins’ own history, thousands of people attend a
1940s performance of the Animated Magazine that gained national fame
during Holt’s tenure (on September 19, the magazine was brought to life again
this year in a special re-creation).
Asked what she’ll miss the most, Laframboise says, “the atmosphere, the
students, the professors. Especially in the early years, it was like a family…There’s
so much here of history, and it’s a fantastic history.”
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